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WOR BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT !U (

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 27, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD

SUBJECT: Hungarian Contacts

On the occasion of Hungary becoming a member of the Bank, several people
have inquired about my professional contacts in Hungary. In this connection,
the following information may be of interest.

1. I have frequently been invited to lecture in Hungary on developing
country policies and on the Hungarian economic reform. The latest invitation
came from Mr. Bela Csik6s-Nagy, the President of the Hungarian Price and

Material Board. Csik6s-Nagy originally asked me to discuss my work on

external shocks and policy responses to these shocks in developing countries,
the methodology of which he wishes to apply to the Hungarian economy. He has
subsequently broadened the subject to policies of import substitution and
export promotion, with application to Hungary. It had been planned that I
give a seminar on the subject to a high-level audience in Budapest in late
August; with my leading an industrial policy mission to Morocco the date has

been postponed to December.

2. My "Adjustment Policies in Developing Countries" (World Development,
January 1982) will serve as a basis for the seminar and will be published in
Hungarian in the next issue of Gazdasig (Economy), the Hungarian monthly on
economic policy. Gazdasfg earlier published the Hungarian translation of my
"The Changing International Division of Labor in Manufactured Goods" (Banca
Nazionale del Lavoro, Quarterly Review, September 1979). Among my papers on
the Hungarian economy, "The Economic Reform in Hungary Ten Years After"

(European Economic Review, November 1978) was published in Hungarian
translation in Val6s&g (Reality), the leading Hungarian periodical dealing
with public policy issues. My "Reforming the New Economic Mechanism in
Hungary" will appear in Hungarian in Kozgazdasagi Szemle (Economic Review),
the official journal of the Hungarian Economic Association; it will be
published in English in the Journal of Comparative Economics early next year.

3. I presented the last mentioned paper at the Institute of Economics of
the Academy of Sciences in Budapest, at the meetings of the American Economic
Association in Washington, as well as at the Bloomington Conference on the
Hungarian Economy, which was attended by fifteen economists from Hungary. The
enclosed excerpts of a report on the Conference, published in Magyar Nemzet
(Hungarian Nation), a Hungarian daily, provides a short analysis of my
paper. It was written by Gyorgy Ranki, the best-known Hungarian modern
economic historian.

4. I further enclose the English translation of a letter received from
Lajos Faluvfgi, Deputy Prime Minister and President of the Hungarian Planning
Office, commenting on my recent book. I have known Faluvfgi for fourteen
years and have regularly seen him on my visits to Hungary, first as Minister
of Finance and subsequently as President of the Planning Office. While
Faluvfgi was not able to receive the Bank mission last month, future contacts
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with him would be desirable, given the prominent place he occupies among
reform-minded government officials in Hungary.

cc: Chaufournier, EMNVP; Karaosmanoglu, EMI; Picciotto, EMP; Hume, EMl;
Dubey, EMNVP; Colaco, EMi; Mrs. Denton, EM1;
ERS Directors, DRD Senior Staff

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc



Excerpts from Gyorgy Ranki, "Two Conferences in Bloomington,"

published in the Magyar Nemzet (Hungarian Nation) in May 1982

"Bela Balassa, professor at the Johns Hopkins University and a senior

consultant at the World Bank, has provided a profound analysis of Hungarian

economic developments since 1968. He has indicated that the difficulties

experienced after the mid-seventies find their origin in part in the lack of

consistent application of the reforms and in part in the combination of new

world economic events. In analyzing the recently introduced policy measures,

he has reached the conclusion that a price reform without a coherent wage

reform cannot bring the expected results, just as we cannot overcome our

difficulties if we do not establish a closer link between wages and labor

productivity. Balassa sees the weakness of Hungarian industry in three

factors: the lack of suitable small enterprises, the inadequacies of the so-

called background industry, and excessive centralization."

"The great merit of Balassa's presentation has been that he not only sees

the problems of the Hungarian economy from the inside but also situates it in

the framework of the economic problems of countries at similar levels of

development. In such a framework, one can better evaluate the achievements

and indicate the further requirements of the reform, not the least the need to

overcome the still existing lack of consistency."



Unofficial translation.

Mr. B6la B a 1 a s s a Budapest, 1 6th 6. 1982

World Bank

Development Research Center

Washington D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Balassa,

I consider it as an honour that you have made available

one copy of your study "Development Strategies in

Semi-ndustrial Economies" for me.

The economic incentives being conform to GATT regulations

play a very important role in our economic regulation

system.

Owing to the extremely rapid changes in world economy our

regulators must be defined in such a way and character

that economy could adjust to the new conditions at a

proper pace.

Your study contains precious analyses among others about

the effect of the incentive system on foreign trade and

economic growth. A detailed study of the volume must

provide us with interesting angels considering the

scientific evaluation and further development of our

economic regulators.

I sincerely wish you much success in your later work.

Yours sincerely

Faluvagi Lajos
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Mr. Goddard Winterbottom, MU July 30, 1982.

Bala Ralassa, DRD

Working Paper

The enclosed paper , Nomean and the Subsistence Sector; Ecoomi
Participation and Houshold Decision-Making in N"1" by Memoa Achaira and
Lynn Bennett is for you consideration for inclusin in the Working Paper
Series. Please inform us of your decision concerning the paper.

cc: Messrs. Stoutjadijk, Pyatt, T. King, DRD

Enclosure
B~alassarnc



C, FICE MEMORANDLM
TO: Mr. James K. Feather, PUB DATE: July 30, 1982

FROM: E. Stoutjesdijk, DRD

SUBJECT: Submission to Reprint Series

I wish to submit the following papers to the World Bank Reprint Series.

Paper No. 1 had been submitted earlier and supplementary iufof.mation has been

requested. For papers Nos. 2 to 9 the required 15 copies are enclosed.

1. Balassa, Bela, "Shifting Patterns of World Trade and Competition," Growth

and Entrepreneurship: Opportunities and Challenges in a Changing World,

Paris, International Chamber of Commerce, 1981.

2. , "Economic Reform in China," Banca Nazionale del Lavoro,
Quarterly Review, September 1982.

3. Feder, Gershon, "On Exports and Economic Growth," Journal of Development

Economics, forthcoming.

4. '_ , "On the Relation between Origin Income and Migration," Annals

of Regional Science, 1982.

5. Jamison, Dean T., "Reduced Class Size and Other Alternatives for Improving
Schools: An Economist's View," School Class Research and Policy, (Gene V.

Glass, Leouard -. Cahen, Mary Lee Smith and NikolaPily eds.) Sagz

Publications, 1982.

6. King, Timothy "Population Growth, International Resource Transfers, and

International Migration," Proceedings of the International Union for the

Scientific Study of Population, International Population Conference,

Manila, 1981.

7. Newbery, David, and Joseph E. Stiglitz, "Optimal Commodity Stock-Piling

Rules," Oxford Economic Papers, November 1982.

8. Nishimizu, Mieko and John M. Page, Jr. "Total Factor Productivity Growth,

Technological Progress and Technical Efficiency Change: Dimensions of

Productivity Change in Yugoslavia, 1965-78," The Economic Journal,

December 1982.

9. Pleskovic, Boris, and Marjan Dolenc, "Regional Development in a Socialist,

Developing and Multinational Country: The Case of Yugoslavia,"

International Regional Science Review, 1982.

cc: DRD SeniorStaff

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc



W D BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR JN

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: July 29, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD and Rene Bonnel, EMENA, CPIIB

SUBJECT: MOROCCO: Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion
Issues Paper

Objective

1. The Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion mission is scheduled
to arrive in Morocco on August 30 for a period of two to three weeks. This
paper outlines the scope of the mission and the main issues to be covered.
The principal objective of the mission is to make recommendations for
reforming the system of industrial incentives and export promotion, so as to
improve the efficiency of the industrialization process and to increase its
contribution to the overall objectives of Morocco's industrialization
strategy.

2. In carrying out its task, the mission will review the system of
import protection, the export promotion scheme, the application of price
control, the industrial investment code, the financing of industry, as well as
the system of taxation, and it will make recommendations for their reform.
The mission will also analyze prospective markets for Morocco's manufactured
exports and the impact of the future adhesion of Portugal and Spain to the
EEC.

Industrial Development Strategy and the System of Incentives in Morocco

3. The stated objectives of Morocco's industrial development strategy
include (i) increasing productivity growth; (ii) earning foreign exchange
through exports and ensuring efficient import-substitution; (iii) generating
rapid growth in employment; and (iv) stimulating balanced regional
development. To achieve these goals, Morocco relies on direct interventions
through the public sector and indirect interventions through the system of
incentives.

4. Among industrial incentives, import protection takes the form of
customs duties, special import taxes, and quantitative import restrictions.
Export promotion measures have been introduced to partially offset the
negative impact of protection on manufacturing costs; they consist of
preferential access to bank credit at reduced interest rates, duty and tax
exemptions (rebates) on material inputs and machinery, tax exemptions on
profits derived from exports, foreign exchange allocation, and institutional
measures. Since protection often generates economic rents for industrial
producers, the Government applies a policy of fixing industrial prices on a
cost-plus basis. In turn, industrial investment incentives include duty and
tax exemptions on imported capital goods, a 2% interest rate rebate, income
tax exemptions, and employment subsidies, the level of which varies
regionally. For projects below DH 100 million (about $17 million), the
incentives are granted automatically; for larger projects, they are subject to
negotiations. Incentives to industry are further affected by the system of
industrial finance and taxation. Overall, the incentive system is extremely
complex and its net effects are not known with any confidence.
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5. The Basic Economic Report (1979) and the ensuing policy dialogue with
the Government have highlighted the fact that the objectives of industrial
development strategy are met only partially. Despite rapid increases in
investment in 1972-77, value-added and employment in industry have'risen
relatively slowly. At the same time, emphasis was put on large capital-
intensive projects for import substitution, in particular in cement, sugar and
petroleum refining, leading to a rapid rise in the imports of capital goods
and intermediate products. Furthermore, with the exception of traditional
exports, such as textiles, carpets and leather goods, and phosphate-based
products, industrial exports have not developed to an appreciable extent and
the overall contribution of the industrial sector to Morocco's trade balance
has been disappointing.

6. In recent years, the persistence of large budgetary and current
account deficits have made it necessary for Morocco to implement a
stabilization program, involving reductions in public investment, in imports,
and in external borrowing. As a result, the principal factors behind the
1972-77 surge in economic activity have disappeared, and the rate of economic
growth has declined to a considerable extent (from 6.5% a year in 1972-77 to
3.8% in 1977-80).

7. The Government is now faced with the problem of how to revive
economic growth in a way consistent with a manageable current account
deficit. Because of the shortage of public funds, its capacity to undertake
large industrial investments has greatly declined and reliance on private
investment - domestic as well as foreign - to sustain industrial growth has
become crucial. For private investment to take place, and to generate the
foreign exchange earnings necessary to finance the ambitious 1981-85
Development Plan, the Government realizes that its industrial development
strategy would have to be modified.

Background and Scope of the Mission

8. The 1981-85 Development Plan aims at improving the situation by (i)
increasing public investment in natural resource-based export-oriented sectors
(mining, phosphates and phosphoric acid); (ii) raising the share of Government
investment allocated to agriculture so as to increase production and exports
and to provide processing industries with the required inputs (fish, leather
and food products); and (iii) reforming the system of incentives. The 1981-85
public sector investment program was reviewed by the Bank for the forthcoming
Plan Review report. The proposed Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion
mission will thus focus primarily on the reform of incentives, government
policies and institutions, and their efficiency in meeting the objectives of
Morocco's industrial development strategy.

9. Since 1979, the Government and the Bank have been involved in a joint
research project designed to estimate (i) incentive indicators (nominal
protection, effective protection and effective subsidy); and (ii) cost-benefit
indicators (domestic resource costs and economic rates of return), utilizing a
methodology developed at the Bank. The study is based on firm level data for
four industrial sectors (textiles, engineering and mechanical industries,
chemicals and agro-industries). As this project is expected to be completed
by mid-August, the mission will be able to draw on the considerable body of
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data and results already generated by the Bank consultant (in Morocco) and the
Moroccan team assigned to this project within the Ministry of Industry,
Commerce, and Tourism.

10. The mission will utilize the findings of the research project to
review the net effects of the various incentives granted to different sectors
through protection, export subsidies, price control, and credit and tax
measures and to examine Morocco's comparative advantage in industry It will
further make recommendations for improving the industrial incentives system
and its effectiveness in meeting the overall objectives of Morocco's
industrialization development strategy. The recommendations will cover the
system of import protection, the export promotion scheme, price control, the
industrial investment code, the financing of industry, and the system of
taxation. The mission will also review marketing prospects for Morocco's
exports of manufactured produots and the impact of the EEC (trade arrangements
with Morocco, the adhesion of Greece, and the future entry of Portugal and
Spain).

Industrial Development and Protection - The Issues

11. The development of the industrial sector has proceeded behind
protection provided in the form of customs duties, the special import tax, and
quantitative import restricticns. The present system of tariff protection was
introduced to grant increasing rates of protection according to the degree of
processing, in replacement of the system in existence until 1957 that
consisted of a uniform tariff rate (12.5%) on all commodities. In 1960, the
Government introduced an industrial investment code, subsequently revised in
1973 and in 1982, under uhich dmty exemptions have been provided on the
importation of capital goods. Inputs used in export production also enjoy
duty exemptions (rebates). In tur, a special import tax was introduced in
1973 and its rate gradually raised from 5% in 1973 to 15% in 1979. Finally,
increased use has been made of quantitative import restrictions.

12. The structure of imiprt protection that has developed over time does
not reflect a rational pattern and Morocco's industrial development strategy
is faced with the usual contradictions implicit in import-substitution
policies. As was highlighted by the 1975 industrial survey, the substitution
process appears to have gone as far as it can in the consumer goods sector,
while extension of import-substitution to intermediate or capital goods
industries is not financially profitable for private entrepreneurs due to
negative or low effective protection.

13. The main issues to be investigated in regard to import protection are

(i) the desirable average rate of effective protection in the
manufacturing sector;

(ii) an appropriate structure of tariffs;

(iii) the procedures used in providing protection;

(iv) the rationalization of quantitative import restrictions;
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(v) the possible impact of the reform of the protection system on
industrial sub-sectors and on budgetary revenues;

(vi) the promotion of "backward" integration in the manufacturing
sector; and,

(vii) the stimulation of the development of engineering industries.

13. These issues will be examined by the mission by drawing on the
results of the research project on industrial incentives, which will provide a
detailed analysis (at the firm level and by sub-sectors) of the level and
structure of import protection in the manufacturing sector. Furthermore,
comparisons of domestic resource costs (DRC's) and economic rates of return at
sub-sectoral and sectoral levels will provide a first indication of the
comparative advantages of Morocco's manufacturing sector. An attempt will
further be made to indicate the relative importance of technical inefficiency,
market size, and inappropriate factor intensity (capital-labor ratio) in
explaining the pattern of domestic resource costs.

14. The following issues pertaining to comparative advantage in the
manufacturing sector will be investigated:

(i) the relationship between the level of incentives and Morocco's
comparative advantage;

(ii) the relationship between capital intensity, employment and the
structure of incentives; and

(iii) the relationship between private and economic profitability in
manufacturing;

(iv) possible measures that may be used to improve the efficiency
of the industrialization process on a sectoral or sub-sectoral
basis.

Export Promotion

15. Reliance on export expansion to generate the foreign exchange
necessary for attaining a high rate of economic growth has been an important
feature of every Development Plan since 1972. However, actual exports have
fallen considerably short of the targets. In 1973-77, exports of goods and
non-factor services grew by only 0.6% a year in real terms compared to a Plan
target of 10%; in 1978-80, the actual growth rate was 2.6% compared to the
Plan objective of 6.6%. Judging from past experience, the 1981-85 Development
Plan's objective of a 7.5% annual growth rate for exports appears unlikely to
be achieved unless substantial changes are made in the present system of
incentives. At the same time, Bank reports have consistently stated that
potential long-term growth prospects for Morocco's exports are quite
favorable.

16. In 1981, the two largest sources of export earnings, exclusive of
services, were agricultural products (31.1% of merchandise exports) and
phosphate rock (31.2%). In the case of agricultural exports, growth has been
quite slow in the past, in part because of the stagnation of production since
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1971. The system of incentives in agriculture involves a complex system of
intervention by the Government at the production level (in irrigated areas)
and at the marketing level (through OCE which controls exports of primary and
processed agricultural products). In the case of phosphate export's, the
report prepared by IPD for the 1982 Plan Review Mission emphasized the
importance of the investment and pricing strategy of OCP. The mission will
focus on the promotion of manufactured exports other than processed
agricultural and phosphate-based products but will also draw on existing
information concerning the latter two categories of products.

17. Between 1967 and 1980, Morocco's manufactured exports rose at an
average annual rate of 9.3 percent in real terms, below the average rate of
increase of 13 percent for all developing.countries. At the same time, growth
was largely limited to a few traditional industries processing mainly local
natural resources (textiles, clothing, carpets, leather products), wbere
Morocco enjoyed the advantages of low wages and preferential access to the
Common Market, and phosphate-based products (phosphoric acid and
fertilizers). With insufficient incentives due to low effective protection
of exports and the overvaluation of the exchange tate, the contribadtian of
non-traditional industries has remained small, although exports of transport
equipment, electronics and electrical machinery, rubber and plastic
manufactures have begun in recent years.

18. While the exports of phosphate rock and phosphate-based ?rozdhts
could grow in the eighties at a rate close to that achieved in 1967-OD (5.3% a
year in real terms), exports of agricultural products are likely to Inexease
at a very slow rate, if at all. In 1979, the EEC accounted for 74% of
Morocco's food exports, and according to current estimates, a substatia1 part
of these exports would be replaced by products from Greece, Portugal, amd
Spain.

19. If total export earnings are to grow at a faster rate, zMbncc will
have to expand its exports of manufactured goods, including non- trait].aal
products. In order to assist Morocco in this effort, the missiom wilI make
recommendations for improving the export promotion effort.

20. The recommendations for improving the system of incentives te exports
will draw on the results of the research project on industrial incentives.
The mission will review and discuss with the Government the overall issue of
the level of incentives granted to exports, including the effects of the
present exchange rate. Policy recommendations will focus on speclfic
incentives to exports and on the fiscal cost of possible alternatives. This
will involve

(i) examining the extent of the anti-export bias in the present
system of incentives;

(11) making recommendations for reducing this bias; and

(iii) analyzing the measures that may be used for this purpose.

21. At the institutional level, the mission will review progress made by
the Government in improving administrative procedures for exporters, including
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(i) foreign exchang3-regulations affecting exports;

(ii) the administration of duty exemptions and rebates;

(iii) the administration of the export credit and export insurance
schemes (see also the financing of industry);

(iv) the role and functions of the Export Promotion Center; and

(v) the creation of an agency responsible for establishing
standards and promoting quality control.

Price Control

22. Price control has been used in Morocco to appropriate some of the
profits generated by protection and to limit price increases. The mission
will update earlier work on price control by the Bank, focusing on the
following issues:

(M) the scope of price control;

(ii) the methods used in setting prices;

(iii) the need for price liberalization; and

(iv) the possible effects of the freeing of prices on individual
sectors and on the rate of inflation.

The System of Investment Incentives

23. Morocco has relied on investment codes to promote investment in
various branches of the economy. Although this policy may have led to
increases in the rate of return to capital, the results obtained have not been
up to expectations. According to the limited data available, the policy has
probably been responsible for the rise in the capital-labor ratio, and the
expected surge in foreign investment has not materialized. The Government has
recently revised the industrial investment code and it is presently engaged in
the revision of some of the other codes.

24. Specific issues addressed by the mission in regard to investment.
incentives will include

(i) the administrative complexity of the investment codes;

(ii) the harmonization of incentives provided by the various codes
and their relationship with the overall reform of industrial
incentives; and

(iii) the probable effects of the new industrial investment code on
foreign investment, exports, the choice of technique,
location, and the domestic capital goods industry.
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The Financing of Industry

25. The use of quantitative controls on domestic credit, which have been
the main instrument for controlling the money supply since 1976, and the large
domestic borrowiftgs of the Treasury have led to a fall in the share in total
domestic credit of productive enterprises, in particular in the private
sector. This raises the following questions the mission will address:

(i) the implications of credit controls for the financing of
investment, and

(ii) the preference given to public enterprises over private firms
in granting credit.

26. During the seventies, interest rates have played a minor role in
allocating credit among borrowers as they were kept at relatively low levels
and the Government relied on other means to achieve financial objectives.
Since 1977, interest rates have been regularly raised, so that their average
levels approximately equals the rate of inflation. However, the structure of
interest rates may not correspond to that which would emerge if existing
controls were removed. The mission will examine

(i) the relative role of interest rates and other criteria in
rationing available credit among borrowers; and

(ii) the desirable rate structure.

27. Traditionally, selectivity of credit in Morocco has been assured by
the creation of lending institutions specialized by sector. In recent years,
this policy has been generalized by creating special lending facilities that
provide preferential access to credit at subsidized interest rates. At
present, these facilities cover projects benefiting from investment codes,
investment projects for exports, specific activities (tourism, shipping,
etc.), specific investors (small and medium scale firms, handicrafts), and
specific types of credit (rediscountable medium-term credit).

28. In view of the increasing complexity of the system of credit, and the
reduced competition between the financial institutions it implies, the
efficiency of this highly selective approach to credit policy needs to be
assessed. Also, one needs to examine the access to credit by firms which are
not covered by preferential schemes and the possible ways to improve the
mobilization of financial resources for productive investment. The relevant
issues include

(i) the system of financial intermediation and the extent of
competition between banks and financial institutions,

(ii) the system of selective credits;

(iii) the extent of subsidies to certain types of credit;

(iv) the system of export credit, export insurance, and insurance
against exchange rate fluctuations; and
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(v) the dependence on automatic rediscounting by the Central Bank
for certain types of credit.

The System of Taxation

29. Since 1976, budget deficits have remained at a high level, and the
Government has raised in successive stages the rate of the special import tax
in order to increase revenues. While the recommendations of the mission will
have budgetary implications, they should not lead to an increased deficit that
would be contrary to the objectives of the current stand-by agreement between
Morocco and the IMF. Thus, to the extent that the recommendations involve
additional Government expenditures or loss of revenue, offsetting sources of
tax revenue will need to be identified.

30. The Moroccan tax system was extensively studied by the IMF in 1978,
and the IMF has recently reviewed proposals for tax reform. The mission will
consider alternative ways to offset the budgetary impact of the proposed
reform of industrial incentives and export promotion in the framework of the
IMF recommendations and in close cooperation with the IMF. This raises the
following issues:

(i) the effects of the system of direct and indirect taxes on
industry;

(ii) the fiscal implications of additional incentives to exports;

(iii) the impact of the proposed modifications in the structure of
tariffs and quantitative import restrictions on government
revenues; and

(iv) alternative ways to offset the budgetary effects of the
proposed incentive reforms.

Staffing and Timing

31. Formal Government approval for the Industrial Incentives and Export
Promotion mission has been obtained. In view of the long involvement of the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism in the joint research project on
industrial incentives with the Bank, we have proposed to the Ministry that the
Moroccan team involved in the research project joins the mission. This has
been accepted by the Government in June. The role of this team will be
determined subsequently.

32. The mission would include a mission chief (Mr. Balassa), a deputy
mission chief (Mr. Bonnel), a general economist, the Bank consultant assigned
to the research project in Morocco, a consultant who will be responsible for
the study of industrial finance, and a Moroccan team consisting of two or
three people

33. The schedule for report processing is as follows:
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White Cover Report December 1, 1982
Yellow Cover Report January 10, 1982
Review Meeting January 20, 1982
Green Cover Report February 15, 1982
Discussions with Govt. March 21, 1982

Distribution:

Messrs. Chaufournier, Bart, Picciotto, Carmignani

Messrs. Dubey (2), Khalilzadeh-Shirazi, Fitchett (EMNVP); Afour, Bonnel, de
Merode, Prasad (EM2); Elwan, Zaidan, Ettori (EMP); van der Tak (OPS);
Kohli (IPD); Tolbert (IDF); Robless (2) (PAB); Richardson, Blondel
(IFC); Francois, Tahari, Happe (IMF)

Ms. Ruggeri, Guerard, Hees, Nowicki (EM2)
EMENA files

BBalassa:nc



MOROCCO: INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES AND EXPORT PROMOTION

PART I

INCENTIVES AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Chapter 1. The Structure of Incentives in Manufacturing Industries

1. The Structure of Nominal Protection (product protection)

2. The Structure of Effective Protection (joint effects of protective

measures on inputs and outputs)

3. The Structure of Effective Subsidies (joint effects of protective,

tax, and credit measures)

4. The Bias Against Exports

5. Comparison with Primary Activities

Chapter 2. Comparative Advantage in Manufacturing Industries

1. The Measurement of Comparative Advantage (domestic resource cost of

foreign exchange and economic rates of return)

2. Comparison of Incentives and Comparative Advantage (effective rates

and domestic resource cost measure, private and social profitability)

3. Relationships between Comparative Advantage, Capital Productivity and

Labor Productivity

4. Comparisons with Primary Activities
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PART II

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 3. Industrial Development and Exports

1. The Place of Manufacturing in the National Economy (value added,

employment, investment, exports, and imports)

2. The Structure and Development of Manufacturing Industries (sectoral

composition, public and private industry, employment, investment,

capital and labor productivity, capacity utilization)

3. The Structure and Development of Manufactured Exports (export growth

and composition, relationship between exports and industrial

production, the contribution of exports and imports to output growth)

Chapter 4. The Development of the System of Production Incentives

1. The Exchange Rate Regime (nominal and real exchange rates)

2. The System of Import Protection

A. Tariffs and tariff-type measures

B. Quantitative import restrictions

C. Price Control

3. The Export Promotion Scheme

A. Foreign exchange regulations

B. Duty exemptions and rebates

C. Income tax benefits

D. Export Promotion Center

E. Standards and Quality Control
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Chapter 5. Development of the S$stem of Taxation and Investment Incentives

1. The System of Income Taxes (personal and corporate income taxes)

2. The Incidence of Indirect Taxes (sales vs. value added taxes)

3. The Industrial Investment Code (changes over time, effects on foreign

investment, exports, the choice of techniques, location, and the

development of the domestic capital goods industry)

4. Comparisons with Other Investment Codes

Chapter 6. The Development of Industrial Finance

1. The Role of Financial Intermediaries

A. Commercial banks

B. Investment banks

C. Securities market

2. The Role of Interest Rates

A. Interest rates to savers

B. Interest rates to borrowers

C. Cost of intermediation

3. Credit Rationing and Preferences

A. Quantitative controls on credit

B. System of selective credits

C. Export credit and export insurance
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M!r. Kanll C. Vasillades , ID1 July 28, 1982.

Bela Balass, DRD

In response to your request, I enclose a short outline of my
lecture on "Industrial and Trade Policies" scheduled for the morning of
November 4th. I further anclose a copy of my current curiculum vitae.

BElosures
Balaat



Syepmi of Lecture on

"Industrial end Trae Policies" on Noember 4, 1982

Th* subject matte of tbo 1tur ta the procsms of industrial
development and Industrial dereiopumtn wsaees. t will cover the
dotervilswa of early industa deaopmt, the firt s age of inport
substtution, the prinelpal absaocorstites and resuts of imaward-orionted
and outwrdore ted estala dovolm; mnt srtats, and the responses of
the ns-tenete develonge coutem s totb sat semsa shacka suffered
after 1973. Vinally, future policie will be Uasemmedt, witb emasideration
given to the proapsets for world trade in manaturode goods.



Mr. Bsai Kavalsky, EP July 28, 1982.

Bela Dalassa, DRD

Ti Year's Lasue

i W**n that managing aggegate dema itk deeloping cuntries is
an important isse that would require attention an the pat of the bask. I
also repatedly obsera4 a ratehat effect with countries, with incrases in

exedtures In good yeas and a failue to redue them afterwards. I vould
be $lad to participate, in mny disasimse cm this isse.

eeY Internationsialem nWStar"Sg Group; Mr. Waid4

Balaassatne

International EcnaWm Steering Group -Baneth, Colaco, Pfefferman, Holsen,
Ikram, Moe, Duloy, Wallicb, and Waide

21,



Re e mael, 1IM July 29, 1982.

?leae radsign and distribvgo th* enclsed ao. Also samd
copies to Memssrs. Bortan ad Silva Lopes.
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Mre. Basll Kovalsky, CPD July 29, 1982

Bela saloosa MW0

%minoar on 2woemina Reforms

i. As a follow-up to our conersation, X would like to ask you to
organize a Bsk-wide semina an the topict *Sootollot ftnouice Reforma

Comaeet Miss and *Augory.* I would asggst to schedule the smisaar for
.the saeod bal of Septesber, after the Annual Maottagp and befoe these
working an China and Bwqgary leave for misin (I an mself returning from
mission on Setm be 13th and an available on a"y day* othert than Tuesdays and
en-esy),

2. In the anouncement, ymu may wish to list two background papers for
the semirc "Reforming the Ne Reonooe Menemism In Nangary" and "Weenomta
Reform in China' both of which s available from my office. Futermoeu, an
overviow of the devvlopment of the agaa raeom Is provided In my *"Tm*

Huaao Ecnoi Reform, 19W8-1," World ask Staff Working aper No. 506,
February 1982.

3. In order to emphaas" the operational relevance of the topic, It
would be desirable to hae the seminar In the mine buiding complex. I
presume that co would nAmd to reserve a room. that would accommodate the
expected adience quite early.

z~aleatne



W' D BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR/ )N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: July 29, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD and Rene Bonnel, EMENA, CPIIB

SUBJECT: MOROCCO: Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion
Issues Paper

Objective

1. The Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion mission is scheduled
to arrive in Morocco on August 30 for a period of two to three weeks. This

paper outlines the scope of the mission and the main issues to be covered.
The principal objective of the mission is to make recommendations for

reforming the system of industrial incentives and export promotion, so as to
improve the efficiency of the industrialization process and to increase its

contribution to the overall objectives of Morocco's industrialization
strategy.

2. In carrying out its task, the mission will review the system of
import protection, the export promotion scheme, the application of price
control, the industrial investment code, the financing of industry, as well as
the system of taxation, and it will make recommendations for their reform.
The mission will also analyze prospective markets for Morocco's manufactured
exports and the impact of the future adhesion of Portugal and Spain to the
EEC.

Industrial Development Strategy and the System of Incentives in Morocco

3. The stated objectives of Morocco's industrial development strategy
include (i) increasing productivity growth; (ii) earning foreign exchange
through exports and ensuring efficient import-substitution; (iii) generating
rapid growth in employment; and (iv) stimulating balanced regional
development. To achieve these goals, Morocco relies on direct interventions
through the public sector and indirect interventions through the system of
incentives.

4. Among industrial incentives, import protection takes the form of
customs duties, special import taxes, and quantitative import restrictions.
Export promotion measures have been introduced to partially offset the
negative impact,of protection on manufacturing costs; they consist of
preferential access to bank credit at reduced interest rates, duty and tax
exemptions (rebates) on material inputs and machinery, tax exemptions on
profits derived from exports, foreign exchange allocation, and institutional
measures. Since protection often generates economic rents for industrial
producers, the Government applies a policy of fixing industrial prices on a
cost-plus basis. In turn, industrial investment incentives include duty and
tax exemptions on imported capital goods, a 2% interest rate rebate, income
tax exemptions, and employment subsidies, the level of which varies
regionally. For projects below DH 100 million (about $17 million), the
incentives are granted automatically; for larger projects, they are subject to
negotiations. Incentives to industry are further affected by the system of
industrial finance and taxation. Overall, the incentive system is extremely
complex and its net effects are not known with any confidence.
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5. The Basic Economic Report (1979) and the ensuing policy dialogue with
the Government have highlighted the fact that the objectives of industrial
development strategy are met only partially. Despite rapid increases in
investment in 1972-77, value-added and employment in industry have risen
relatively slowly. At the same time, emphasis was put on large capital-
intensive projects for import substitution, in particular in cement, sugar and
petroleum refining, leading to a rapid rise in the imports of capital goods
and intermediate products. Furthermore, with the exception of traditional
exports, such as textiles, carpets and leather goods, and phosphate-based
products, industrial exports have not developed to an appreciable extent and
the overall contribution of the industrial sector to Morocco's trade balance
has been disappointing.

6. In recent years, the persistence of large budgetary and current
account deficits have made it necessary for Morocco to implement a
stabilization program, involving reductions in public investment, in imports,
and in external borrowing. As a result, the principal factors behind the
1972-77 surge in economic activity have disappeared, and the rate of economic
growth has declined to a considerable extent (from 6.5% a year in 1972-77 to
3.8% in 1977-80).

7. The Government is now faced with the problem of how to revive
economic growth in a way consistent with a manageable current account
deficit. Because of the shortage of public funds, its capacity to undertake
large industrial investments has greatly declined and reliance on private
investment - domestic as well as foreign - to sustain industrial growth has
become crucial. For private investment to take place, and to generate the
foreign exchange earnings necessary to finance the ambitious 1981-85
Development Plan, the Government realizes that its industrial development
strategy would have to be modified.

Background and Scope of the Mission

8. The 1981-85 Development Plan aims at improving the situation by (i)
increasing public investment in natural resource-based export-oriented sectors
(mining, phosphates and phosphoric acid); (ii) raising the share of Government
investment allocated to agriculture so as to increase production and exports
and to provide processing industries with the required inputs (fish, leather
and food products); and (iii) reforming the system of incentives. The 1981-85
public sector investment program was reviewed by the Bank for the forthcoming
Plan Review report. The proposed Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion
mission will thus focus primarily on the reform of incentives, government
policies and institutions, and their efficiency in meeting the objectives of
Morocco's industrial development strategy.

9. Since 1979, the Government and the Bank have been involved in a joint
research project designed to estimate (i) incentive indicators (nominal
protection, effective protection and effective subsidy); and (ii) cost-benefit
indicators (domestic resource costs and economic rates of return), utilizing a
methodology developed at the Bank. The study is based on firm level data for
four industrial sectors (textiles, engineering and mechanical industries,
chemicals and agro-industries). As this project is expected to be completed
by mid-August, the mission will be able to draw on the considerable body of
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data and results already generated by the Bank consultant (in Morocco) and the
Moroccan team assigned to this project within the Ministry of Industry,
Commerce, and Tourism.

10. The mission will utilize the findings of the research project to

review the net effects of the various incentives granted to different sectors

through protection, export subsidies, price control, and credit and tax

measures and to examine Morocco's comparative advantage in industry It will

further make recommendations for improving the industrial incentives system
and its effectiveness in meeting the overall objectives of Morocco's

industrialization development strategy. The recommendations will cover the

system of import protection, the export promotion scheme, price control, the
industrial investment code, the financing of industry, and the system of

taxation. The mission will also review marketing prospects for Morocco's
exports of manufactured products and the impact of the EEC (trade arrangements

with Morocco, the adhesion of Greece, and the future entry of Portugal and

Spain).

Industrial Development and Protection - The Issues

11. The development of the industrial sector has proceeded behind
protection provided in the form of customs duties, the special import tax, and

quantitative import restrictions. The present system of tariff protection was

introduced to grant increasing rates of protection according to the degree of

processing, in replacement of the system in existence until 1957 that

consisted of a uniform tariff rate (12.5%) on all commodities. In 1960, the

Government introduced an industrial investment code, subsequently revised in
1973 and in 1982, under whic duty exemptions have been provided on the

importation of capital goods. Inputs used in export production also enjoy

duty exemptions (rebates). In turn, a special import tax was introduced in

1973 and its rate gradually raised from 5% in 1973 to 15% in 1979. Finally,
increased use has been made of quantitative import restrictions.

12. The structure of import protection that has developed over time does

not reflect a rational pattern and Morocco's industrial development strategy

is faced with the usual contradictions implicit in import-substitution
policies. As was highlighted by the 1975 industrial survey, the substitution

process appears to have gone as far as it can in the consumer goods sector,
while extension of import-substitution to intermediate or capital goods
industries is not financially prmfitable for private entrepreneurs due to

negative or low effective -protection.

13. The main issues to be investigated in regard to import protection are

(i) the desirable average rate of effective protection in the
manufacturing sector;

(ii) an appropriate structure of tariffs;

(iii) the procedures used in providing protection;

(iv) the rationalization of quantitative import restrictions;
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(v) the possible impact of the reform of the protection system on
industrial sub-sectors and on budgetary revenues;

(vi) the promotion of "backward" integration in the manfacturing
sector; and,

(vii) the stimulation of the development of engineering industries.

13. These issues will be examined by the mission by drawing on the
results of the research project on industrial incentives, which will provide a
detailed analysis (at the firm level and by sub-sectors) of the level and
structure of import protection in the manufacturing sector. Furthermore,
comparisons of domestic resource costs (DRC's) and economic rates of return at
sub-sectoral and sectoral levels will proiide a first indication of the
comparative advantages of Morocco's manufacturing sector. An attempt will
further be made to indicate the relative importance of technical inefficiency,
market size, and inappropriate factor intensity (capital-labor ratio) in
explaining the pattern of domestic resource costs.

14. The following issues pertaining to comparative advantage in the
manufacturing sector will be investigated:

(i) the relationship between the level of incentives and Morocco's
comparative advantage;

(ii) the relationship between capital intensity, employment and the
structure of incentives; and

(iii) the relationship between private and economic profitability in
manufacturing;

(iv) possible measures that may be used to improve the efficiency
of the industrialization process on a sectoral or sub-sectoral
basis.

Export Promotion

15. Reliance on export expansion to generate the foreign exchange
necessary for attaining a high rate of economic growth has been an important
feature of every Development Plan since 1972. However, actual exports have
fallen considerably short of the targets. In 1973-77, exports of goods and
non-factor services grew by only 0.6% a year in real terms compared to a Plan
target of 10%; in 1978-80, the actual growth rate was 2.6% compared to the
Plan objective of 6.6%. Judging from past experience, the 1981-85 Development
Plan's objective of a 7.5% annual growth rate for exports appears unlikely to
be achieved unless substantial changes are made in the present system of
incentives. At the same time, Bank reports have consistently stated that
potential long-term growth prospects for Morocco's exports are quite
favorable.

16. In 1981, the two largest sources of export earnings, exclusive of
services, were agricultural products (31.1% of merchandise exports) and
phosphate rock (31.2%). In the case of agricultural exports, growth has been
quite slow in the past, in part because of the stagnation of production since
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1971. The system of incentives in agriculture involves a complex system of

intervention by the Government at the production level (in irrigated areas)
and at the marketing level (through OCE which controls exports of primary and
processed agricultural products). In the case of phosphate exporbs, the
report prepared by IPD for the 1982 Plan Review Mission emphasized the
importance of the investment and pricing strategy of OCP. The mission will

focus on the promotion of manufactured exports other than processed
agricultural and phosphate-based products but will also draw on existing
information concerning the latter two categories of products.

17. Between 1967 and 1980, Morocco's manufactured exports rose at an
average annual rate of 9.3 percent in real terms, below the average rate of

increase of 13 percent for all developing countries. At the same time, growth

was largely limited to a few traditional industries processing mainly local

natural resources (textiles, clothing, carpets, leather products), where
Morocco enjoyed the advantages of low wages and preferential access to the

Common Market, and phosphate-based products (phosphoric acid and
fertilizers). With insufficient incentives due to low effective protection

of exports and the overvaluation of the exchange rate, the contribution of

non-traditional industries has remained small, although exports of transport

equipment, electronics and electrical machinery, rubber and plastic
manufactures have begun in recent years.

18. While the exports of phosphate rock and phosphate-based products

could grow in the eighties at a rate close to that achieved in 1967-80 (5.3% a

year in real terms), exports of agricultural products are likely to increase

at a very slow rate, if at all. In 1979, the EEC accounted for 74% of

Morocco's food exports, and according to current estimates, a substantial part
of these exports would be replaced by products from Greece, Portugal, and

Spain.

19. If total export earnings are to grow at a faster rate, Morocco will
have to expand its exports of manufactured goods, including non-traditional
products. In order to assist Morocco in this effort, the mission will make

recommendations for improving the export promotion effort.

20. The recommendations for improving the system of incentives to exports

will draw on the results of the research project on industrial incentives.

The mission will review and discuss with the Government the overall issue of

the level of incentives granted to exports, including the effects of the

present exchange rate. Policy recommendations will focus on specific
incentives to exports and on the fiscal cost of possible alternatives. This

will involve

(I) examining the extent of the anti-export bias in the present
system of incentives;

(ii) making recommendations for reducing this bias; and

(iii) analyzing the measures that may be used for this purpose.

21. At the institutional level, the mission will review progress made by

the Government in improving administrative procedures for exporters, including
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(M) foreign exchange tegulations affecting exports;

(ii) the administration of duty exemptions and rebates;

(iii) the administration of the export credit and export insurance
schemes (see also the financing of industry);

(iv) the role and functions of the Export Promotion Center; and

(v) the creation of an agency responsible for establishing
standards and promoting quality control.

Price Control

22. Price control has been used in Morocco to appropriate some of the
profits generated by protection and to limit price increases. The mission
will update earlier work on price control by the Bank, focusing on the
following issues:

(i) the scope of price control;

(ii) the methods used in setting prices;

(iii) the need for price liberalization; and

(iv) the possible effects of the freeing of prices on individual
sectors and on the rate of inflation.

The System of Investment Incentives

23. Morocco has relied on investment codes to promote investment in
various branches of the economy. Although this policy may have led to
increases in the rate of return to capital, the results obtained have not been
up to expectations. According to the limited data available, the policy has
probably been responsible for the rise in the capital-labor ratio, and the
expected surge in foreign investment has not materialized. The Government has
recently revised the industrial investment code and it is presently engaged in
the revision of some of the other codes.

24. Specific issues addressed by the mission in regard to investment
incentives will include

(i) the administrative complexity of the investment codes;

(ii) the harmonization of incentives provided by the various codes
and their relationship with the overall reform of industrial
incentives; and

(iii) the probable effects of the new industrial investment code on
foreign investment, exports, the choice of technique,
location, and the domestic capital goods industry.
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The Financing of Industry

25. The use of quantitative controls on domestic credit, which have been
the main instrument for controlling the money supply since 1976, and the large
domestic borrowings of the Treasury have led to a fall in the share in total
domestic credit of productive enterprises, in particular in the private
sector. This raises the following questions the mission will address:

(i) the implications of credit controls for the financing of
investment, and

(ii) the preference given to public enterprises over private firms
in granting credit.

26. During the seventies, interest rates have played a minor role in
allocating credit among borrowers as they were kept at relatively low levels
and the Government relied on other means to achieve financial objectives.
Since 1977, interest rates have been regularly raised, so that their average
levels approximately equals the rate of inflation. However, the structure of
interest rates may not correspond to that which would emerge if existing
controls were removed. The mission will examine

(i) the relative role of interest rates and otber criteria in
rationing available credit among borrowers; and

(ii) the desirable rate structure.

27. Traditionally, selectivity of credit in Morocco has been assured by
the creation of lending institutions specialized by sector. In recent years,
this policy has been generalized by creating special lending facilities that
provide preferential access to credit at subsidized interest rates. At
present, these facilities cover projects benefiting from investment codes,
investment projects for exports, specific activities (tourism, shipping,
etc.), specific investors (small and medium scale firms, handicrafts), and
specific types of credit (rediscountable medium-term credit).

28. In view of the increasing complexity of the system of credit, and the
reduced competition between the financial institutions it implies, the
efficiency of this highly selective approach to credit policy needs to be
assessed. Also, one needs to examine the access to credit by firms which are
not covered by preferential schemes and the possible ways to improve the
mobilization of financial resources for productive investment. The relevant
issues include

(i) the system of financial intermediation and the extent of
competition between banks and financial institutions,

(ii) the system of selective credits;

(iii) the extent of subsidies to certain types of credit;

(iv) the system of export credit, export insurance, and insurance
against exchange rate fluctuations; and



(v) the dependence on automatic rediscounting by the Central Bank
for certain types of credit.

The System of Taxation

29. Since 1976, budget deficits have remained at a high level, and the
Government has raised in successive stages the rate of the special import tax
in order to increase revenues. While the recommendations of the mission will
have budgetary implications, they should not lead to an increased deficit that
would be contrary to the objectives of the current stand-by agreement between
Morocco and the IMF. Thus, to the extent that the recommendations involve
additional Government expenditures or losi of revenue, offsetting sources of
tax revenue will need to be identified.

30. The Moroccan tax system was extensively studied by the IMF in 1978,
and the IMF has recently reviewed proposals for tax reform. The mission will
consider alternative ways to offset the budgetary impact of the proposed
reform of industrial incentives and export promotion in the framework of the
IMF recommendations and in close cooperation with the IMF. This raises the
following issues:

(i) the effects of the system of direct and indirect taxes on
industry;

(ii) the fiscal implications of additional incentives to exports;

(iii) the impact of the proposed modifications in the structure of
tariffs and quantitative import restrictions on government
revenues; and

(iv) alternative ways to offset the budgetary effects of the
proposed incentive reforms.

Staffing and Timing

31. Formal Government approval for the Industrial Incentives and Export
Promotion mission has been obtained. In view of the long involvement of the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism in the joint research project on
industrial incentives with the Bank, we have proposed to the Ministry that the
Moroccan team involved in the research project joins the mission. This has
been accepted by the Government in June. The role of this team will be
determined subsequently.

32. The mission would include a mission chief (Mr. Balassa), a deputy
mission chief (Mr. Bonnel), a general economist, the Bank consultant assigned
to the research project in Morocco, a consultant who will be responsible for
the study of industrial finance, and a Moroccan team consisting of two or
three people

33. The schedule for report processing is as follows:
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White Cover Report December 1, 1982
Yellow Cover Report January 10, 1982
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Green Cover Report February 15, 1982
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MOROCCO: INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES AND EXPORT PROMOTION

PART I

INCENTIVES AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Chapter 1. The Structure of Incentives in Manufacturing Industries

1. The Structure of Nominal Protection (product protection)

2. The Structure of Effective Protection (joint effects of protective

measures on inputs and outputs)

3. The Structure of Effective Subsidies (joint effects of protective,

tax, and credit measures)

4. The Bias Against Exports

5. Comparison with Primary Activities

Chapter 2. Comparative Advantage in Manufacturing Industries

1. The Measurement of Comparative Advantage (domestic resource cost of

foreign exchange and economic rates of return)

2. Comparison of Incentives and Comparative Advantage (effective rates

and domestic resource cost measure, private and social profitability)

3. Relationships between Comparative Advantage, Capital Productivity and

Labor Productivity

4. Comparisons with Primary Activities
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PART II

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 3. Industrial Development and Exports

1. The Place of Manufacturing in the National Economy (value added,

employment, investment, exports, and imports)

2. The Structure and Development of Manufacturing Industries (sectoral

composition, public and private industry, employment, investment,

capital and labor productivity, capacity utilization)

3. The Structure and Development of Manufactured Exports (export growth

and composition, relationship between exports and industrial

production, the contribution of exports and imports to output growth)

Chapter 4. The Development of the System of Production Incentives

1. The Exchange Rate Regime (nominal and real exchange rates)

2. The System of Import Protection

A. Tariffs and tariff-type measures

B. Quantitative import restrictions

C. Price Control

3. The Export Promotion Scheme

A. Foreign exchange regulations

B. Duty exemptions and rebates

C. Income tax benefits

D. Export Promotion Center

K. Standards and Quality Control
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Chapter 5. Development of the 8ystem of Taxation and Investment Incentives

1. The System of Income Taxes (personal and corporate income taxes)

2. The Incidence of Indirect Taxes (sales vs. value added taxes)

3. The Industrial Investment Code (changes over time, effects on foreign

investment, exports, the choice of techniques, location, and the

development of the domestic capital goods industry)

4. Comparisons with Other Investment Codes

Chapter 6. The Development of Industrial Finance

1. The Role of Financial Intermediaries

A. Commercial banks

B. Investment banks

C. Securities market

2. The Role of Interest Rates

A. Interest rates to savers

B. Interest rates to borrowers

C. Cost of intermediation

3. Credit Rationing and Preferences

A. Quantitative controls on credit

B. System of selective credits

C. Export credit and export insurance



Rrofeasor K. J. Banerjee
Department of Mateamatics
University of Maryland Baltimore County'
Catonsville, Maryland 21228

Dear Professor Banerjee;

Thank you for your letter of July 15. While I do not see any
possibility at present for your working with us, I transmitted the
material you sent me to Mr. Graham Pyatt vho has a particular interest
in index numbae.

Yours sincerely,

Bela al"S&a

cc: Mr. Graham Pyatt



July 28, 1982.

Mr. Jeffrey Sachs

Dopartmant of Ecwaziaes
Rarvard Unversity
Cambride, Masahset 02138

Doar Jef f,

SIt was good to boar from you and many thanks for yowr papers.
I passed ^over the ons e aing with debt to Gershm e Tder vha Is wur
esident wmeost cc the subect.

I will be away uti September 13 but I hope that we can mat
bewen my raturn and your departutfrm Washington.

Yous sincerely,

Bela Balsa



July 28, 1982.

my. James C. Hersey
Frol act Xanager
Applie Research Evaluation Project
National Sciene, Foundation
usp" Sstae, Inc.
1501 Wilson BuAmardas
Aritont, Virainia 22209

Dear Mr. Hersey :

EUging reviaed the material you sant me, I fowad that this is

longer than expected (nearly 300 pages rather than 200'). Furthermre, you
now request that I writ* a eport tha wsi be pubitsbad tnder my signature.
I amnot peared to do so. Please lot no know at 676-1007 if the maeral

you *Ont me shuld be returned.

Yours sincer1ely

"Be aasss

cc: Mr. Asia Erdilok
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Mr. Adrian Vood, AFA July 27, 19R2

Bela Balassa, DRD

Price Pormation in a Socialist Fconomy

1. This paper may well serve as a college primer. At the same time, its
usefulness for a Chinese audience could be enhanced by giving greater emphasis
to the practical application of alternative ways of price setting and by
Indicating possible ways to combine them under the circumstances existing in
China. These issues will be taken up in the folloing.

2. While Pasinetti Indeed presents a "brilliant exposition of [thel
Ricardian propsition" that "the true efficiency prices of many commodities
are ... primarily determined not merely by production costs, but simply by the
state of technology and the rate of profit" (Para. 13), this proposition does
not provide a practical Ruide for price setting in China. In particular, the
assumptions underlying the Ricardian proposition are not fulfilled in
practice, largely because of the existence of non-constant costs, Joint
products, and imbalances between supply and demand which hannot be regarded as
a short-term phenomenon. At the same time, introducing demand considerations
in price determination would permit dealing with natural resource products
(Para. 16) whose prices should be equated to marginal coats. The same
observation applies to nostraded goods, such as electricity and
transportation, where marginal costs may substantially differ from average
costs.

1. As the Hungarian experience has shown, the introduction of world
prices in price determination for differentiated products would require the
liberalisation of imports. In turn, one may equate the exchange rate to the
domestic resource cost of marginal exports. The Rungarlan experience shows
the inappropriateness of using average costs in the determination of the
exchange rate that necessitates the widespread subsidisation of intra-marginal
exports.

4. The paper correctly indicates the conditions under which efficiency
prices would be established in the dom e market. At the same time, its
pessimism as regards the transition from output maximiation to profit
maximization (Para. ?9) may not be warranted. Thus, recent experience
indicates that the transition can be quite rapid if appropriate incentives are
provided. In turn, the scope of nonproductive public organisations could be
reduced and different prclgg rules applied to the remainder.

S. The last point leads t he desirability of instituting a system of
.mixed" pricing under the conditions existing in China. A proposal to this
effect is made in my "Peonomic Reform In China" and does not need to he taken
up here.

6. The final question relates to the reconciliation of efficiency and
income distributi o considerations. In my "The Income Distributional
Parameter in Pro Evaluation" (World Bank Reprint No. 41), 1 have a
that the two b separate, with efficiency prices being used in et
evaluation. At the same time, as suggested in my "teonomic Reform in China,"



.reliance should be based on land rents so as to avoid creating unearned income

in agriculture.

cc: Recipients of paper.

lBalassa:nc



W09LD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
I />I

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. David Newbery, DRD DATE: July 27, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD V

SUBJECT: Proposed Book: Modern Tax Theory for Developing Countries

1. I welcome your proposal for the preparation of a book on the above
subject. At the same time, I would suggest going beyond the topics of the
June workshop, so as to give greater emphasis to development policy issues in
general and to structural adjustment policies in particular. For this
purpose, I suggest devoting a separate section of the book to the effects of
taxes on factor markets, savings, investments, and growth, that is the title
of chapter 19 in the present outline.

2. Investment incentives present important issues in developing
countries, including their effects on domestic and foreign investment, foreign
trade (in particular, through domestic content and export requirements),
capital intensity, and regionalization. A Bank-financed study of the subject
is directed by Stephen Guisinger, who may be asked to write a chapter.
Furthermore, Dan Usher has made theoretical contributions to the subject and
may be willing to write a chapter that would complement that by Guisinger.

3. Important work on the welfare cost of capital income taxation in the
United States has been done in recent years by Michael Boskin and by Lawrence

* Summers, indicating that taxes on capital income affect savings and economic
growth to a considerable extent. I am particularly impressed by Summers'
contribution who builds on that by Boskin. He could be asked to write a
chapter, examining the relevance of his work to developing countries.

4. It would be of further interest to commission the writing of a
chapter on income and social security taxation, with emphasis given to effects
on work, risk-taking, and labor costs. In this connection, consideration' would need to be given to the progressivity of the tax system, the taxation of
different sources of income, and the financing of social security benefits.
While I do not have a candidate for this subject, its practical importance in
developing countries would warrant making a search.

cc: Bank recipients of July 23rd memo

BBalassa:nc



Specific Comments on Rhee, Pursell, and Ross-Larson,

Promoting Exports: Institutions, Technology,

and Marketing in Korea

Introductory Note

p. iii Comparison with nation wide averages is misleading as 
the latter

also includes small-scale firms outside the manufacturing sector. 
One should

rather limit the comparison to firms in this sector.

pp. iii-iv As noted in the general comments, several of the concepts and

distinctions introduced here suffer from lack of clarity.

Chapter 1. The Drive to Export

p. 1 One should not begin the book by reference to the former

President Park. Apart from the political overtones, it should be remembered

that Park favored import substitution in capital-intensive 
industries over

exports towards the end of his reign (and life).

p. 1 The commitment to export did have its inspiration in Japan,

although, given the difference in market size, exports were 
called upon to

play a more important role to ensure rapid growth in Korea than 
in Japan.

p. 1 The statement, "the .most effort was denoted to economic

activity" is far from clear.

p. 2 For Korea there were no "traditional exports" at the 
time the

export drive started. At any rate, the distinction between "traditional" 
and

"modern" exports is rather tenuous.

p. 2 The rate of growth of exports in current prices is meaningless;

use constant price figures instead. This will also ensure comparability with

GNP growth rates.

p. 2 One should speak of the ratio of exports to GNP, 
rather than of

export shares, since exports are a value concept and GNP a value added concept



-2-

(the "share" of exports in GNP exceeds 100 percent in the Netherlands).

p. 3 The meaning of the reference as to "what enabled the bureaus to

be so facile in spurring firms to perform well" is unclear.

p. 5 The expressions "hard state," "parameter manipulation," and

"field augmentation" are far from clear.

p. 6 The statement "we concur with most of the foregoing explanations

of Korea's export performance" fails to recognize that some of the,

explanations are id conflict.

p. 6 The statement of "Korea having found some effective ways of

deflecting attention to exporting firms" and the reference to "these ways of

deflecting attention" should bb clarified.



Hases. ea - un hea, MM;1 Bruce Rose-arson, ODN; July 27, 1982
Garr Pusall, OFr

Sela Zalssma, DRD

"Prmoi~jErM ts i -Xnatitioetnas Tobehxoog,,an Markot4%#ul in TAW"-

1. As It will be *Mpeuts fru the enclosed geals coesants, I an far
from bappy with the volms l Is present state. I do not f Ind the style
felicitous. At places It obeure* the scientific results while elaseoe the
cnclusionse draw thaat go s beymvA the survey unstea colleet*d In the
framamork of the study.
2. 1 also started to write *pacific co sens page by page, but It would
hav* been too timw-asmumng to 6ointit.a- still, the enclosed spectii
comments on the tial pars of tho asty ay be helpful.

et Mer. Westphal, DRD

Inclosure
zal"meg



Specific Comments on Rhee, Pursell, and Ross-Larson,

Promoting Exports: Institutions, Technology,

and Marketing in Korea

Introductory Note

p. iii Comparison with nation wide averages is misleading as the latter

also includes small-scale firms outside the manufacturing sector. One should

rather limit the comparison to firms in this sector.

pp. iii-iv As noted in the general comments, several of the concepts and

distinctions introduced here suffer from lack of clarity.

Chapter 1. The Drive to Export

p. 1 One should not begin the book by reference to the former

President Park. Apart from the political overtones, it should be remembered

that Park favored import substitution in capital-intensive industries over

exports towards the end of his reign (and life).

p. 1 The commitment to export did have its inspiration in Japan,

although, given the difference in market size, exports were called upon to

play a more important role to ensure rapid growth in Korea than in Japan.

p. 1 The statement, "the most effort was denoted to economic

activity" is far from clear.

p. 2 For Korea there were no "traditional exports" at the time the

export drive started. At any rate, the distinction between "traditional" and

"modern" exports is rather tenuous.

p. 2 The rate of growth of exports in current prices is meaningless;

use constant price figures instead. This will also ensure comparability with

GNP growth rates.

p. 2 One should speak of the ratio of exports to GNP, rather than of

export shares, since exports are a value concept and GNP a value added concept



-2-

(the "share" of exports in GNP exceeds 100 percent in the Netherlands).

p. 3 The meaning of the' reference as to "what enabled the bureaus to

be so facile in spurring firms to perform well" is unclear.

p. 5 The expressions "hard state," "parameter manipulation," and

"field augmentation" are far from clear.

p. 6 The statement "we concur with most of the foregoing explanations

of Korea's export performance" fails to recognize that some of the

explanations are in conflict.

p. 6 The statement of "Korea having found some effective ways of

deflecting attention to exporting firms" and the reference to "these ways of

deflecting attention" should b'e clarified.

mS
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Files July 27, 1982

Bela Balassa, DRD

Hungarian Contacts

On the occasion of Hungary becoming a member of the Bank, several people
have inquired about my professional contacts in Hungary. In this connection,
the following information may be of interest.

1. 1 have frequently been invited to lecture in Hungary on developing
country policies and on the Hungarian economic reform. The latest invitation
came from Mr. Bela Csik6s-Nagy, the President of the Hungarian Price and
Material Board. Ceik6s-Nagy originally asked me to discuss my work on
external shocks and policy responses to these shocks in developing countries,
the methodology of which he wishes to apply to the Hungarian economy. He has
subsequently broadened the subject to policies of import substitution and
export promotion, with application to Hungary. It had been planned that I
give a seminar on the subject to a high-level audience in Budapest in late
August- with my leading an industrial policy mission to Morocco the date has
been postponed to December.

2. My "Adjustment Policies in Developing Countries" (World Development,
January 1982) will serve as a basis for the seminar and will be published in
Hungarian in the next issue of Gazdasig (Economy), the Hungarian monthly on
economic policy. Gazdasig earlier published the Hungarian translation of my
"The Changing International Division of Labor in Manufactured Goods" (Banca
Nauionale del Lavoro, Quarterly Review, September 1979). Among my papers on
the Hungarian economy, "The Economic Reform in Hungary Ten Years After"
(European Economic Review, November 1978) was published in Hungarian
translation in Val6!ft (feality), the leading Hungarian periodical dealing
with public policy issues. My "Reforming the New Economic Mechanism in
Hungary" will appear in Hungarian in Kozgazdasagi Suemle (Economic Review),
the official journal of the Hungarian Economic Association; it will be
published in English in the Journal of Comparative Economics early next year.

3. I presented the last mentioned paper at the Institute of Economics of
the Academy of Sciences in Budapest, at the meetings of the American Economic
Association in Washington, as well as at the Bloomington Conference on the
Hungarian Economy, which was attended by fifteen economists from Hungary. The
enclosed excerpts of a report on the Conference, published in Magyar Neset
(Hungarian Nation), a Hungarian daily, provides a short analysis of my
paper. It was written by Gyorgy Ranki, the best-known Hungarian modern
economic historian.

4. 1 further enclose the English translation of a letter received from
Lajos Faluvfgi, Deputy Prime Minister and President of the Hungarian Planning
Office, commenting on my recent book. I have known Faluvigi for fourteen
years and have regularly seen him on my visits to Hungary, first as Minister
of Finance and subsequently as President of the Planning Office. While
Faluv6gi was not able to receive the Bank mission last month, future contacts



with is wouMd be deeisabl&, givn the prmennt plae he emplses mo"g
wreorw-uae germent officials In Bwagry.

cc: Caufutsnier, EMMI eramazoaaglu, Ml;t Vtecltto, EMP; Hum, ZKI;
Dubey, OM09P; Coe", SKI; e. Deto, =I1;
- mis Dimatos, DRD Semnw Staff

Enclosues
Bauamee



Mr. David Newbery, DRD July 27, 1982

Bela lalassa, DRD

Proposed Book: Modern Tax Theory for Developing Countries

1. I welcome your proposal for the preparation of a book on the above
subject. At the saw time, I would suggest going beyond the topics of the
June workshop, so as to give greater emphasis to development policy issues in
general and to structural adjustment policies in particular. For this
purpose, I suggest devoting a separate section of the book to the effects of
taxes on factor markets, savings, investments, and growth, that is the title
of chapter 19 in the present outline.

2. Investment incentives present important issues in developing
countries, including their effects on domestic and foreign investment, foreign
trade (in particular, through domestic content and export requirements),
capital intensity, and regionalization. A Bank-financed study of the subject
is directed by Stephen Guisinger, who may be asked to write a chapter.
Furthermore, Dan Usher has made theoretical contributions to the subject and
may be willing to write a chapter that would complement that by Guisinger.

3. Important work on the welfare cost of capital income taxation in the
United States has been done in recent years by Michael Boskin and by Lawrence
Summers, indicating that taxes on capital income affect savings and economic
growth to a considerable extent. I m particularly impressed by Summers'
contribution who builds on that by Boskin. He could be asked to write a
chapter, examining the relevance of his work to developing countries.

4. It would be of further interest to commission the writing of a
chapter on income and social security taxation, with emphasis given to effects
on work, risk-taking, and labor costs. In this connection, consideration
would need to be given to the progressivity of the tax system, the taxation of
different sources of income, and the financing of social security benefits.
While I do not have a candidats for this subject, its practical importance in
developing countries would warrant making a search.

cc: Bank recipients of July 23rd memo

BBalassa:nc



1Rt6100,

MEMMET SN CALIKA, MEOfl SECUMITIVS 916KIRASE

OVAKULE IS FEREZ ISTIMLAL CADDESI, 286 BtEsTOO, ITsANBUL, IBURK*Y

COMFIRN ARRIVAL Ott AUGST 5 THURtbAY AT 3.55 PA ON SWISSAIN 324 WILL

LEAVE ON AUGUST 7 SATUODAY AT 4.45 PK ON SWISSAIR 327. ITLE Of

PAPER OUTWARD ORIENiTATION AND EXCHANGE RATE POLICY IN DEVELOPING

COUNvTES: THE CASE OF TURMu. RiAR9Sao, 8ALASSA

CABLE 7/27/82

Bet* atassa

sets satessa

oaatassa~nc DRD Disrector's Office



July 27, 1982.

Mesrs. Doug Fu-rang and Vu Jlug-lang
Institute of Ecmamics
Chia**a Aeday of Soc~i Sceeas
5 Uanguanan Nei Dajei
Beijing
China

Dear Messrs. Dong and Wu:

Thank you for your letter of July 15th. I am indeed sorry thant
the first vesion of my paeri ranahed you so let*. I hope that you have
in the meanimm received the fital vernics.

I very wAcht appecate* your commants on the paper. I fully agee
on the need to elaboate on the price problem further. I hope to do so on
another occasion.

Yours sincerely,

Bala Balassa



July 23, 1962

-Mlaisstereluokbiallettes Urmak-
As Orosagoo Tervbivale 1ske

Kedvas Miulsster 73r:

Koayvoalaaa o-atoon kadves moroit ungyan kossoamm. Orulak bogy a
konyv ordoklodmmta asoiyerts. Ra magenget, tovabbra in *I fog** ia"sat
Onnek kuldoni.

war sye ka egm0mA gl&Umoe vww.*U= s elcaftftol vale wSabesas1eseken kiv"k
ardekas oloaesat to taantto.

n mngest Xiaa jarta sist tame---. Nagy "s erftklodes. a uagyar
referm Iaut es ack terdest tsttak fol sekaw a rofozu alapsilvea es
gabesati alkaln"..... a npasolatba. tt wakolon as utrol aoxnitot
rovid baosmoylamt.a AgIisel .0j usJ4 Xlat koasse tons.esol
jelenteomt to *I fogma kuldoni.

Idea nyaroa am jutok al Postro, 4e Coikoo-Na" Bela noghamaa egy
deamberl ua srem&.t Rammen boa ne an at w lo-wtoge ta fog&r adai bogy

Ome magint mi&Wkozma

TisstatslaJeo udvw1*lttal

salassa Bela



Me. irginUa Ritcheock, PM8 July 23, 1982.

Bala Balsa*, DRD

Pemssion to ?Mrisat

I entao permssiotn to eprint my "Policy Rsponses to Extenal
Shocks In Selected Latine-Ameiem untrimems"* together with two reprts o~f
the paper. Pla"s proeed to eprint; the editorial comitteo deided to
include my paper in the Reprint Sari"s last May.

Ruelesmme
Buaimassa



Messrs. Paul Blay, and Mchel Devaux, RA2 July 23, 1982

Bela Balassa,r-; DI

Mauritius

1. Due to nissions &brood and several urgent matters, I had to delay the
promised review of the material you sa me on Mauritius. A reading of these
docents Indeed points to the desiraility of caM ring out a review of
Industrial policy. But, this vouU need to be linked to a gSerals policy
review to cover the exchange rate, export taxes on sugar, wages, social
spending, an well a the budget. FronBpasepots, it appars that the now
goerament is aking som of the sawm stesa that Mitteraud made in Frane
(you are elcome to perses my "The F'irst Year of Socialist Government in
France" on the oubJect).

2. At the amea time, despite two devaluations, wages and social benefits
ere rising too rapidly in dollar tems even before the political change.
This explains the need for subsidy masures and the deelining competitiveness
of industrial exports in Maritius. Tt would seem that reducing the cost of
labor in dollar tems is a crucial issue under prsent circumstancs. The
French socialists are doing this today and it Is a question of time VbAM it
will be understood by the authorities inMau4nritius,

3* 1 have attempted to indite oboe what ay be considered priortiy
ismnes In Vlawritius. Actions on these issues would alto permit getting the
incentives rigt. At the sme tiva, to the extent that staff tim to be
expanded in the country is limited, I wuldi suggest postponing a quaantitotive
investigation of inentives unde present cnditions until a later time.

Messrs. Gulhati, EANVP; Armsatrg, Wi; Payes, W;t Schott ZA2.

Rftassan



July 23, 1982.

Mrs. Mangula Mannil
c/o Galaria Yakera
Edificio Everi/Local 4-
Avenida Andres Bello
Caracas
Venezuela

Dear Meaua,

Several years ago I send you a copy of my culinary guide to your
address at Los Jaguares, but it cam back with the notation that it could
not be delivered. I reenmely met a young American, Xisti Dewar, (Wilcox)
who gave as seeral of your addresses. I am sending this letter to two of
them. I further eaacesa vW calinwry guide vith the letters. Carol and I
often think of you and HaM ad wish very much that there would be an
opportunity for us to meet again. While we do not plan a trip to Venezuela
in the near future perhaps you will come to Washington or we can meet in
Paris.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa
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Mer. Azixali F, Moh d
Diretor
Exernal Reains Departamt*
Internationa Hionstary F=4e
Washington, D.C. 20431

Dear Mer. Myaued:a

Thank you for inviting me to the semina sponsored by the IMF
and the NBER. I am sorry to sey that I wil be leaing a Bank mission
at the time of the semina and will not be able to attend.

Youris sincerely,

Bela alass



July 23, 1982.

Profaaeo Wyne Cdla
Departmnt of Appied mEcnedae
Uniwrity of ambridge-
Sidgwick Am*=*a
Cnsemidge CB3 9DE
England

Dear Godley,

Thank you for your letter of June 29th. I agree with ymu that
the OrgfiBT*w Of the ceree tried to do too much and loan would
hae beenmore.

1 90a *OrrY to say that I am unable to +find the little act* I
preaed about a Year ago on theCambridge model. It provided & sart
desexiption of y&4r model.

I look forward to reading the paper you jumo ent me.

'Yours Sincerely,

Bola Balasa



July 23, 1982.

Professor Martin eldstein-
Departan ament onmc
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massechusetts

Dear Marty,

I vs interested to $6" your' article on China in te Wal Street
Journal. Some of the theme of the article I dvmstoped in my paper *"E"omi

Reform in China" tha vil be pubished to the Bance, Nationale del Lavoe

qjuarteely LAseva. A copy of the paper is enelosed.

'Yours sincerely.

Enclosuro Bela Balase



July 23, 1982.

Mr, Aloysius Ordu
13 Bishopstoe Road
Seaford
East Sussex
BN%25 2UB
England

Dear Mr. Ordu:

In response to your letter I enclose a copy of the English
version of my article on comparative advantages and economic integration
in Wast Africa.

Your*s ineely,

Enclosure Bela Waass&



Julyr 23, 1982.

2attut of sconcedea

Buapes EX., Baral unt 45
1502 Budapeste Pstak 262
Hungary

Dear Andras,

I received smetisme ago your excellt volumei on development
alternatives for world tadue. I vill be seding some reprints to you in
a few wees.s I enclose wth tis Loer a copy of a short report on Gtna
which may be of ierme to you.

I twpe that all Is well with you an4 Agi. We are leavtag on
vaation ad I wisubs.equnently lead a Bank mssion to Moroco.

Yours sinceely,

ft-e-o--- as, na-se



Professor Laura Tyson
Dopartsamt of Eco.nomic.
University of California, Breey
Berkeley, Caifornia 94720

Dear Laura,

1 enlose the pintout of my Yulpslav calculations which
provides tbo valus of the variables you request In your letter of
July 8. Encloed in also a list explsasasn the relevant variables.

Yours sineerely,

nclosures Bala Salassa



Mr. Goddard Winterbottom, M0 July 23, 1982.

Bela Balassa, DRD

Working Pape Series

I enclose "Adoption of Agricultural Tnnovations in Develoeping
Countie* A Survey" by 0. Feder at. al. for inclusion in the Bm*k Staff
Working Paper Series. The earlier version of this paper has been exhausted
and the exitensivo revisions made by the authors warrant re-publication. On
this point, I enclose your exchange with Fodor.

cc; Messrs. Stoutjeadijk, Pyatt, Feder, DRD (with enclosre)

Enclosure
BRalsanc

h~4



FORM NO.75 THE WORLD BANK
(9-78) 0 ATE
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NAME 
ROOM NO.

Gershon Feder

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL 
NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE 
PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT 
PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION 
RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

Attached tells the story. We'd

like not to reprint, but we 'll use the

new version and give it a new WP number.

It can refer to its original state.

FROM: 
ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

GFRO intcMX



The World Bank

July 12

Mr. Winterbottom:

Re: W.P. 444

Per your request of the quantity held by PUBPD
for the above-mentioned WP, we have none in
stock expect for a handful on our display rack.

Orhan
x72058



I 100

ORINDA4 NORTOeoC, t01 NO. XIL9a, 010ECTOW,

"NIStTERE ilJ CONNERCE f? Ot tUDUS0TRIE, KARAT, NOROCCO

THIS It TO CONFIRN OUR TILIPS00t C0Nlt#*STI4X TVAT I WILL ARRIVE

WITH NY FAMILY ON AIR FRANCE 2099 AT 11 AN SUNDAY AUGUST 29.

PLEASE LET RE KNOW AT NY ANORESS IN FRARE IF YOU COULD Nt EE US

AT TRE AIRPORT. WE utL HAVE LiCH 0* IKE PLNE SUT WOULD LPUK TT

INVITE YOU AND YOUR fARILY FRe 014NER 09 TNE SANE DAY. TUC ADDRESS

15 C/O X. ATNE BEAAN$R, Ikl$*Y, RHO0f, FRANC*. AY PAPIERS NAILER

MAILED AFTE.A AUGUST I SHOULD Of SENT TO IKE ASOVE AVORESS. FA2Ll9N

WAILINSS SHOUL60 TO BANQUE X#b5088lF,4jA9fNVE 9RENA, 75it6 PARIS

FRANCE. PLEASE JqAKE RlBERVATIONS FOR RE AND XT FPIMLY AT 701

PALAIS JARAX HOTEL IN FEZ FOR SATURDAY SEPTtMBll 4. RESAROS,

BALA*SA

CA9LE 7/23182

sets Ratassa

sets 9Atess

sestass*:fte DRD - Director's Office



2 2 MOT0

PLEASE INFORM RE OF Tst COMPLTItON DATE Of YOUR STUDY F02 TRI

VESiTER AFRICA PROJECT. ANY FURYNER OfLAY IN COMPLETION MAY

JEPARDIZE PVntCtATION Of THE STstY. EGARS, VALASSA

CABLE 7123192

r. Nsttsets

9*0 -ietor's Office



Ms. Virginia Hitchcock, PUB July 23, 1982.

Bela Balsa, DRD

Permission to Reprint

I enclose permission to reprint my "Policy Responses to External
Shocks in Selected Latin--American Countries" together with two reprints of
the paper. Please proceed to reprint ; the editorial coittee decided to
include my paper in the Reprint Series last May.

Enclosure
BUElassae:u



J. DIRCK STRYKER, ftIRa SCM001L Of LAW Z DIPLONAMy TefTS

UNIVESITY, NEOFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01255

GEOFFREY SHEPHERD, UNIVERSITY Of SUSSEX, CENTER FOR CONTERPORART

EUROEsAN AFFA t S, BRIGHTON ONI 91F, ENSLAND

BREMDON MORTON, C/O MR. ROURILE; DIRECTOR, MINISTERE OU COPMERCE ET

PE L'INDUSTRIE, RABAT, MOROCCO

PELA BALASSA

BELA SALASSA

ORD birtttor's Office



2 2 61007

PLEASE INFORM ME Of TRE CORPLIstOR ATE OF YOUR STUOT FOR TRI

WESTERN AFtA PROJECT. ANY SUBSTANTIAL #LAY IN COMPLETION MAY

JEOPARDIZE P0BLHAT20" OF TNE STUOT. RtGARDS, SALASSA

a+

CABLE 7122132

gets batosse

cc: o r. pupset t e asa

ORD bi ttors *eoffl4*



Travel - Consultant setion - An July 22, 1982.

Bela Balassa, DRD

Reservation at Rabat Hilton

Plase reserve for me a suts at the Rabat Hilton for the period
August 29 to September 10. 1 an loadsS a bank msesion to Mcurexo that ban
six =&mberx in addtione to ysl (two staf f mmdbaws, two consut*an and
two Moroccan mission membaes) I4t i wwoseaary for's to have a sutto
have seeticga with the ulaslon.

Baalassatac

R~ ~ 4



July 22, 1982.

Proessor Maxwell J. Fry
Economics Department
University of alifornia
Irvin
California 92717

Dear Max,

Moshe Syrquin provided me with some now inforation which
necessitated revising pages 11 nd 14 of my paper. Tw copies of the
revised pages are enclosed. Please furthemr add the following two item to tb
to the reference list.

Harberg Arnold C. (1974) Taxto and Welfare, Chicago, Illinois, University
of Chicago Press.

Syrquin, Mose, "Efficienst Imput Frontiers f or the Hanuf acturing Sector in
Mexico, 1965-1980" Interational Ecnmict Review, October 1973.

Please let me know urgently if you have ay comments on the paper.
I will be leaving on Agust 4th for five weeks trip abroad.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours ,

RElosures Bola Balassa



Product Markets

The present author suggested that Harberger had underestimated the cost

of protection in Chile by understating the level of tariffs and the share of

imports in national income and by excluding the possibility that some

inifficient industries may disappear under protection (Balassa, 1966).-

Subsequently, Bergsman estimated the cost of protection for Brazil by

separating industries into two groups, depending on whether they can be

expected to disappear or to survive under.free trade. The savings in costs in

the first group of industries following a' move to free trade were considered

to represent an improvement in allocative efficiency;- in the second group,

production costs were assumed to decline to competitive levels under free

trade, representing an improvement in X-efficiency (1970, Appendix 4).

Having further calculated the consumption cost of protection, the terms-

of-trade loss due to reductions in export prices, and the cost of increased

exports under free trade, the present author estimated the cost of protection,

including monopoly profits, for several developing economies with relatively

high levels of protection. The results, expressed as a proportion of GNP,

were 9.5 percent in 1966 for Brazil, 6.2 percent in 1962 for Chile, 6.2

percent in 1963-64 for Pakistan, and 3.7 percent in 1965 for the Philippines

(Balassa and Associates, 1971, p. 82). 2/ In turn, in extrapolating the

results obtained for a sample of industries to the entire Turkish

manufacturing sector, Krueger (1966) concluded that the reallocation of

resources from import-substituting to export industries under free trade would

lead to the doubling of the world market value of manufacturing output; with

_I/ Moshe Syrquin pointed out to me that Harberger has subsequently reconsidered
his estimate removing the assumption that there would be some domestic production
of each importable good in the absence of restrictions and assuming more realistic
tariffs. With these modifications, he estimated the cost of protection at 10-15
percent of GNP in Chile (1974, p. 107).

2/ Bergsman's revised estimate -- derived by the use of the same methodology--- was
7.1 percent for Brazil in 1967, following reductions in the extent of protection
below the 1966 level (1974, p. 421).
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two agricultural and thirteen non-agricultural sectors. Thus, de Melo found

that the intersectoral movement of labor in response to the elimination of

wage differences among non-agricultural sectors would lead to a 5.7 percent

rise in GNP if capital was immobile and to a 13.3 percent gain if capital was

mobile among sectors (1977, p. 402).

De Melo's use of a general equilibrium framework made it possible to

allow for the interactions of product and factor markets through changes in

relative prices, as well as for sectoral interdependence, which are absent

from the partial equilibrium estimates. But while Dougherty and Selowsky

distinguished among seven classes of labor, de Melo separated only skilled and

unskilled labor, thereby overstating the welfare cost of factor market

distortions associated with intersectoral wage differences.

In the second variant of his estimates, de Melo introduced capital

mobility in addition to labor mobility. The welfare effects of the

misallocation of both factors were considered by Syrquin in a study of

Mexico. Utilizing a seventeen-sector model and assuming labor and capital to

be homogeneous, Syrquin estimated that the misallocation of labor and capital

entailed a loss of output of 15.5 percent in the Mexican manufacturing sector

(1973, p. 664).

The authors cited considered the welfare cost of factor market

imperfections, reflected in intersectoral differences in factor prices, under

the assumption that factor prices equalled marginal productivities in each.

Harberger, however, assumed that a substantial part of factor market

distortions originated in "other influences, such as monopoly and taxes, which

would cause differences between wages and the value of marginal product, and

might make for more variance among sectors in marginal productivity than there

is in wages" (1959, p. 138).

As noted earlier, wage differences may also originate in government

regulations other than taxes; they may be due, for example, to differences in

legal minimum wages among sectors. Furthermore, in investigating wage



M0r. Rudolf Hablatzol, EA2 July 22, 1982.

Bela Balase, DRD

Mgr. Otto Gado

Ths in in rofermnao to owr dismossions concerning a high laval

Hungarian eonomist who eul be sent to Guis for dismsiontes an *=tme
rae poicy. I indicated to you that Mr. Oto Godo ay be the appropriate
person for this purpose, but, unfortunately, I do not reallt what position
he took In the fixed-flexible excange Iate controversy in Hunary. By
and large, It was research ocorovists vbo called for using the exchange rae
as a flexible Instrument.

We. Gade is 62 year& old; he had to retire at the nrmal retirement

age of 60 from is job as Vito Pesident of the Hungasrian Planning Office. He
is presently a cnsultant to the Finance Ministry. MS address is,

Tarnak u. U3
Budapest 1014
Hugary

In inditating the task to be performed, you could Inquire fromi Mr. Gad*
eonetaing his vies on exchange rates. You could also inquire if he

speaks French vhich wmntd presumably be desirable.

B~alassalue



Ukatitat fuir W41etitachaft
so dwr ftmrsitt nat

Wt aitO

I v"IdMe to # ask you to distribute *optes of the mesed
paper "Ajutwtt Xxtemal ShoUgh In Develepjg Ecmme"Ven

Ba Siank rf ktg P ape No. 472 In advance of =y semiuar. The paper
will tA th pi m of# "The Rawly Wastrlltsia Developing Countries
After t011 QrUU." As I indemAto to you earier. uy paper '"rho
Proo0s of Idar a Davlogment mnd Alternatie e velepumit Strategiss"
as&WW as o dsrn e o th* exrtiipi

I mustandsm tha lay tieket will. be sent to me at my umner
address,

cho M. Ay"8 Nrard
trisay

Yours wisaely,

Eftelswe Bela Balaa

Enclosed: "Adjustment to External Shocks in Developing Economies"
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July 21, 1982.

Mr. Jesse R. Pitts, Editor
The Toequeville Review
Department of Sociology-Anthropology
Oakland University-
Rochester, MI 48063

Dear Sir:

I enclose two copies of my paper, "The First Year of Socialst
Govern*mt In Prane" f or consideration for publication in the Teagpwwill
Rev~ew. I believe that the paper would well complime Mark Kesselman's
article in your spring-snnare l"2% isse. I would like to 'add, that the
paper will be published in French in Counaentaire.

I would appreciate your early reply as I will be 1mmving for
abroad on August 4th. Should you wish to contact me afterwards, I enclose
my list of addresses.

Yours sinerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

P. S. I would als be Intiertatei in preeantIng my pae st the annal metn
of the Teqevillt Society provided that it can be scheduled for

Enclos6aurR* attanffeanbs
Two copies of The First Year of Socialist Government in France

/

-

7 f' / 
vu i



2134 Vogming Avee N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008
July 21, l9"2.

Foeign Affa Uu*t= 8Svies
58 Beat 6t Streot
New York, N.Y. 10021

Dear Sir:

Several months ago I virete to you Indicating that I PAUd my
subsripton to Foireig Affairs for the yeww 1982 twice. I have since
recstwod a efund for e of tbo submwitptims. I have an rseelvod,
however, any turther Lamm of Foeign Afairs. The lst one I had is
the Annua 1"I1 ises. Ples cheki on this ed Ona=* that I receive
all isses.

Yours sinteroly,

Boilsme Basa



i

Mr. Goddard W. 1Mieebottom, PUB July 21, 1982

Be"a BaLUAs, DRD

Revewy Lpion of leaepm= -t ratoein SmiIntdustrial Rq!! s

f4
XadseitaaEse *ts. sent cut by the Joeie Hons nierstya Press, does
sot $"Ivd* asm* of te ajoer U.S. sonowe joural*. a snloe a list
otO6 tbo respuo that reewa topls be sent to the Jouruals In question.

thst Owy uighs hom es admmod by the LoAodn office of Hopkins Prose.

A*



Journa to wh review topo"
have not bom mant:

VS Journal of Developwnt Ecoomics

US Journal of Eonomic Literantuei (has been sent to Amertan Sconomic Review)

Journal of Development Studies

Economic Journal-

Economic&

Us oEfnetrica

US Joamn of Comparative Economics

US Journal of International Econmicts

US Journal of Policy Moadelling

US Quarerly Joural of Eonomics

US Review of Etmomicts & Statistics

The World Economy

European Ecnomict Review

Indian Economic Journal

Hitotsubashi Journal of BEcommics

Manchester School of Economics & Social Studies

Xyklos

Oxford Economic Papers

Pakitan Development Review

VS Southern Economic Journal

Swedish Journal of Eonomics

Weltwirtschaftlichas Archiv



July 21, 1982.

Dr. Thomas Johnson
Director, BEnomic Policy Studies
American Enterprise Institute
1150 17th Street N.W.-
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Tom,

I encloe two copies of my paper on France. I look forward to-
your comments to having lunch with you and othsl at the AMI

,Yours sineely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

Enclosed:a The First Year of Socialism in France

9
94



July 21, 1982.

Mr. Paul Hentre de Loye
90 Boulevard Flandrin
75016 Paris

D&*r Paul,

I did not Set to Paris after all because my mision to Morocco
was postponed. I will be thero on August 9 and 10 and would like to have
the opportunity to see you. Please lot we know if you would be free for
lunch on the 10th.

Your* sincerely,

Enclosure Bols Balassa

P.S. I enclose my paper-"Une *ae d'experience socialiste on France"
to be publised in Commatalyo.



July 21, 1982.

Mer. Ntaebola Wahl
8 rue POULInnera
Paris0, 4e
France

Do"e Niebola*,

I am sorry that tba Franeh and Amaticon Coqets woob ue meoll
and thus we bavo uot had the chane to amet My trip to Pari's has &100
been postpneda and I vill be thee m ly an Axget 9 and 10. Please lot me
know it we *ms4 hiave dinner an thne 9th.

With best regard&,

Sinataoy yours,

Faclse Be" alassa*-

P.S. I enelose my Pow as Op mme d'experimn ee scalits on France"
to be publised InC2a M~ .



2134 Wyoming Aenuee N.W.
ashington, D.., 20008
July 21, 1982

Washington Cos
P.O. Box 2432
Washington, D.C. 20081

Dowr Sir:

Tour lst samnt xbowe a crodit alncem, in my favor of

$144-34. 1 wouUd appreeinto youswd =0008 a chock i thi e asuit.

Ue sluarely.

BOIA RI645 *



July 21, 1982.

Mrs. Ina Wahl
15 av. do la Bourdonnais
Paris 75007
Frane

Dear Ina,

I was very sorry to hear of the illness of your mother and son.
I very much hope that te4y ave fully recovered by now.

We have our own little problems with illness as Mara got the
chicken pox at camp. This puts Gabor in danger and we had to cAel our
trip to Turkey. This also mam that we will be in Paris in early rather
than in late August. But I presumo that you will have departed by then.
In all eventualfty, I ancloi my address list (Carol and the children will
come with we to Morocco for a weak).

I als enclse the revised version of my paper "Una Ann&*
d'experienco sociallsto en Frans" that is to be published in the next issue
of Comsentai. At the end I did not use the OECD projections.

Carol and the children join me in sending our best regard& to you
and your children.

Yours sincerely,

Enclseres Bala Balassa

E-nse: ddress list
UNE AM=I W*EMZnEE SOCTAtLTE EN FRANCE



July 21* 1"82.

Iraign Affairs
Conci an FO00 Relatons, I=.
Zaltariod Off eS
so Ust% 4t stroat
Now Tork, N.Y. IMI0

Dowr Six t

. 2I an ancsUMen a vWp of my p*Wa "The, Met~ Tom, of gaoc~g
overment I teww fo00*@r yaw gne sIn for pubicaation In fan
Afase , Tme early answer vooMt be apprma.a as I wIII b loa teig

for seioW an Augst 4th. ShmMt you wsto co ntact ay aftearmsal I
enclose my 11,at of addresses.

Towse sincerelgy,

zu,9209uroo BoUg altase

Enclosed List of summear addresses and two copies of paper.
cc: Mr. WUI=tn DieboMd



July 21, 1982.

Professor Robert H. Rates
California Institute of Tabnology
Division of the eHwu.ition

and Socal Scienes 228-77
Pasadena
California 91125

Dear Professor Bates:

Please excuse the delay in asering ymwr letter of June 10th.
Whase I have litle familareity with writings on the poitices of develop-
umst,4 you ay find useful the articles markhad In red on the encloed
resang list. I Wmve maerked quite a few of my omn papers, copies of which
are enclosed. You may wish to makle a choie mong them. Seeal of my
recent papers deal with the adjustmnt of 4se og countries to te
exterme1 shocs they suffeed, incluft the oil prie rise and the world
recssoion.

Towrs sincerely,

Baclommees Bela elase

Enclosed: Development Policies and Project Evaluation 18.628
Bibliography and Radnag List - Spring 1982
Structural Adjustummt Policies in Developing Eonmes
Trade in Manufactured Goods: Patterns of chnago
The Newly Industrializing Developing Countries after the Oil Crisis

The Tokyo Round and the Developing Countries
Prommeets for Trade in Manufactured Goods between Industrial and

Developing Countries, 1978-1990
The Process of 'Industrial Developmeat and Alternative Develogment Strategi4



July 20, l"82.

Mr. Andrd Sapix
Departenat Sco--es
Univesty of Wisconsin
yedism,. wsamsai 53706

Dear Andr6,

I enclose a Welisiary Version Oftb e munnnts 1 mde at the
",New Isses in the 1980911 sess of tho Conference an Trade WeOUCY in
the go*. Sbastd you have any reoctions to my toamts, I would appeciate
reeivintheam by July I0t'h, WensA.

Youre ata-erety,



9 i 61007

PERM0 49 ALtRM, KI&AN SECURITIES 6R896AmEs

6AXLE IS NtEKIZ IST ISLAL CAVOIS1, 286 96TOOLU, ISTANBUL, TQ*92Y

PLANNING TO ARRIVE 09 A#030T 5 TOUNSWAY SWISSAIR 324 AT S35 PR.

LEAVING ON AUGUST ? SATUM&AT 04 SWISSAlt 321 AT 4%55 PK. YOU*

SISTER AOXXVING S TAN6L ONLY 0 WS00T 15. WILL TOY to it** Sqng-

0"9 TO *A"& CARRY PAPER TWE VOW-Of JIALT. PLEASE CO*FltHn MMAtSa At

SOON AS POSSIBLE. REGARD$, BAASAg

CABLE 7/20.3Z

not& **too*&

got* #$to***

annamenar. 089 - tteros Wiet*



Ths lited July 20, 1982.

Bela Ralssa, DRD

Comments Made at Trade Policy Conference

I aelose a prelimiary version of the coments I made at the
"Nowe Isses in the 1980s" sesion of the Conferencae onTrade Policy in the 80s.
Should you have any reactions to my comets, I would appreciate receiving
them by July 28th, ednsday.

ec. Mesr. C11" Dardorf, J, Diebold, W. Diebold, Hufbauer, Safarimm,
me. stalson, Nk. stema

BBasame



W( 3 BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR )N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Those listed July 20, 1982.

Bela Balassa, DRD

Comments Made at Trade Policy Conference

I enclose a preliminary version of the comments I made at the
"New Issues in the 1980s" session of the Conference on Trade Policy in the 80s.
Should you have any reactions to my comments, I would appreciate receiving
them by July 28th, Wednesday.

cc: Messrs. Cline, Deardorf, J. Diebold, W. Diebold, Hufbauer, Safarian,
Ms. Stalson, Mr. Stern

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



Mt. Tun Thn, DWt July 19,11982

Bola Balassa, DRD

PNpsx on China

I enclses u reent advismey report on Chin that will be published
in the sm enex iset fie Nexoalse del Lavao !LmarterIy swirow. I hop* that
you will find it of interest.

cc: Mer. Naes, IMr (with enclosure)

'Batassamne

gEcosed: Economic Reform in Cina



onne Fanc*lb uagmtt i en as easn e Etp

you wil find it of Interes.

cc, with enclosure. ams. do Tontemay
HMO Cbntt

Moente

Enclosuro
BBasaa** nc

Enclosed UNE ANNEE 'EXERIENCE SOCT-ALISTE EN! FRMCE



Mr. J. do Larorer, 1WF July 19, M28.

Bela Ralazoa, DIM

Papjro an Chia mid Prance

onelose- uy eaut advisory reiport on China that will be geblighod
In tho nmata t 1" o an"a Movinas del LSVero %!Ortrky Reew. T further
anlss, my paper on h first year of a wmialst governmeant In Fronts, that
will be pubilihe in the next Issue of CO MU&U.

I hope that you wi find the~papers of Inteest. I am sending
copies to the dirators of the respectie doertwmts.a

Inelowas.
M~alaosaa

Enclosed: Eonomic Reform in Ci~
UNE ANME D'EXPERIENC SOC EA.ISTE EN RANCE



,July 19, 1982.

Mr. OscAr Soboron
El Treme tre ftonnmeo-
Fonda do Cutus Eonomista
Apartae Postal 44975
Mexico 12, D.P.

Dear Mr. Soberon.*

I had hoped to be able to sond you a paper for inclusion in your
aniveresary isu. I mn sorry toay, bowevelr, that due to other onageents
I have not imom able to do so. , therefoe, =&aloss a short statement

expresing y admiratn of yawr Journal.

Yours sincerely,



ZI Trmsr Ec nom is by far the beat economists journal In

the Spadish Iongulato. In fa-et, it ranks with the better Englishk language

journals an deelopent ises.

11 %Trmetre Ecosno provides a judicious selection of articles

dealing with theoretical and policy issues. I have much benefitted from the

reading of the journal in the past and wish it much luck an the occasion of its

fiftieth an*nersary.

WeProfessor of Political Economy
The John@ Hopkins University
and
Consultant to the World Bank



Travel - Consultant Section - Ann July 16, 1982.

Bela Balassa,

Flight Reservations

Due to an illess in my family, I have to modify my travel plans.
Enclosed in the revised itinerary. As some of the flights are difficult ones,
I would appreciate your early attention to this matter.

Enclosure
U3alassarnc



Mr. R. Barker, AMEX July 16, 1982.

Bela Raas, DID

Flight Roservotions

Due to the illness of my daughter, we have to postpone owr vacation
and caneol the trip to Tukey. I an sorry to have to Imp*$* on you again
but this neciessitas changing all the reawwvatioe of my family. As some
of the fights art difficult me*a, I whould opprat* yowr early attention
to this matter.

Uaalassatnc



4<4

July 16, 1992,

Pefe w r. Arn Otsk
Pr"Iden des HW A-Uttt
fur WilettWeseb gRmbur9e
N~or aJuranksi 21

Dows Arf

X *elose the final version of my paper "'Ecnomic Refoxm in Cbana"
tha v~l pmwe e in mes ational del Loarp !bartSIXy gaiew, I
bops that you fad the ppper of Iterst.

Stnewoly yours,

1ftlanne Bl to



July 16, 1982.

Mr. Yves Berthelot
. Director
Centre d'6tudes prospective@

et d'informations internationales
9, rue Georges Pitard.
75015 Paris
'Frane

Dear Yves,

I enclose the revised version of my paper "Vne annae d'snarience
socialiste an France" that will appear in the next issue of Cosmetaire.
I very much appreciated having your comments on the earlier version of the
paper.

Withes regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



July 16, 1982.

Mr. Gfirard de Maregerie
4430 Linnean Avenue N.W.
Washintoen, D.C. 20008

Dear Gftard,

I enclose the revise version of my "une ants d'experiene
socialistea n Frane." I hope that you will find it to your linking.

I very mceh aggaceiated the coents you =tdo and the conversa-
tions ve had on my paper. I have taken account of most of your commnts
in the revised version.

Carol joins me in sending our bast regards to Issurs.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa

* ub



July 16, 1982.

Mre. Pierdismri Cassou
6 rue Guy Maupasomnt
Paris 75016
Francs

My dear friend,

I have been trying to call ymu in Paris but without sucesss
Since our telephone conversation, I have spoens to Oftard do Margerie
and he doesn't want to be mentioned In the Introduction of my paper.
He also expressed the vise that it would be ftoppropriote for no to
refer either to Yves Borthelot or to yourself. Corrspondingly, I have
all-4mto reference to the thee of you In the paper. I hoe that this
mosts with yaw aproval. I

I would like to thank you again for your excellnt mmeaants and
hopo that the revised version of the paper is to your liking.

Your#s incerely,

RElosure Bola Balassa

Enclosed: Une annee d'experience socialiste en France



Changes in Comparative Advantage In Manufactured Goods: Part I

Work Program

I. Estimation for 1971

A. Re-estimate Existing Equations

(a) retain Bel-Rog formulation and original RCA.

(b) make estimates for exports, imports, and net exports.

(c) Adjust human capital coefficients by deducting unskilled

wage from average wage.

(d) adjust physical endowment variables by using .9 and .96

depreciation factors.

B. Adding New Variables

1. R&D variable

(a) input coefficients: use NSF data

(b)' country endowment: review UNESCO data

2. Economies of scale variable

(a) input coefficients: use Hufbauer's data

(b) country endowment: manufacturing output

3. Product-cycle variable

(a) input coefficients: use first trade data

(b) country variable: per capita incomes

C. Estimating Bilateral Trade of Individual Countries

1. make estimates using two-stage approach

2. make estimates using absolute values of trade

(a) introduce distance variable, utilizing sources cited

by Linnemann on p. 227.

(b) introduce dummy variables for the following

country groupings.



(M) Old EEC: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands

(ii) EFTA: Austria, Denmark, Finland, Norway,

Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom

(iii) U.K.-Irish Free Trade Area: Ireland and the

United Kingdom

D. Make Calculations with Japanese Input Coefficients (four digit)

(a) Calculate average wages

(b) deduct unskilled wage from average wage

(c) use 11 percent discount factor

E. Combine Estimates of Two Stages

II. Make Estimates for Alternative Years

1. Re-estimate physical endowment variable for individual year

2. Use Harbison-Myers index for corresponding year

III. Time Series Estimation

same as under II

IV. Combination of Cross-Section and Time Series Estimation

estimation procedures would need to be devised



2134 Wyomnslg Avenume NW,
Wshkington, D.C. 20008
July 16, 1982.

The Uoenomsts'a Bookahop Ltd.
Clama liorket
Portuela Street
London WC2A 2AB
Englsad

D1er Sir:

I would ike to ordera

Tade and Dgelopmu=t Poliets1 Leading Issues for the 1980s by Aleanera
J. Yeats, London: Mmemillsa, 1981, pp. xiii r,206, L 20.00.

Plmmse bill a at the tIms of delivery.

Yours truly,



uly 16, 1"2.

3gi, Ri*& ly

34 toI du Pt du Jour
92109 Boul*Vs lammcou
Frane

Dww INtle ,

I e os~ e the ravised vrsion of my paer "bue as# d'eKpwrIense
.aista a Franhi" thet will appear in tho seat issue of C tare.
Thank ym far sondlug as the Raensut-eauget comparison which I also had

from the abasy.

Our plow have eanged and we epect to be ia ?eriseen the
10th of Augst. I will givo you details s on as 1 have them.

Yout sceely,

Incasavre Bela Balassa



July 16, 1982.

Prof essor Maxell1 J. Pry

University of California

California 92717

Dear Maxwell,

"Diseuilibri Analysi.s inDeveopng eo o.i.s:. An o.rvl.- tat I
sent you earlier.

Enclosure Bela Balas.



This should be inserted in Discussion Paper No. 36

Table 1

Effective Protection in Twelve Developing Economies

Gross Effective Protection (zi) Net Effective Protection (zi1) a! Bias Against Exports (xi)
Primary Manufacturing Together Primary Manufacturing Together Primary Manufacturing Togother

Brazil (1966) 52 113 83 20 68 44 na 122 Ia
Chile (1961) 21 182 84 -28 68 10 na 324 na
Mexico (1960) 1 26 12 -7 16 3 13 87 58
Malaysia (1960) -6 -6 -6 -10 -10 -10 na 25 Ila
Pakistan (1963-64 na 271 pa na 147 na na na na
Philippines (1965) -1 61 8 -14 41 -6 na 228 na

Argentina (1969) 0 112 47 -29 38 1 24 241 94
Colombia (1969) -10 35 -2 -20 10 -15 13 42 23
Israel (1968) 48 76 62 -8 7 0 26 63 50
Korea (1968) 9 13 10 1 -11 -1 16 10 10
Singapore (1967) 9 4 6 5 -4 0 13 6 9
Taiwan (1969) 0 14 5 -8 9 -2 4 26 10

Source: Bela Balassa and Associates, The Structure of Protection in Developing Countries, Baltimore, Nd., Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1971 and Bela Balassa and Associates, Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial Economies, Baltimore, ld..
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1982.



Mr. James K. Feather, PUB July 15, 1982

Bela Salassa, Ma

Luprint steris

1. This In i f ertence to our bref cenvereation the other day
concerning the inclusion of my paper -Structural Adjustents pliels,"
published In World Devajasret, In the World Bank Reprint Series. The paper
was accepted for the Reprint $eries by the Eitoria Committee in early
ftbruary. Reser, Mr. #tintetto has submnatly sopped the proess on
the grouaft that te orking Paaper vesion ofthe$ paper was stiUi available.
Move reently, to my telephowa Inquiry. I hav* received the eclosed

2. In my moms of March 18th to you, I mingested that oshoul no st
change rues in aid-sem. n, then pesent ase, the nmbe of Working Papers
ade by the Printshop was apparently not adjusted for reduced deand in
reponse to the Rank requiring payment for the Working Papers. At the same
time, many people, like myself, do not read working papers but only published
materials that have gvne through a vatting proedure.

3. Mr. Winterbottow s"Sgets that "reprits are sually available for
purchase from the saourti.* . "t Thise" was the esoo at the t I= of
publication of my popeir but not six mnh later. Tbus, while I could have
puabeased repritst had the Editoale Comstte rejected the paper, I cannot do
t now. At the am* tiea you ay wish to ravlaw the enclosed meorandum from
Mr. Stern, coeninag the contribution of te paper to the discssion of
st..ctural adjst...t ,.lice..

4. 1 vtmld appreiate it If you ade the approprisa seps so thot the
February 1982 decision of the Editorial Cownittee, is carried out wd that
further delays in reprinting my paper cen be aoided.

cc: Mr. winterbottom, PUB

Enclosure
B~alaatnc



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bela Balassa, DRD DATE: June 30, 1982

FROM: Goddard Winterbottom, PUBPT

SUBJECT: Reprint Series/Staff Working Papers

Mrs. Hitchcock has reminded me that you are still concerned about
getting articles into the Reprint Series while they are still available
as Staff Working Papers.

The following is from the minutes of the Editorial Subcommittee
meeting of April 21, 1982: "The Subcommittee discussed Mr. Sherman
Robinson's memorandum of March 19, 1982. It was not thought likely
that material would be withheld from the Staff Working Papers Series
if reprint proposals were turned down because the articles in question
were available as Staff Working Papers. [Member X] said that the policy
had always been, and should remain, that a paper should not be included
in the reprint series if it existed in a similar form in the Staff
Working Papers and if a substantial quantity of the SWP were still
in stock. The Subcommittee agreed that this should remain the policy."

As you know, reprints are usually available for purchase from the
journal.



0 0
WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bela Balassa, Development Research Center DATE: tecember 15, 1980

FROM: Ernest Stern, Senior Vice President, Operations- .

SUBJECT: Paper - "Structural Adjustment Policies"

I thought your paper on Structural Adjustment Policies excellent
and an important contribution to the discussion of the concept.
I have no suggestions for changes. One point you might want to
consider further is whether in some of the less developed countries,
with not only limited institutional capacity but also limited
political capacity to change policies, a more limited approach
would be effective (e.g. start in a major sector line -- agricultural
with prices, export orientation, etc.), and, if so, what the limit-
ations of a sectoral approach might be?

EStern:ct



July 14, 1982.

Coataewait Notlemal 6" Art* et MiEt:ws

M9, re Sait-t-ertin
751*1 Sewis XM03

Dowr talt sse lasunst

to~~ Ism fmyppe had been completed. The ail Is Ineds very slow
botwom Terts *a asengn!

I ~ ~ ~ $4 thlak howwwa thtyuwlf indt pae Impo e A mwt
seetion ~ ~ lu alebwadddange with the altatioun following the 1mea

Towna away,

Enclsure Bela Balassa

Enose Une Anne d'Eere e Socialiste en France



Iks ales", m0

Tom ama V* sa te e by Jamlson would make a f Ins addition
to the PAWIeAt its-. Pla poi e swth 15 copse of sach and Prepare
Fom 1834 for Y Ppo

*



July 14, 1982.

Mir. oug Veiren
Dfpmty Director
Institute of Economics
Chinse AcAdmiy of Soa.1a Scenes
5 Jisagen Nei Dajei

Thsank you foar sending as your o ete on my article on Hungary.
'While this artgeU has already been sent to the publisher , I will ak use
of the comonts0 % inuure work I will do on Hungary.

I sent you a few days ago sy revised paper on "Ecnmic Refor in
Chia" that will be publisbed in the Boiea, NaziOnAkle del LaveogUertely

Reviewr. I would be interested in bavTiag your reaction to the paper.

Yours sincerely,

':Bela Balassa



M. Jean-Clade Cmmoavs
87, bd. St. Mlehel, So
Paris 75005
Frane

Mty dear friend,

Thankil you for your letter of June 29th which reached me last week.
I aeloe the French trnslation of the raem version of the paper that
incorporates a discussion of the situation following the June dealauation,
ater than examiin seeral pssible alternatives, I have, focused on the
conditions fa or ucesfula oegstent.,

In the meansa, I have reesivod a letter from Jacques Lesourne
who has ade some intersting points.

To be an th sa side, I am sonding copies of the letter as wall as
the paper to you two offloes an well. I also *ncloe a list of my addresses
where pcoofs mmAs2 be sent. Finally, I would ike to purchase a 120 reprins
of the pape, provied that the cost in not too high..

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,



July 13, 1982.

working Papers, NBER

Caidge Mamissebts 02138

Dear Sir:,

Ivulid like torer

Yoroign Investmet Som Eidea,

NUR Working Paper No. 7"0 by Danel J. risch, "lau"e In ti# Taxaition of

Myg check for $4.50 Is molose.,

Yours truly,

Entos Bela B-aa



July 13, 1982.

Mr. Nessim Shallon
UNDP Offie
57 Binbelu Sanituen

China

D*&r Mr. Shallon.,

It was a pleasure meeting you in Beijing and I very much enjoyed
the conversations we had. Please asoe thank your wife for me for the pleamant
lunch,

I enclose a copy of my "Eonomic Reforz in China" that ay be of
interest to you. The paper will be publishad in the next issue of Banca
Waxionale del Lavoro Miuxteity Revie.

Hoping that you had a pleasant trip to Korea, I remtin,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



July 13, 1"02.

Lie. Antonio Gazol, S.,
Presidents
Cologio National do Egnwsa, A.C.
Antonio Caso No. 86 2' piso
Mexico 4, D.T.
HMaru

Door Mr. Gamwl:

Thank you for inviting w* to the sma a n "Wandutri*arAtn and
Foeigtn Trade" tat wil s bold in VAKtco City on January 3. 1 will be
happy to pesent a paers on iMeicn foeign policy at the Conference.

With best regards,

Sincerely your&,

Raa asa

cc-. Lie. Alejandro Violante M.
Mean massy
2829 16tb Street N.W.

Skshington, D.C. 20009



July 13, 1982.

Dr. Bela Csikos-Nagy
Pesident
Hungarian Ecamomi Association
1370 Budapest Pf. 5"4
HUNGARY

Dear Bela,

Thank you for yowr letter of June 15th. I was glad to hear that
you had a good meeting with the World Bank mision and that you plan to
come to Washington to give a talk at the World Bank in September 1983.

1 spoke to Vitor Urquidl who tells me that IPA is organizing
two sessions at the meetings of the American Eonomic Association to be
heJd in the last week of Dooember in Now York. I pres that it is those
meetings you might paelp~a at. This eanss you would presumably be in
Budapest befoe Chritas. T wonder, therefore, if it woau be convenient
for you if I presened the seminar we discussed around December 13th.

I will not go to Buaest after all in August, we will thus not
see each other until Deeer and I would lie to clarify the topic of my
enar. At our last eeting you asked s to speak about policies of export
orientation and import substitution. In your letter of June 15th, hoever,
you suggest that I should dal~ with methodology issues. I would appreciate
it if you would Infor me in some, stail what you would like mie to discuss at
the semia..

I will be away from Washington from July 30th for about six weeks.
Should you iwish to got in touch with so durting this period I aeloe a list
of my addresses.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

P.S. I enclose a short report on my visit to China which may be of interest to you.



July 13, 1982.

Mr. Jersy Thiem
522 West 112th Street, Apt, 44
Now Tork, New York 10025

Dear Mer. Thiemts

Thank you for your letter -of Jxm* 13th inquiriug about the
possibility of eMploymmnt at the Watld 186k.

I have asked our raeuiement staff to look into ammpeant
possibilites for you mnd to Cone you carefully for ay assignmtn
for wich you may he qualified. They will be in touch with you direct
in two to three weeks.

Sinerely,

cc: Personnel Department

/?

*4



Mr. isms K. remawrle " July 13, 1982

Be"a Naloes aMw

Reprint mSores

1. This is In raeerevic to our bref conversation the otbar day
eonalang the ie~meiten of urpar *0St#oet=m1 Adjastmeft Policies,*

publishe in world Dovsos, in the Worldt Ba Repiamt BSores. The paper
wa acepeda Ne iw epa Series by te Mtwranal a-emite In arly
Febrary, but Mr. Vlterinsste has subseqentlsy stoped the proces an the

V - -- 1- that the Working kbaw er*4 ofma ete pap"e u=s still avalable. Here
reautly, to my, teapwe Loquiry, I haves received tbo enclosed am that I
adt wwsatsaor.

cha rules -toaisteam. to the present case, thme mnAwr of Working Papae
ade by te ftitoeva vas apparently an adtuatod for redued deand. is
resonese a th ank rneanif gpaent for te Worting Papor. At the awn
time, my, like myself, do w not resa wokigpae but pnush" ateees
Utich hae so" through 0 vettin Procaurs.

3. Mr. Winerboto seas that "reprints are sally avanable for
purchase from the jowrnst- This *44 v=r te ces at te t of
puhucatlosa but not six zoafts later. Thus, while I could ave p~awW-ae
reprits ad# te naltorial Co--tte rjeced the paper, I cannot do it wwn.
At the sa ti*, I wish# to refer to the --- f rz ftm, aloved

witb asmyaa sae toa itheeprinst ris, tat ndic-at*e the imtas=*e of the
pape.

4. 1 would appreciate It if you ade the appropriate *ae s that the
February 1982 decsion of the Eital Comittee is caried out and that
further delays inepritintg my paper may be swiaded.

ect Mr. Vintaettow, M0

BalasaaSe



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bela Balassa, DRD DATE: June 30, 1982

FROM: Goddard Winterbottom, PUBPT

SUBJECT: Reprint Series/Staff Working Papers

Mrs. Hitchcock has reminded me that you are still concerned aboutgetting articles into the Reprint Series while they are still available
as Staff Working Papers.

The following is from the minutes pf the Editorial Subcommittee
meeting of April 21, 1982: "The Subcommittee discussed Mr. ShermanRobinson's memorandum of March 19, 1982. It was not thought likelythat material would be withheld from the Staff Working Papers Seriesif reprint proposals were turned down because the articles in question
were available as Staff Working Papers. [Member X] said that the policyhad always been, and should remain, that a paper should not be includedin the reprint series if it existed in a similar form in the Staff
Working Papers and if a substantial quantity of the SWP were still
in stock. The Subcommittee agreed that this should remain the policy."

As you know, reprints are usually available for purchase from thejournal.



July 13, 1982.

Professor Henry Neil Goldstein
Departonmt of Re n1 tm
Uniersity of Oregon

-Eugene, Oregon 97403

Doar Professor Goldstein.,

Thak you for your letter of June 23rd inquiring about the
possibility of employment with the World Bank. Indeed you hwve a

impressive list of pubstcatone olbsit the topics have a greater relevane
for the Fund ta for the Bank.

lities for you end to consider you carefully for any essipnt for which
you may be quaified. They will be in toue with you direct In two to tbree
weeks.

sincerely,

Bela Bela"*a

ee: PerDepartment

cc: Pesonne



July 13. 19M8

Professor Ttomms O'Toole
The University of North Carolina -

at capel Hill
Gardner Hall 017 A
Chapel Hil, North Carolina 27514

Dear Tom,

It was good to hows from you and 1 woul4 be happyg to write letter@
of raessondate for ymn now or to te future. I look forward to rading
the papers you hvme immt me. Hoping that your son has raaovered fully,
I remain,

Sincerely yours,

BeaBalasea



July 13, 1982.

Dr. Muarrez Ric
Faculty of Ecnmic
Institute of Eonmicd Developmuat
Itanbul University
Itanbul

Dear Dr. Hic:

Thank you for sendlas as your article "Developsient Since 1980 in
the Turkish Renm." I look forward to reading Lt.

Baran Tuneer tells me there is a host five to ton minutes drive
from the airport where my famy and I could spend a fewr hours beemus= the
two fights. Should you not be at the airport at the time of our arrival,
we ould perhaeps met0 thez-. We plan to arrive on tsair 326 at -3: 55 p T,

on July 31 Saturday. Looking forward to seaeg you, I remain,

Sieeretly yours,

Bel BOAMMs



Wr ") BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOF ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. James K. Feather, PUB DATE: July 13, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD

SUBJECT: Reprint Series

1. This is in reference to our brief conversation the other day
concerning the inclusion of my paper "Structural Adjustment Policies,"
published in World Development, in the World Bank Reprint Series. The paper
was accepted for the Reprint Series by the Editorial Committee in early
February, but Mr. Winterbottom has subsequently stopped the process on the
grounds that the Working Paper version of the paper was still available. More
recently, to my telephone inquiry, I fiave received the enclosed memo that I
find unsatisfactory.

2. In my memo of March 18th to you, I suggested that one should not
change rules in mid-stream. In the present case, the number of Working Pape-rs
made by the Printshop was apparently not adjusted for reduced demand in
response to the Bank requiring payment for the Working Papers. At the same
time, many, like myself, do not read working papers but published materials
which have gone through a vetting procedure.

3. Mr. Winterbottom suggests that "reprints are usually available forpurchase from the journal." This indeed was the case at the time of
publication but not six months later. Thus, while I could have purchased
reprints had the Editorial Committee rejected the paper, I cannot do it now.
At the same time, I wish to refer to the memorandum from Mr. Stern, enclosed
with my submission to the Reprint Series, that indicated the importance of thepaper.

4. I would appreciate it if you made the appropriate steps so that theFebruary 1982 decision of the Editorial Committee is carried out and thatfurther delays in reprinting my paper may be avoided.

cc: Mr. Winterbottom, PUB

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc
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July 12, l"82.

Professor Nicholas Lardy
Departmnt of Economies
Yale University-
Box 1987, Yale Station
New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Dear Nick,

T'hank you for your letter of June 28th vhia reahed me as I was
putting the final touches on the revision of my pape on Chin&. A copy of
the revised version is encloeed. Xt will be pubished In the next isue of
the Banca Wanaloe del Lavoro, Quarterly Review.

I do understand the politialt difficulties lavolvod In changing
things in China. At the present time, haowar, I have found it useful to
indicate the outlines of comprehensive reform even if some parts cannot
f ind immodite appication.

Yours sineeroly.

mEnsue Bela Ralassa
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Policy Responses to External Shocks

in Sub-Saharan African Countries, 1973-78

Bela Balassa

The author earlier analyzed the balance-of-payments effects of external

shocks, and of policy responses to these shocks, in newly-industrializing

developing and in less developed countries during the 1973-78 period (1981a,

b, c,). The external shocks in question.include terms of trade effects,

resulting in large part from the quadrupling of oil prices of 1973-74, as well

as export shortfalls, resulting from the deceleration of the growth of world

trade in the wake of the world recession of 1974-75. In turn, the policy

responses comprise additional net external financing, export promotion, import

substitution, and lowering the rate of economic growth.

Apart from India and Tanzania, the studies have not covered any

developing country that is classified in the low-income group in World

Development Report, 1981 (World Bank, 1981b), which may be considered

representative of the customary distinction made between middle-income and

low-income countries. Also, the the studies have included only four middle-

income sub-Saharan African countries, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mauritius, and

Zambia, within a grand total of twenty-six.

At the same time, it has been repeatedly suggested in public discussions

and, in particular, in the criticism of the so-called Berg Report (World Bank,

1981a), that sub-Saharan African countries represent a special case as far as

their responsiveness to price signals is concerned. Thus, it has been alleged

that the economic structure of these countries limits their ability to respond

to price signals and, correspondingly, makes adjustment to external shocks

difficult. This conclusion is said to apply a fortiori to the low-income

countries of sub-Saharan Africa.
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The controversy concerning the countries of sub-Saharan Africa points to

the desirability of examining their experience during the 1973-78 period of

external shocks. This has been done in the present paper, with distinction

made among countries at different levels of development, 1/

The classification scheme utilized is described in Section I of the

paper. Section II examines the balance-of-payments effects of external shocks

while Section III analyzes the policy responses to these shocks in sub-Saharan

African countries. Finally, the policies applied in middle-income and low-

income countries are analyzed in Section IV of the paper.

I. The Classification Scheme Applied

The investigation covers 19 oil-importing and three oil-exporting

countries in sub-Saharan Africa. According to the geographical classification

of the World Bank, ten of the oil-importing countries are located in Eastern

Africa: Botswana, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Sudan,

Tanzania, Zaire, and Zambia. In turn, the countries studied include nine oil-

importing countries (Cameroon, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Mali, Senegal,

Sierra Leone, Togo, and Upper Volta) and three oil-exporting countries (Congo,

Gabon, and Nigeria) in Western Africa.

In distinguishing between middle-income and low-income countries, 1970

incomes per head of 300 U.S. dollars, estimated at 1979 prices and exchange

rates, has been used as the dividing line in the present paper. The choice of

the year 1970 has been dictated by the desire to avoid using an ex-post

classification that may reflect the effects of the policies followed during

1/ A companion paper, "Adjustment Policies and Development Strategies in Sub-
Saharan Africa, 1973-78" examines the experience of the countries of the
region applying different development strategies as regards the role of the
state in economic life and the extent of reliance on market forces. The Annex
to the paper provides a description of the methodology.
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the period under consideration.

Utilizing this benchmark, Kenya, Mauritius, Sudan, and Zambia in Eastern

Africa, as well as Cameroon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Senegal, and Ghana among oil-

importing countries and all three oil-exporting countries in Western Africa

are classified in the middle-income group. In turn, low-income countries

include Botswana, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Malawi,Tanzania, and Zaire, as well as

Guinea, Mali, Sierra Leone, and Upper Volta (Table A).

Applying the median per capita income growth rate of 1.5 percent would

give a dividing line of $340 in 1979 prices for 1979. As a result of its

rapid rate of economic growth, Botswana would qualify as a middle income

country under this benchmark. No other country would need to be reclassified,

however. 2/

2/ The data originates from the 1981 World Bank Atlas that includes countries
with less than 1 million inhabitants (in the present case, Botswana and
Mauritius) which are not covered in the World Development Report, 1981 that
provided earlier estimates of per capita incomes and used a benchmark of
$375. Under this benchmark, Sudan and Togo would have been reclassified as
low-income countries. However, according to the revised figures of the Atlas,
per capita incomes in these countries exceed that of Kenya.



Comments on

H. W. Singer, The Terms of Trade Controversy

and the Evolution of Soft Financing

by

Bela Balassa

Dr. Singer's principal claim to fame is his paper on "The Distribution of

Gains between Investing and Borrowing Countries," presented at the December

1949 meetings of the American Economic Association and published in the AER

Proceedings of May 1950. The paper has been reprinted in practically all

readings volumes on economic development and has been read by an untold number

of students. It has also led to the pairing of Singer's name with that of

Raul Prebisch, in referring to the Prebisch-Singer thesis on the alleged

tendency for the secular decline of the terms of trade of the developing

countries. The terms of trade issue was central to Singer's 1950 paper as it

is in the present lecture.

Singer suggests that "treated as a projection, one can certainly claim

that [the historical downward trend in terms of trade for primary products]

has passed the test better than most other economic projections" (Singer,

1982, p. 17). He further adds: "If I had been clearer about [the] growing

distinction between the terms of trade of primary products versus manufactures

on the one hand, and developing countries versus industrialized countries on

the other hand, the logic of my argument would have been to lay more emphasis

on a tendency towards deteriorating terms of trade in relation to countries as

well as groups of commodities. ... If f had been able to make this point more

clearly, it would have added to the strength of the projection" (p. 37-38).

Thus, in Singer's view, "the terms of trade of Third World countries have

declined in relation to those of industrial countries even if the analysis is
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restricted to trade in manufactured goods only, or to primary commodities

only" (p. 30). These differences are said to be reinforced by "the lower

proportion in total exports of LDCs of manufactures (for which unit values

have increased more), and a higher proportion of primary commodities in their

exports (for which unit values have increased less)" (p. 42), with the extent

of the deterioration of the terms of trade being the greater at lower levels

of development (pp. 38-41). I will submit these propositions to scrutiny.

The first question relates to the chtoice of the time period. Singer

states that "in this paper, we are concerned only with the implicit postwar

projection from the 1949-50 paper onwards, not with the entire 1900-1970

period" (p. 36). However, results for a relatively short period are affected

to a considerable extent by the choice of the initial and the terminal

years. In the present case, the choice of the initial years introduces a bias

as, in conforming to the old adage "what goes up, will come down," primary

product prices could not have remained at the lofty levels reached during the

early fifties, the period of the Korean war. 1/ At any rate, just as Prebisch

has done in his original article, Singer considered long-term tendencies;

hence, in judging the validity of the proposition, data for a longer period

would be needed.

1/ According to Singer, "by 1952, of course, the Korean war boom had more or
less exhausted its effect on primary commodity prices, so that it seems a
conservative starting point in showing a deterioration in terms of trade of
developing countries" (p. 41). But, the data used by Spraos, whose
calculations Singer cites, show a decline of 17 percent and 22 percent,
respectively, from 1952 to the trough of the cycle in 1962, depending on
whether the UN or the World Bank index for primary products is utilized. This
followed a decrease between 1950 and 1952 of 4 percent and 10 percent under
the two variants. Thus, Singer's use of Spraos' results for the 1950-77
period is even more objectionable than the choice of the 1952 base year. -
For completeness sake, note that the UN index shows no change between 1952 and
1953 while the World Bank index exhibits a further 3 percent decline (Spraos,
1980).
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The only estimates pertaining to a longer period Singer cites are those

reported by Spraos for 1900-70. According to Singer, "even if the individual

trends [Spraos] calculates are statistically insignificant when taken one by

one, the fact that they all point in the same direction surely adds

significance" (p. 35). This is a curious argument. If none of the several

sets of. index numbers using largely the same basic data exhibit a

statistically significant trend, such a trend cannot be established even when

they are considered together. At any rate, the trend coefficient derived by

the use of the UN index is positive - representing a terms of trade

improvement for the developing countries - rather than negative for the 1900-

70 period; a negative result is obtained only if the UN index is spliced to

the World Bank's index for the postwar period (Spraos, 1980).

The UN statistics utilized by Spraos uniformly employ unit value indices.

Yet, as a long series of writers have pointed out, changes in unit values

do not appropriately represent changes in prices, leading in particular to an

overestimation of increases in the prices of manufactured exports. This is

hardly surprising if we consider that, for example, the unit value of

machinery is measured as the ratio of value to weight, so that a shift towards

lighter materials ipso facto raises unit values.

Singer dismisses these objections, claiming that "Spraos has shown

convincingly that these difficulties of measurement do not go to the heart of

the matter, even empirically" (p. 23). In so doing, Singer - as well as

Spraos - have overlooked the monumental work of Kravis and Lipsey, who

painstakingly collected price observations for metal and machinery exports

1/ The World Bank utilized a unit value index for manufactured goods and a
price index for primary products.
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from the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan. The export

price indices derived from the data show a 13 percent average increase in the

prices of machinery between 1953 and 1964, compared to a 24 percent rise in

the UN unit value index for the same product group (1971).

Kravis and Lipsey have subsequently extended the country, commodity, and

time coverage of their investigation and have estimated a price index for

manufactured goods exported by the developed countries to the developing

countries. The index shows a 127 percent increase between 1953 and 1977, the

time period covered by the estimates, compared to a rise of 162 percent in the

UN unit value index for these exports. Deflating by the UN price index for

the world exports of primary products other than petroleum, I/ the authors

find that the terms of trade of manufactured goods, exported by the developed

to the developing countries, relative to the prices of nonfuel primary

products, declined by 6 percent during the period. This compares with an

increase of 13 percent estimated from the UN unit value indices for

manufactured goods and for food and raw materials (Kravis and Lipsey, 1981).

I have adjusted the Kravis-Lipsey estimates by replacing the UN price

index for the world exports of primary commodities other than petroleum by the

price index estimated by the World Bank for 33 nonfuel primary commodities,

weighted by the exports of the developing countries. This index shows an

average price increase of 154 percent for these primary products between 1953

and 1977. There has thus been a decline of 10 percent in the terms of trade

of the developed countries in their exchange of manufactured goods for primary

products other than fuels with the developing countries during the period.

1/ Up to 1970, the index includes petroleum.
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It is apparent that the prices of nonfuel primary products exported by

the developing countries rose more rapidly than average world primary product

prices during the period under consideration. This conclusion is confirmed by

Michaely's (1980) estimates that show unit value indices for primary products

exported by low-income countries to have risen by 120 percent between 1952 and

1970, compared to an increase of only 16 percent for primary products exported

by high income countries. 1/ Michaely's results further show a 86 percent

improvement in the case of low-income couitries, compared to a 47 percent

deterioration for high income countries, in their terms of trade for primary

products during the period. 2/

The unit values of manufactured goods exported by low income countries

also increased more rapidly (60 percent) than those of high income countries

(39 percent) betwen 1952 and 1970. In the same period, the terms of trade for

manufactured goods' trade remained unchanged in the low income countries and

deteriorated by 2 percent in the high income countries.

For merchandise trade, taken as a whole, Michaely has observed an

improvement of 24 percent in the terms of trade for low-income countries and a

deterioration of 18 percent for high-income countries during the 1952-70

period. He has further established that terms of trade changes are negatively

correlated with income levels in a five-fold classification scheme. Thus,

1/ The differential trends are largely explained by the decline in the prices
of cereals, wool and cotton that loom large in the primary exports of the
high-income countries.

2/ More exactly, the calculations refer to price changes for goods classified
by income levels, when the income level of exports (imports) is derived as an
income-weighted average of exports by individual countries. The relevant
formula is provided in Michaely, 1980.
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terms of trade changes between 1952 and 1970 were -37, -5, -10, +6, and +83

percent as one moves from the top to the bottom quintile.

Michaely's results thus reinforce the findings of Kravis and Lipsey,

indicating that the developing countries have improved their terms of trade

vis-a-vis the developed countries in the post-Korean war period. It is

further apparent that primary and manufactured commodities exported by the

developing countries increased more in price than goods in the same categories

exported by the developed countries and that improvements in the terms of

trade were inversely correlated with the level of economic development.

These results pertain to the post-Korean war period, for which price

observations are available. While the period is relatively short, it begins

with high primary product prices as noted above. Kravis and Lipsey (1981)

have further calculated changes in the terms of trade between Industrial

Europe and the developing countries, by replacing the world export unit value

indices of the United Nations by unit value indices for the manufactured

exports of Industrial Europe to the developing countries and for the primary

imports of Industrial Europe from these countries in the 1872-1953 period.

The results show a 24 percent deterioration in the terms of trade of

Industrial Europe vis-a-vis the developing countries between 1872 and 1953.

In view of the upward bias of the unit value indices for manufactured goods,

the use of price indices would show an even greater deterioration in the terms

of trade of Industrial Europe, and thus a greater improvement in the terms of

trade of the developing countries, during this period.

The cited estimates effectively refute the Prebisch-Singer thesis on the

alleged tendency for the secular deterioration of the terms of trade of the

developing countries. This is not to say that particular countries may not

suffer a deterioration in their terms of trade. Thus, the oil-importing
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developing countries have suffered as a result of the tenfold rise of

petroleum prices since 1973. Also, the decline in the prices of industrial

fibers has adversely affected several countries in East Africa.

But how about the choice of appropriate policies for the developing

countries? Singer resurrects the old shibboleth that the terms of trade

"would presumably be improved as a result of biases against the export sector

and reduced export volumes" (p. 46). But, apart from petroleum, there are few

commodities where the producing countries-could improve their terms of trade

by acting in unison to reduce the volume of exports. And, in the case of

tropical beverages, where such action may be effective, repeated attempts made

by the producing countries have not led to an agreement.

In regard to other primary commodities, the principal result of anti-

export policies has been a decline in the world market shares of the

developing countries. Singer notes this fact but attributes it to the

unequalizing effects of international trade, without however offering any

evidence in support of the proposition (p. 52).

Few developing countries, acting alone, can affect the world market

prices of their exports. At the same time, in countries that are price-takers

in world markets, the protection of the capital-intensive sector under

incomplete specialization may lead to immiserization in the event that the

rate of capital accumulation exceeds the rate of growth of the labor force

(Johnson, 1967). Under the assumptions made, this possibility becomes a

certainty if foreign capital is invested in the protected industry and it

receives the full (untaxed) value of its marginal product at protection-

distorted prices (Brecher and Diaz-Alejandro, 1977).
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As Singer is preoccupied with transfer pricing and, more generally, with

exploitation by developed country investors, he fails to recognize the adverse

effects foreign direct investment may have if inappropriate domestic policies

are followed by the host countries. Nor does he consider the effects of

domestic policies on primary and manufactured exports, and the beneficial

impact of export expansion on economic growth.

To begin with, Singer underestimates the extent to which developing

countries have succeeded in increasing their manufactured exports.

Thus,rather than rising from 12 percent in 1960 to 20 percent in 1977 (p. 47),

the share of manufactured goods in the nonfuel exports of the developing

countries - defined as SITC classes 5 to 8 - increased from 20 percent to 48

percent during this period. The increase is even larger if one excludes

nonferrous metals (SITC 68), which are customarily considered primary

products. The share of manufactured goods thus defined in the exports of the

developing to the developed countries, for which such data are available,

increased from 6 percent to 30 percent between 1960 and 1977, rising further

to 42 percent in 1979 (the corresponding percentages are 17, 43, and 50

percent for the SITC classes 5 to 8).

At the same time, the expansion of exports has contributed to economic

growth in developing countries. This relationship has been observed in the

pre-1973 period, characterized by the rapid expansion of world trade, as well

as in the post-1973 period, characterized by external shocks in the form of

the quadrupling of petroleum prices and the world recession (Feder 1982;

Balassa, 1981). Apart from the gains from international specialization

according to comparative advantage, the results reflect the fact that export

expansion permits utilizing large-scale production methods and attaining
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higher levels of capacity utilization, with the "stick and carrot" of foreign

competition further providing inducements for technological improvements.

Nor has export expansion been limited to the "Gang of Four" (Korea,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore). In the mid-sixties, several major Latin

American countries, including Brazil, reduced the anti-export bias of their

incentive system, with favorable effects for exports and economic growth. In

the mid-seventies. Chile and Uruguay, and, in the early eighties Turkey, made

the shift from inward- to outward-orienta'tion.

And while no one would suggest that all developing countries should aim

at the high export shares of the four East Asian countries, of which two are

city states, I have shown that an annual rate of growth of 12.5 percent in the

manufactured exports of the developing to the developed countries between 1,978

and 1990 would not lead to an absolute decline in the production of any of the

industries of the latter (Balassa, 1980). At the same time, it should be

remembered that developing countries do not tend to accumulate reserves, so

that increases in their export earnings are spent on imports, mostly from

developed countries. Thus, even though a rate of export expansion in excess

of 12.5 percent may lead to temporary dislocation in the developed countries,

both partners would benefit from increased trade through the exploitation of

their comparative advantage.

Comparative advantage is changing over time, with the export structure

being upgraded in the course of economic development. In addition to Japan

that has progressed from the exportation of unskilled labor intensive

commodities to high-technology products, the relevance of the "stages

approach" to comparative advantage is apparent in developing countries at

different levels of industrialization as well as in a cross-section

relationship (Balassa, 1979).
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The application of the stages of approach to comparative advantage also

indicates the possibilities for trade among developing countries. These

possibilities are far from being realized today largely because high

protection in many of these countries tends to discriminate most heavily

against countries at similar, or at lower, levels of development. The

adoption of an outward-oriented development strategy, involving a reduction in

the bias against exports and in favor of import substitution, would thus

contribute to increased trade among the developing countries themselves.

Adopting an outward-oriented strategy would also involve reducing the

bias of the incentive system against primary activities. Such a change in

incentives would promote exports as well as import substitution in primary

products, in particular food and fuels. But efficient import substitution may

also occur in manufactured goods, such as machinery, that often suffer

discrimination in developing countries.

These considerations may explain that, in the 1973-78 period, outward-

oriented developing countries not only were more successful in increasing

their exports but also did better in import substitution than inward-oriented

economies. As a result, their economic growth accelerated while GDP growth

rates declined under inward orientation (Balassa, 1981).

It follows that, if appropriate domestic policies are applied, export

expansion and efficient import substitution will go hand-in-hand. At the same

time, in industries that need to be promoted on infant industry grounds, the

measures of promotion should extend to exports, lest high-cost import

substitution occurs in the confines of small domestic markets. But, the

infant industry argument does not imply that unrestricted trade would lead to

losses to one of the partners or that de-linking would be an appropriate

strategy (p. 25).
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I now come to the second half of the title, and of the lecture, on the

evolution of soft financing. According to Singer, "ODA or aid, ... was in

fact the natural avenue to which the interest of the UN, and my own with it,

turned as a result of trade pessimism" (p. 54). While one may not consider

foreign aid as a compensatory measure for the declining terms of trade of the

developing countries (p. 53) that did not occur, it can usefully complement

trade in particular in countries at lower levels of development.

One should, however, put things into perspective as far as the relative

importance of trade and aid are concerned. In 1979, official development

assistance amounted to $28 billion while the nonfuel exports of the developing

countries to the developed countries were $116 billion and nonconcessional

flows, largely private capital, $53 billion. At the same time, while some

authors have pointed to the possible adverse effects of foreign aid on

production and on savings, these adverse effects can be avoided if appropriate

domestic policies are followed.

More generally, as the example of the sub-Saharan African countries

discussed in the Berg-report (1981) indicates, the effective use of foreign

aid again the application of appropriate domestic policies by the developing

countries. IDA - and the World Bank in general - can continue to play an

important role in this regard, not only because of its professionalism and

apolitical character, but also because of the emphasis on the domestic

policies of the recipients.
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Descriptions

1. Imports (CIF)
2. Exports (FOB)
3. Nonfactor Services
4. Private Transfers
5. Interest Received
6. Interest Paid
7. Dividends
8. Other Factor Payments
9. Official Transfers
10. Direct Investment
11. Portfolio Capital
12. Errors and Ommissions
13. Changes in Reserves
14. Amortization
16. Value of Fuel Exports
17. Value of Manufactured Exports to the World
18. Value of Manufactured Exports to Developed Countries
19. Value of Manufactured Exports to Less Developing Countries
20. Fuel Exports, Unit Value Index
21. Nontraditional Exports, Unit Value Index
22. Manufactured Exports, Unit Value Index
23. Fuel Exports, Hypothetical Volume Index
24. Non-fuel Exports, Hypothetical Volume Index
25. Manufactured Exports to Developed Countries, Hypothetical Volume Index
26. Manufactured Exports to Developing Countries, Hypothetical Volume Index
27. Manufactured Exports to Central Planned Economies, Hypothetical Volume

Index
28. Value of Fuel Imports
29. Fuel Imports, Unit Value Index
30. Fuel Imports, Hypothetical Volume Index
31. Non-fuel Imports, Hypothetical Volume Index
32. Total Imports, Unit Value Index
33. GNP, Current $
34. GNP, Constant $
35. Gross External Debt
36. Net Reserves
38. Developed Countries' Income Elasticity of Demand for Manufactured Imports
39. Developing Countries' Income Elasticity of Demand for Manufactured

Imports
40. Centrally Planned Economies' Income Elasticity of Demand for Manufactured

Imports

Traditional Primary Exports
(defined as export values greater than 1.5% of total export value)

41. SITC, Value of Exports of Good
42. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
43. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good by the World as a Whole
44. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
45. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
46. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
47. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
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Sorry for the delay.

I further enelose the final version of my "Eonmict Raeom in

Towrs afteeroly,

P.S. The China paper ban not yet anm back from the print asp. It will
be sent to ym ne wook.
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Dr. Wililam Y. Davis, Chair.s"
Bepartena t ofROMC

Urivaesty of 50orth C0trolim - Charlotte,
Charlotte, Worth Cs"Uas 29223

Dar Sir:

This in to recommend Mr. Tasal Datts audburi for a position at your
Department. I as supervising Mrg. Datta Cauarla's dissertatioa nt Mave been
vorking witb bin oeris thel past several years.

Mr. Datta Cbaufu Is mne prize stuent this year amW one of th* best 1
ca re e tm I have coe to Ropkins in 1966. He has don* very vall In

his course work and bas shomm considerable originality in his diasotattem.

The dissertation cnits of a mmer of esays, oe of whieb has aleady
been acepsted for publiation Gies the qualty of the ossays I believe.
that several ware will got pub,11shed.

Mr. Datta Cbaudhurt prsents ble ses In a clar ad fovtbcosing saame
orally as ell as In wrting. I on confident tat he will be aa *melanes
teachber.

Pla"s let we kmew If you have any further questions.

Yor1ineey
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Dr. Alan 1. Dillingbaft
DewtMento of ZOO-"esa
Illlucis State Wisaroeety College
Normal, Iliis 61761

Dar Sir i

TMAe is to recmmsed Mr. Tasal Datta Moburlme for a postion at ywrt
Dopartmont. I as sqwrvtnss Mr. Datta OwWeert's dissertation avA hame been

working with bin over the post #*vorsl yars.

ft . ate. Cb=mv" to our prie studeft this ymme and oe of the beat I
can reamber aine* I have oome, to Maoilu in 0".6 R* has dose ver ell in

aTh ewe 4isert ato cssts of eentdemra ofasay*,e os ofe ubahhasalead

been seceted for puliatin Given the quality of the *ssays, I baev
thatmra aor*en ill got publishe.

SMr. Dae. Caft pesouts his idas in a aear end forthowng unear
orally as well as to writing. I an couf ident tbat be will be an essellent
teacher.

Please lta s kun If you havsaym fuvthsr questions.

Toxmsi encerely.
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Professor Michael Vtontea
sconmies Depertmimt

Haverf ad Colloss
Haverfora, Pemmtylvmls. 19041

Door Sir:

This to t ecomend Mr. Twal Datta Memundbue for a postion at your
Dapartwmt. I ms suporvsing Mr. Vatta Chadharios dissertation and have been
working with bin eora the past movool ar e.

Mr. Datt* Osurl, U a=t prim* etweout this year and oe of the Immt I
cau remeaber attm* I he" co to Ropki n 1a%6. Re Mes &me very wall In
his Poure efth and has ste omntdorable orlStuatye in his 4issnetaton.

The diseation csstst of a ner ofa a esay*, am of vhtoh has almaney
been aceaet for pubutn. OLT"n the quaity of the "ssay*, 1 bell*"a
that seeral move wsi get pUlsthod.

Mr. Datta Chhmbrl psents Mas Ides in a cear and fortheminag =Nm
orally " wel " In writing. X am confidout that he will be au excellent

Pleasti let as know if you have any fvxtber questions.

Your #Xuaerol,.
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Academic Deau's Office
Antioch College
Yellow Spring,, Ohio 45387

Dear girt

This is to rcmn Mr. Tamal Datta Chsudburi for a position at your
Departnent I a spervising Nz. Datta Cbsudburlos dissertation ajW hav* been
working with hisa over the past several years.

Mr. Datta Chaudhuri is ouc prim student this yawr and one of the beat I
can remember stemm I have coeto Noins In 19".4 Be has dons ver ellIn
his coure weft ad has shown considablet origaty to is dissertation.

The dissertation cnits of a number of essays, am of which has already
been accepted for pubication. Olven the quality of the essays, I beliee
that several more will got publised.

Xv. Datta Chudearla prsents his idas in a clear and forthconing mae
orally as well a* In writing. I an confident that be wil be an excelent
teacher.

Please lot so knowe if you hae any further questions.

Yours sinceely,

Bela Dalassa
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Bela Balasa, DRD

Travel R*Tuent

In reference to our conversation today I would like to ask you to
delete the flights 1msnul-AnMa-1stmnbuj (August 9) from my travel
request. Also, Instead of lotan'bulTeurich-Lyon flights an August 9,
please retain my bookings on the Isanbul-Rome-Lyn fits an the same day.

Bookings an the am& flights .have als been ada by Mer. Barker
for my family.

B&]Aanc



Monsieur E. Malinvaud
INSEE
18 Boulevard Adolphe Pinard
9th Floor
Paris 75675
France

Dear Friend:

Thank you for your letter of June 29th and for your comments and

reflections on the preliminary version of my paper on France. The revised

version contains a section on the devaluation and its aftermath.

In the revised version, I have also qualified several of the statements you

have objected to. Thus, the statement on limiting the extent of internationali-

zation now relates only to the newly-nationalized firms (I am familiar with the

Elf-Aquitaine case) and the reference to possible implications for protection

have been eliminated. At the same time, while I agree that the nationalization

of the steel industry has not represented much of a change, this does not appear

to be the case for computers and for electronic in general. Among other things,

I consider the changes in the status of Honeywell quite important, and they have

been at the volition of the present government.

Since there is little information on protective measures in the

French press, I have found appropriate to cite foreign press reports with a full

indication of the source. The same point applies to government procurement where

indications are that a duraissement has occurred.

Indeed, it is difficult to say today in what direction industrial policy would

be moving. But, the contradictions in the objectives I have noted exist, and I do

not wish to speculate how they would be resolved.

Thanking you again for your commetns and reflections, and hoping to see you

in the near future. I remain,

Sincerely yours,



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

Le 7 juillet 1982

Cher ami,

J'ai bien regu votre lettre du 29 juin et vous remercie des observations
et des r6flexions que vous m'y communiquez sur la premiere version de mon
article. J'ai depuis ajout6 une partie relative A la devaluation et A ses
consequences.

Dans la version remaniie, j'ai igalement modifi6 plusieurs passages
sur lesquels vous aviez des objections A faire. -Ainsi, la partie relative A la
limite de l'internationalisation ne concerne que les deux entreprises ricemment
nationalis6es (je suis au courant du cas Elf-Aquitaine); quant au passage relatif
aux consequences 6ventuelles sur la protection, il a 6t6 61iming. En mame temps,
bien que la nationalisation de "iron ore" et de "iron and steel" n'ait pas chang6
grand chose, tel ne semble pas etre le cas de "office, computing and accounting
machinery". Je considere notamment que la modification des statuts de Honeywell
est tras importante et qu'elle est le fait de la volont6 du Gouvernement actuel.

Comme il y a peu de renseignements sur les mesures de protection dans la
presse frangaise, j'ai jugg bon de me rif~rer a la presse 6trangare en citant
mes sources. Cela est aussi vrai pour les achats publics qui ont subi un
durcissement.

Il est effectivement difficile de privoir l'orientation future de la
politique industrielle. Naanmoins, les contradictions que j'ai relev6es dans
les objectifs existent, et je ne souhaite pas faire de conjectures quant A leur
solution.

Je vous remercie encore de vos observations et riflexions et j'espere
vous voir bient8t. Dans cette attente, je vous prie de croire, cher ami, A
mes sentiments les plus cordiaux.

Bela Balassa

Monsieur E. Malinvaud
INSEE
18, boulevard Adolphe Pinard
Paris 75675 (France)

P.S. Le version frangaise de l'article vous sera envoyge la semaine prochaine.



2134 Wyoming Avenue N.W.
Washingp1, D.C. 20008
July 7, 1982.

Repubic Atr Lines
2021 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Sir:

I cancelled my reservation on youir air line for July 3 and 4.

1 aelose the ticet with the request that you credt my American ftpreas

account for $258.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



July 7, 1"82.

Profwwsor Tong Weio *
President
Nankai University
Weiai Road 94, Tianjin
People's Repubic of Chin

Dear Professor Teng;

Thank you for your letter of June 17th. I an indeed sorry that
we did not have the occasion to ateet either in Chia or in the Unted
States. I hope, hoever, that we will have other ocsiomns to do so. I
enclose a copy of my paper "Eonomic Reform in China" vhich may be of
interest to you.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



Dan James W. Sabater
Asistant Dean for Adaame

and SetAmt Affairs
Gradua mateebo of 2niz==es so Pbic Amduitruatt
cornsu1 Untertelty
Malott all
Ithscs, Nov r ak 14853

Deer Dean Sabnotter:

It was good to hear about Steven Rome. I rM bkthu el

and I am gad tha he perfomed acordaf to exectations.

Bela s, m



July 7, 1982.

Dr. M. Shahid Alam
Co--otoer
Applied Econmics Resoarch Contra
(Itttiosn oatinals Capaullity in

Appliad Ecnomis)e
Uniersity of Karachi
P.O. Box $403
Karachi 32
Pakistan

Dear Dr. AJAm t

Thank yvu for yawr letter of June 16th and for sesag as the
first ssue of th new "Patan Joural of Applied Hemm-s. " It
looks very ineetn and I *mpwat to read the papn er Tirlwall,

I ansor, h"Weer, tha I eanuot write a paper for your Jounale
in the f oressable f~ . I have may oblations and I have not yet been
abl* to send a paper toe & 4f o Paisan Deopme nt sRvew," were I am
a mbober ofe Ivnernaione al ow of Itoars

? 7 Yurs sincerely

Sae.a Relase



July 7, 1962.

Dr. Jorge Qm*a
President
Bank of Santiago
Casia 14437
Santiago

Dear Jorge,

Thanke you for your ltter of June 14th. As indiated in the
encloasr, I hame sotoa Mr. do la Cuara the last week of October
for myr visit. Onme the agem'nt on th* date is reead, I'vill callt
you to haeno dissas on it.

Yours sineely,

Rmoseure Bela Balaa.m



July 7, 1982.

Professor Jeffrey Sachs
Department of RcovAmes
Harvard University
Cambriego, Mass-acuett

Dear Jeffrey,

I would be Interested in having copies of yawr NBER Working
Papers Non. 861 and E62 Thann ymu in advance, I remain,

,sincerely your*,

Bel Balss



July 7, l"82.

Foe. kAdmnitracion y Ecmat
Univerelded do Sahletgo do CNIUs

Raimblica do Chile

Doar Professor Vi1aulone

r am asty to Say that due to a previous "Imsgement I will an
be able to participae at the InsAlaatioal mi pooesu to be hold in
Santiago betwoma dAust 26 and 27. 1 plan, howver, to go to Santago
later In the ymar and I hope that we will be"e the oppo"Nuty to ata
at that tie.

Yours sincerely,

Bela galawe&



July 7. 1"82.

W. Segio 40 1& Cam"rA F.
Minitra do thwimude
lamse Central do Chile

Door Mr. do Is Oire t

Tkmmk you f or your letter of Juse Oth twriting as to Santlage.
I vill be haMp tv o me and would amest00 thea last wekdi of Ocmter for
my visit. lms lot sm if athist to conenienat. slsAng forward to

see~la Raise"900m

cc: Messrs. Ardito-Barletta, LCNVP; Lari, LC1; van der Meer, LCP;
Aguirre-Sacasa, LC1 Pfeffermann, LCNVP; Meo LC1.
Stoutjesdijk, DRD



BANCO CENTRAL DE CHILE
SANTIAGO

June 8, th 1982

Mr.Bela Balassa
The World Bank
1818 H. Street, Washington D.C. 20433
USA

Dear Mr. Balassa:

Regrettably, due to various circumstances, it was
not feasible to coordinate and arrive at a mutually convenient date
for your trip to Chile last April. As you certainly are aware at
the end of that month the cabinet reshuffle took place and in addi-
tion, there was previously some travelling scheduled for Mr. de Cas-
tro.

I would be delighted to have you in Chile, maybe in
October or November, at your convenience. We hope that at this point
in time the climate both of the country and the economy will be much
improved.

Please let me know as soon as possible about th's new
possibility of coming to visit with us. After receiving your answer
in this respect, the Central Bank will contact you in order to make
the proper arrangements with respect to the trip and the program.

Sincerely yours,

Sergio de la aCua .
MINISTRO DE HACIENDA

MINA I

Rio| dA



Mer. E. Stoutjesdijk, DRD July 6, 1982.

Bala Balaes.U DRD

June Memos

Enclosed are ay substantivo mes for the tmoth of June.

Enclosure
MBalassamne



July 5, 1982.

Mr. -an Dm rea
Deput Director
Institue of Economis
Chinese A'cademy of Social Sciencs
5 Jagumn Nei Dajei

Door Ift. Dong:

I take the plenasre of enclosing the revised version of my paper
"Eonomic Reo in China." I hope that you will find it useful. The paper
will appear in the next isse of the Ramea Naeonae del Lavoro Quarterly
Review.

I sm sending a copy of the paper to Masers. Xu Dixin, Huang Xiang,
Xu Ming and Liu Suism. You ay aso wish to distribute the paper to *thern
who pairticiated at our neatings.

Yours sinerely,

RElosure Bela Bala$&&



July S, 1982.

ler. Liu ainan
pling In titte of the state

Dear Mer. Liu

I am sorry to have mssed you to my visit to China The enclosed
P*Per "Ecoomict ROMet In Chia"n proves the rosults of my visit. I hoe
that you will find it of Inermet.

Tours sinerely,

RElosure Bola Balasa.

4*



July 5, 1992.

Mt. Huang Xiang
Vie Pesidnt
Cinese Aieoawey of BScal Sciences
5 inguornise Daji
Beijing
China

Dear Mr. Nuang:

It was a plasure sooting yu ands I much enjoyed the amuvarstions
we had. Thea enclosed paper "BEcownti Reform n Chinda" provides the rsulmts
of my visit. I hoe a ut you wili nd it of interest.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balas



July 5, 1982.

Mr. Xu Dixin
Director
Institute of Econoamicee arc*h
Beijing
China

Dear Mrf. Xui

it was a pleasure meeting you and I much enjoyed the coversations
we had. The encoed paper "Enocdna Reform in China" provides the results
of myr visit. I hope that you will find it of interest.

Yours sincerely,



July 5, 1982.

Deputy Dietor
Plingda Institue of tha State
Planning Cowdsemona

wjtng
Chi"

Dear Nbr. Xu:

It vas a plasure meating you and- I meh enjoyed the conversatimsa
we had. The oase4a Vapor "Inard Reform in China" provides the rosults
of my vist. I hoe that you will. fin it of inierost.

T&,ws sineelsy.

Enclosure B*1& Bassa



Mr. Frederick Berger, ARPt July 2, 1962.

leis Balassa, Mn

I meseaa a copy of uy paper "Dseqauilibetm Awalysim in Doweloplug
Ecnoes:e An Overvew." Plese check If the quotation of your report Is
appropriate.

A Thai sbmient of afts, Mr. Widhipreabla, wcmld ike to set with you
befoei departUS for ThiAwd in search of data. His disertatima will eon--
sist of a ace moele for Thande Inefuding the mellinge of the flamaa
setor.

inclomwe
Dmalossamea



Kra. Domniquo Phung, ADM July 2, 1982.

Bela Balassa, D

Firench Transation

In accordance with myr discussions with Mrs. Bernard and yourself,
X enclos a copy of my paper for trnslation into fteach. We further
agreed that the translation will be doe by Ife. di a Ranaudiere to whom
I an sending a copy directly. Three additional pages of the pape wil be
provided next Tuesday.

nclosur~e
B#alaaartn



July 1, 1982.

Mer. Mebmet (hm Cal.a
Meban Securities Brokerage

and Flums Corporation
Odakule Is Mterkozi Istiklal Cadee
286 Beyeglu
Itanbuli, Turkey
Dear Mr Caia

This refers to uy letter of June l0th In vhich I informed you
about my trael pems, I an Sadt o report that It was possible for us
to get reservations o a& earlier flight on July 31st, Saturday from
Zurich to Istanbul tgst vill give us plenty of time for our cnnection
to Aadtya. There to r wne, therefore, to make a reservation for
next ow ftage f 14fi t Anatlya or to give an help in moving from the
inernational to the dowaste airport.

You hupa act told no if you vould need a copy of my paper in
advane. Pau.A* inform me by tolegrem.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Belassa



Mir* AU Birara PKDSP July 1, 1982.

Bela Malaes, DRD

Me. ChriotirA Asi

1. Mos. Asix prepared her Ph.D. dissettion under my direction at
ths Joa Hopkins University. She showed enidorabe determtin in
her wovk on the dissetation and 1asrat a new mathematical teebsegaue for
this purpoe. The dissertation is of high quaity and Ms. Ass also
performed well ingraduate school.

2. 1 beie" tat No. Assis would do well in the Sank maviromment
and would be effective In her dalitngs with officials of developing.
countries. She to 4 well-tralmid ecome end a **riuse person who
attains the goals she has et out for herself without fail.

Baalaseana
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Lt IA 6A9fl.

DR. CERIANT, BANCA MAZZONALE Oft LAVORO

UFFICIO STUDI VIA VIT T0410 WEM170, lit, ROM#, ITALY

COPIES Of INE PAPER QUOTE MOMt WEORN I* CBNA UNOVOTE ARE

SEING MAILED TOVAT OIRECTLY TO *OEn 78000 TSUI MeV YOW1 OVFF3Z

AND VIA PARIS. PLEASE AtMOWLEM6 RECEIPT. RESA3, RALASSA

CABLE 711182

Gets ses*&

99atasssrnc 000 - birecter's Office



Conuldtmat 3ravel Ann Jualy 1, 1982.

Mr. Barker has ade the sawe reservations for a as he has made
for =y family. In the event that you are unbee to book me on the
Itanbul-Zurich, Zurich-Lymn fights, plemme retain the Zurich-Rome,
Rome-Lyon reservations. T will seadinlgy change my pemws for Ankaura.

BBA13aa0

)

aI



Bela Balasma

The neloedenvelope must remc the Addrass in New.York tomorow.

Ploas* mmb appcopriate way to emnue this.

Ualassai4



July 1, 1982.

Dr. Luigi Cer4ani
Editor
Banc^ Maxionaa del 1.avoro

Quaterl eviewd

Via Vittoria Veneto, 119

TTALY

Dear Dr. Carianit

Am agreed, I entloso a to"y of my paper "Eonomic Reform in China."
An adtioal copy is being sent through the New York offie of your Bank
and a third copy wi be amaled in Pars. To be entirely sure, I am
sending to you tcatrr a fourth copy under separate cover to Rome.

Yours sincerely,

EnclosurS Bela Balassa

P-S. I enclos a my s44esses where proofta n be sent.



July 1, 1982.

Professor axellt J. Fry*

Univesty oa0ifornita
2Xrei
California 92717

Dear Max,

Plea"Ox"D th*d~l in ending you the reviscd vaesin of
my pper Diseuilbriu Anaysisin evelpingEcoomes: An OVOL"Ier."

Aarts from thue 94l the ticls the Mar has ndergone substantal
r4V0iOU8 TW Cpies $a esnes".,

Ymars sinerelyg,

EnclouresBela Balasa,

cc: Mrs. Krueger, VPERS; Tanzi, rMF; wilth enclosure



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUA
TO: Chief Economists DATE: July 1, 1982.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD

SUBJECT: Paper on China

You may be interested in the enclosed paper "Economic Reform in

China."

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc
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2. Praging and Taxing Trwksport felsa in Developing Comstrie
Soloskegy May 25, 1"82
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A omputale General Equilibrium Model for the lyey Coast
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Chief Economists July 1, 1982.

Bela Balass, ED

You may be interested in the encloed paper "Economic Reform in
China."

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



Recipiens of Bak-to-Offico Report, China ,Jucly 1, 1"2.

P"Oer an China

I enclose the rvsead version of myr paper "Iconomit Reform n Chna"a
that will be published In the mnx ies of the Bnc&ma Nazimal* del Lavorto
Qartairy Roview.

cc: tMssrs. Byrd, Hemoar

nclosure



ECONOMIC REFORM IN CHINA

Bela Balassa

July 1, 1982

*
The author is Professor of Political Economy at the Johns Hopkins University

and Consultant at the World Bank. He wrote this paper following a visit to
China at the invitation of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in May 16-
28, 1982. The author is indebted for helpful discussions to officials of the
Beijing and Chengtu Institutes of Economic Research of the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences, other Institutes of the Academy, and the Institute of the
Planning Commission and the State Economic Commission. Comments received on
the paper from William Byrd, Jack Duloy, Nicholas Lardy, and Adrian Wood are
also appreciated. However, the author alone is responsible for the opinions
expressed in the paper, that should not be interpreted to reflect the views of
the Chinese institutes or those of the World Bank.



ECONOMIC REFORM IN CHINA

Bela Balassa

I. Reforming a Centrally Planned Economy

Reform Efforts in Socialist Countries

After the Second World War, the newly-established socialist states of

Asia and Europe adopted, with few modifications, the system of centralized

physical planning practiced in the Soviet Union. Under this system, the

authorities set output targets, material allocation, employment, and other

objectives for the producing units and determined the pattern of investment,

exports, and imports. The principal targets were established in physical

terms, with prices serving chiefly an accounting function. 1/

The system of centralized physical planning permitted the large-scale

mobilization of resources in pursuing selected objectives, in the manner of a

war economy. However, the shortcomings of this system became apparent as

multiple objectives were to be pursued. As all details could not be perceived

from the center, the plan objectives of output, material allocation,

employment, and production costs often came into conflict, and the producing

units had to abandon some targets in order to attain others. Also, the lack

of scarcity prices for products, factors (capital, labor and natural

resources), and foreign exchange did not permit making appropriate choices in

production, investment, and foreign trade. Finally, the system of incentives

was not conducive to technological improvements.

The workings of the system of centralized physical planning are

exemplified by the Soviet Union, where it has been applied since the nineteen-

1/ For a detailed description, see Bela Balassa, The Hungarian Experience in
Economic Planning, New Haven, Conn., Yale University Press, 1959.
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thirties. As long as a few, selected objectives such as the development of

heavy industry were followed, rapid rates of economic growth could be attained

by mobilizing labor reserves and maintaining a high rate of investment. The

subsequent pursuit of multiple objectives, however, led to imbalances in the

economy composed of sectors with disparate levels of efficiency: a highly

modern sector producing for armament and space exploration; comparatively

backward sectors manufacturing consumer goods and producer durables, several

of which have required the infusion of Western technology; and an inefficient

agricultural sector that has increasingly necessitated food imports to provide

for the needs of the population. At the same time, there continue to be

shortages of various consumer goods, the available industrial products are of

rather low quality, and they are limited in variety.

Following the absorption of labor reserves, except for those of

agriculture that could not be mobilized under the incentives applied, the low

rate of technological change led to increases in incremental capital-output

ratios in the Soviet Union. In the absence of a rise in investment shares,

there resulted a decline in rates of economic growth.

Several attempts were made to reform the system of centralized physical

planning, in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. Piecemeal reforms were

unsuccessful, however, and they may have even brought a deterioration of the

situation by combining the negative features of centralized and decentralized

systems. These adverse consequences, leading to the subsequent abandonment of

the reforms, reflected a failure to recognize the interrelationships of

decentralized decision making, the use of prices as signals for resource

allocation, incentives at the production level, and competition among

producing units.
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Thus, in the absence of scarcity prices, delegating decision-making power

to regional authorities and introducing profit criteria for firms a la

Liberman did not bring the desired results in the Soviet Union. In turn,

barring the improbable case of solving an all-encompassing economic model on a

giant computer, one cannot establish appropriate scarcity prices for

individual commodities unless decision-making is decentralized, supply and

demand are equated, and competition is ensured. Nor would the shadow prices

derived in the model ensure conforming behavior on the part of producing units

if appropriate incentives are not provided.

Comprehensive reforms were introduced in Yugoslavia in 1949 and in

Hungary in 1968. The reforms aimed at replacing central directives by market

relations among producing units; liberalizing prices; linking the prices of

exports and imports to world market prices at realistic exchange rates; using

interest rates as a cost element and as a criterion of investment choice in

partially decentralized decision making on investment; and relying on profit

criteria for decision-making on the level of the producing units.

In Yugoslavia, the reforms represented a response to the situation that

was created as the Soviet Union and its allies, accounting for three-fourths

of its exports and imports, suddenly ceased all trading relationships with

Yugoslavia. In Hungary, the reform was motivated by the increased

sophistication of the economy and the salient importance of foreign trade in

national income that puts into focus the shortcomings of centralized physical

planning. And, in both cases, economists were able to convince a forward-

looking leadership of the need for reforms that was not the case in e.g.

Poland. The reform efforts were successful in the two countries, despite

resistance on the part of vested interests in the bureaucracy, although

practical difficulties of implementation were encountered because of the
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limitations of competition in small national markets.

China does not yet have a highly sophisticated economic structure and

foreign trade represents a small share of national income. However, it has

some industrially advanced regions and, in its large territory, the multiple

objectives of modernizing the economy and providing for the growing and

increasingly diversified needs of the population may not be efficiently

pursued through central decision making.

In particular, reforms are needed to increase the productivity of

investment that has declined over time. According to official figures, the

incremental capital-output ratio increased from 1.68 in 1953-57 to 3.76 in

1971-75. 2/ Yet, the incremental capital-output ratio is underestimated in

China because of the overstatement of rates of economic growth owing to the

overpricing of industrial goods.

And, while the reduction in the average number of people supported by

each income earner from 2.60 in 1952 to 2.08 in 1978 and, again, to 1.77 in

1981 contributed to economic growth in the past, this ratio may well increase

in the future as the share of old people in the population rises. The reduced

share of investment in national income, and the decrease in the share of

productive investment in total investment, also point to the need for

1/ On the Yugoslav reform, see Branko Horvat, The Yugoslav Economic System,
New York, M. E. Sharpe, 1976; a description of the development of the
Hungarian reform and an evaluation of recent changes, respectively, are
provided in the author's "The Hungarian Economic Reform, 1968-81," World Bank
Staff Working Paper No. 506, Washington, D.C. February 1982 (to be published
in the Proceedings of the U.S.-China Conference on Alternative Development
Strategies) and "Reforming the New Economic Mechanism in Hungary," Journal of
Comparative Economics, forthcoming. All subsequent references to Hungary
derive from these sources.

2/ Sources for all the figures cited in respect to China are available from
the author.
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improving investment efficiency. 1/ At the same time, a few industries apart,

competition may be ensured in China, so that the market mechanism could

operate even if import competition is limited at the present stage of its

economic development. In turn, postponing the reform would lead to the

establishment of an inefficient production structure that may be difficult to

subsequently modify.

Readjustment and Reform

In recent years, much has been said about the alleged conflict between

readjustment and reform in China, when readjustment has been defined in terms

of remedying macro-economic disequilibria that have generated inflationary

pressures. Yet, readjustment and reform are not necessarily in conflict and

may even complement each other. This has been the case in Hungary, where

investments were substantially reduced to redress macro-economic imbalances in

1980-81 and, simultaneously, additional reform measures were taken to improve

the rationality of prices and to further the decentralization of decision

making at the firm level.

Inflationary pressures in China, with the official cost-of-living index

rising by 9.3 percent between 1978 and 1980, may be largely explained by the

macroeconomic policies followed, or the lack thereof. Such pressures were

generated as capital construction expenditures (fixed investment) financed

from extra-budgetary funds rose at a rapid rate while, despite a cutback of

capital construction financed from the state budget, a large budget deficit

was incurred.

1/ Between 1978 and 1981, the share of investment in national income (net

material product) was reduced from 36.5 percent to below 30 percent and that

of productive investment in the total fell from 82.6 percent to 58.9 percent,
with commensurate increases in the share of housing, cultural, educational,

and health-related investments that are classified as unproductive.
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Capital construction expenditures financed from extra-budgetary funds

increased from 8.4 billion yuan in 1978 to 25.8 billion in 1980, reflecting

reduced transfers to the central government, increased levies by local

governments, and the institution of investment loans from the People Bank's of

China. At the same time, notwithstanding the decline in budget-financed

capital construction in state-owned units from 39.6 billion yuan in 1978 to

28.1 billion yuan in 1980, with lower revenues and increased subsidies to

urban consumers the small budget surplus of earlier years turned into a

deficit of 17.1 billion yuan in 1979 that was followed by a deficit of 12.7

billion yuan in 1980, equivalent for 3.0 percent of national income in that

year. In 1979, one-half of the deficit in the state budget was financed by

money creation and the remainder by running down the accumulated reserves of

the Treasury with the People Bank's of China 1/; in 1980, the share of money

creation was about two-thirds, 8.0 billion yuan, with the compulsory purchase

of long-term treasury bonds by localities and enterprises in early 1981

accounting for the remainder.

China succeeded in limiting inflationary pressures in 1981, with the

official cost-of-living index rising by 2.4 percent. This was accomplished by

lowering expenditures on capital construction in state-owned units by 21

percent, reducing the budget deficit to 2.5 billion yuan and asking local

authorities to lend 7 billion yuan to the central authorities in 1981.

The decline in capital construction was more than offset by increases in

the production of domestic consumer goods and by eliminating the deficit of

2.8 billion yuan in the balance of trade of the previous year. As a result of

1/ It is conceivable, however, that these reserves were not considered to be
part of the money supply.
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these changes, the combined value of agricultural and industrial output rose

by 4.5 percent over the 1980 level while the increase in national income was

3.0 percent.

It is especially noteworthy that agricultural output increased by 5.7

percent in 1981, although floods and drought reduced the harvest in several

areas of the country. This result, and the 5.6 percent average annual rate of

increase of agricultural output in the preceding two years that included the

year 1980 characterized by natural calamities, reflect the impact of the

incentive measures applied and contrast with slow agricultural growth in the

previous two decades.

Industrial production increased by 4.1 percent in 1981. Although the

production of heavy industry fell by 4.7 percent, this was the result of

deliberate efforts to limit output at lower investment levels. In turn, with

the reform measures providing inducement to the expansion of production, the

output of light industry rose by 14.1 percent and there was a considerable

increase in the provision of simple consumer goods by collective (i.e.

cooperative) and by individual enterprises.

The reform measures applied thus contributed to the satisfaction of the

needs of the population and, in increasing supply, reduced inflationary

pressures. At the same time, certain adverse changes occurred owing to the

fact that, in the absence of scarcity prices and the lack of competition in a

number of industries, the interests of producing units and those of the

national economy do not necessarily coincide. The measures taken, and their

effects, will be briefly considered in Section III below.

The Need for a Comprehensive Reform

Any adverse consequences the reform measures may have had should not

however lead to limiting reform efforts or undoing the measures taken.
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Rather, such consequences may be eliminated, and the favorable effects of the

reform enhanced, by adopting a comprehensive approach. This would require

taking measures simultaneously to decentralize decision-making, rationalize

prices, provide appropriate incentives to producing units, and encourage

competition. In the following, recommendations will be made for a reform

package that combines these elements and also provides a macroeconomic

framework in which the reform measures can bring fruit.

As regards the macroeconomic framework, Section II will examine the

requirements of a suitable credit and interest rate policy as well as

budgetary policy in China. This will be followed by a consideration of

appropriate balance-of-payments policies pertaining to the inflow of foreign

capital, exchange rate tariffs, and subsidies.

A consideration of exchange rates, tariffs and subsidies leads to the

issue of domestic price formation. Section III will analyze the pricing of

exports and imports and of goods produced for the domestic market, together

with possible reforms of the decision making process in industry. Policies

aimed at increasing agricultural value added and the potential role of private

initiative will also be discussed in this section.

II. The Macroeconomic Framework

Credit and Interest Rate Policy

As noted above, financing the government budget deficit in 1980 involved

money creation of 8 billion yuan. This amount represented, however, only one-

fifth of total money creation. Currency and deposits increased by 40 billion

yuan between the end of 1979 and the end of 1980, corresponding to an increase

of 25 percent. This compares with annual increases averaging 8 percent in the

1955-79 period, and while the figures need to be adjusted for inflation that

reportedly averaged 6 percent in 1980, increases in the real value of the
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money supply were still 18 percent.

Various considerations explain the acceleration of the growth of the

money supply in 1980. Apart from the direct effects of the government budget

deficit, reduced budgetary appropriations for working capital led to increased

demands for credit. Also, the People's Bank of China began providing

investment loans in substantial amounts, totalling 5.6 billion yuan in 1980.

At the same time, in the application of government priorities, there were

large increases in loans to rural communes and production brigades (3.6

billion yuan) and to urban collective and individual enterprises (2.1 billion

yuan). Finally, negative real interest rates, with the rate on loans for

circulating capital remaining at 5.2 percent a year for industry and commerce

and 4.4 percent a year for agriculture, (compounded monthly interest rates),

notwithstanding inflation rates of 6 percent following the price stability of

the earlier period, may have encouraged the accumulation of inventories.

In accordance with its traditional mode of operations, the People's Bank

of China continued to grant loans virtually automatically on the presentation

of documents concerning the purchase of materials. At the same time, the

decentralization of credit management, which stimulated the local branches of

the PBC to attract deposits and to make loans, has added to money creation

through the operation of the money multiplier. 1/

Improvements were registered in 1981. The rate of increase in

outstanding loans granted by the PCB declined to 14.5 percent from 18.4

percent the year earlier while the rate of increase of the money supply fell

from 25.2 percent to 21.2 percent. These results were attained, despite the

1/ This point is made in William Byrd, "China's Financial System: The

Changing Role of Banks," Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University, September 1981

(mimeo).
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fact that increased private activity required additional liquidity and time

deposits rose to a considerable extent.

Notwithstanding these improvements, there is need to reform the financial

system in China, both to carry out an active monetary policy and to conform to

the requirements of its changing economic structure. To begin with, rather

than continuing to take a passive stance in providing loans for the purchase

of materials, it would be desirable that the PBC followed an active monetary

policy. This may involve relying on interest rates and/or credit ceilings.

Interest rates on circulating capital to industry were increased to 7.4

percent in April 1982, practically eliminating the "negative financial

transformation" that existed after April 1980 when interest rates on time

deposits were substantially raised. 1/ Increases in time deposit rates, in

turn, contributed to the rise in urban and rural savings. Total time deposits

increased from 21.1 billion yuan at the end of 1978 to 39.9 billion yuan at

the end of 1980, followed by an increase to 52.3 billion yuan in the following

year.

Individuals will receive an interest rate of 8 percent on long-term

treasury bonds issued in 1982, of which they are expected to take about one-

half. While this rate slightly exceeds the 7.1 percent interest rate on five-

year time deposits, the differential is warranted given that the repayment of

treasury bonds begins only in the sixth year after issue and it is undertaken

in five annual instalments. At the same time, following the decline in

1/ Interest rates on six-month deposits were increased from 3.7 to 4.4

percent, on one-year deposits from 4.1 to 5.6 percent, on three-year deposits

from 4.6 to 6.3 percent, and on five year deposits from 5.1 to 7.1 percent.
Prior to April 1979, interest rates on all time deposits were 2.2 percent. In

turn, interest rates on demand deposits were raised to 3.0 percent in April
1980 from 2.3 percent in the preceding two decades.
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inflation rates, the present interest rate structure on demand and time

deposits seems appropriate.

It would be desirable, however, to further increase interest rates on

circulating capital, so as to limit credit demand for purposes of holding

inventories. Interest rates on loans for capital construction would also need

to be raised. The PCB presently charges interest rates of 5.2 to 6.6 percent,

depending on maturity, while budget-financed loans by the People's

Construction Bank of China carry an annual interest rate of 3.0 percent.

But it cannot be expected that, under the present system of economic

incentives, interest rates could be increased sufficiently to equilibrate the

demand for, and the supply of, credit. Correspondingly, one may employ a

combination of higher interest rates and credit ceilings to the branches of

the PBC. These branches could eventually become regional banks managed on

commercial principles and be subject to reserve requirements. This would

permit establishing a separate central bank, to be responsible for overall

monetary policy.

Budgetary Policy

The compulsory purchase of treasury bonds by local governments and by

state-owned and collective enterprises, and borrowing from the local

authorities, partly compensated for the reduced transfers to the central

government. Such financial transactions can provide only a temporary remedy,

however, since they create a repayment obligation for the future. At the same

time, notwithstanding these transactions, capital construction expenditures

financed from the state budget fell by 7.3 billion yuan in 1981 while the

decrease in capital construction financed from extra-budgetary funds was only

3.8 billion yuan, raising the share of the latter from 47.8 percent in 1980 to
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1/2

51.4 percent in 1981.

In fact, there is evidence that local authorities have utilized the

increased availability of extra-budgetary funds to undertake investments that

were not warranted by economic considerations. These investments have

reinforced autarchical tendencies and have led to the local small-scale

processing of materials that would have been better utilized in efficient,

large-scale establishments. In Sichuan province, such has reportedly been the

case in regard to silk and tobacco, for example.

More generally, local authorities do not have an overview of alternative

investment possibilities and they are inclined to pursue regional rather than

national interests. At the same time, rapid economic development in China

requires substantial investments in infrastructure, in particular in

transportation and energy. Also, increased funds would need to be provided to

state-owned enterprises for investment purposes. This may be done through the

People's Construction Bank of China, with the interest rate increasingly used

as an allocative device.

The above considerations point to the need for reducing the share of the

local authorities in government revenues and limiting their power of

taxation. Central revenues would be further increased through the institution

of capital charges on a uniform basis and through higher depreciation

allowances as suggested below.

1/ According to an official report, "the investment not covered by the
national budget exceeded the plan to a fairly large extent, and blind and
duplicate construction was not eliminated." "Communique on Fulfilment of
China's 1981 National Economic Plan for 1981," Beijing Review, No. 20, May 19,
1982, p. 19.
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Balance-of-Payments Policy

Foreign sources of investment in China comprise borrowing abroad as well

as foreign direct investment. China attempts to attract increasing amounts of

capital in the form of equity and contractual joint ventures, when the former

but not the latter involves a capital expenditure by the domestic partner.

Furthermore, compensation agreements involving the repayment of foreign loans

in kind have assumed importance.

In evaluating the desirability of foreign borrowing, it is customary to

introduce liquidity as well as profitability considerations. The former

played a role in the cutback of borrowing for major investment projects but,

at this point of time, the debt-service ratio is relatively low in China.

Correspondingly, attention may be focused on profitability considerations, an

appropriate objective being that the investment has a rate of return at world

market prices at least as high as the rate of interest on the loan. In this

way, it can be avoided that the cost of the domestic production of capital-

intensive industrial materials financed from foreign loans, such as steel and

petrochemicals, exceed the cost of importing them.

At the same time, the continued encouragement of joint ventures is

desirable since, in addition to capital, they bring technological knowhow and

marketing expertise and involve a sharing of profits rather than a fixed

interest charge. Such ventures could be further encouraged by clarifying some

of the provisions of China's 1979 foreign investment law and by negotiating

investment treaties with additional foreign countries.

Joint ventures designed for production for domestic markets, such as

automobiles, trucks, and diesel engines, should be evaluated at world market

prices, lest high-cost industries be established behind protection and profit

transfers made from high prices paid by domestic users. Such is not the case
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for export-oriented investments and, in particular, for investments in the

special economic zones where in addition to wages, China earns foreign

exchange from taxes and other fees imposed on foreign operations.

But, one should not give excessive emphasis to the special economic zones

that are largely isolated from the domestic economy, and hence multiplier

effects are foregone. Rather, it would be desirable to create similar

conditions for exports throughout China, so that exporting firms increasingly

use domestic materials and also produce for domestic markets. Finally,

"straight" borrowing and sales will often be superior to compensation

agreements that may involve getting unduly low prices for exported products.

Making estimates on the rate of return at world market prices would

necessitate using a realistic exchange rate in the calculations. Increasing

the accounting rate from 1.5 yuan to 2.8 yuan to the U.S. dollar in January

1981 was an important step in this direction. However, notwithstanding the

substantial appreciation of the U.S. dollar vis-a-vis other currencies in the

following eighteen months, the accounting exchange rate has not been

subsequently changed.

In a market economy, the exchange rate should equilibrate the balance of

payments, with allowance made for the desired inflow of foreign capital.

While the exchange rate cannot be called upon to perform this role in China

under the present system of import restrictions, a further step in this

direction may be taken, and exports encouraged, if a more flexible procedure

is applied in setting the accounting exchange rate.

It would appear that foreign exchange retention schemes for exporting

firms and the provision of foreign exchange to firms producing inputs for

export production have encouraged the expansion of exports in China. There is

no particular rationale, however, for the retention of foreign exchange by
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local authorities that do not engage in productive pursuits.

In increasing the profitability of domestic sales, the high protection of

domestic markets through import restrictions and tariffs tends to discourage

exports. Also, China's tariff structure has developed in a rather haphazard

way, and it unduly raises costs to some industries and provides too little

protection to others. There is need, therefore, to rationalize the system of

protection by reducing disparities in tariff rates. At the same time, pari

passu with the establishment of a realistic accounting exchange rate, average

tariffs may be lowered.

The expansion of exports would further permit easing the foreign exchange

bottleneck and accelerating economic growth through the increased imports of

industrial materials and capital goods embodying sophisticated technology.

For exchange rates to have appropriate effects, however, they should enter

into domestic price formation and decisions on production and exports would

need to be decentralized, with producing units aiming at higher profits.

These conditions will be considered in Section III in the context of economic

reforms in China for manufacturing industry as well as for agriculture, with

further attention given to the role of collective and individual enterprises.

III. Reforming the Operation of the Productive Sectors

Reform Efforts in Manufacturing Industry

Manufacturing industry in China made considerable strides during the

period following the Second World War. However, it suffered from the usual

shortcomings of centralized physical planning, including low-quality

production, the accumulation of stocks of material inputs, an excess supply of

goods that did not correspond to user needs, as well as shortages of various

commodities for which there was demand. Largely as a result of the

accumulation of stocks of material inputs, circulating capital per 100 yuan of
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output increased from 17 yuan in 1956 to 31 yuan in 1979. There were also

growing inventories of finished goods. In 1980, inventories of steel products

and machinery and equipment reportedly exceeded one year's production. In the

same year, stockpiles of unsold goods for export accounted for more than one-

third of annual exports. 1/

Various reforms were introduced on an experimental basis to improve the

operation of industrial enterprises in China. They included profit retention

schemes; the use of retained profits for reinvestment, for social and cultural

purposes, for the payment of bonuses, and for reserves; the right to sell

above-plan output directly at negotiated prices up to 15 percent higher or

lower than plan prices; and greater freedom in labor relations. While the

reforms originally applied to a few firms, in 1981 they were extended to 6000

enterprises accounting for about 60 percent of industrial output. Since 1982,

investment decisions again require permission by the supervising authorities

and, in practice, little change has occurred in labor relations. However, de

facto, if not de iure, the remaining reforms have been extended to practically

all industrial firms.

In the Shanghai area, an average of 8 percent of profits was retained in

1980, with workers receiving annual bonuses averaging two months' wages. The

profit retention ratio was higher -- often by a substantial margin - in other

areas where profits tend to be lower; 2/ it reportedly varied between 10 and

20 percent in Sichuan province. In the same province, 40 percent of retained

profits were to be used for investments, 30 percent for social and cultural

1/ Byrd, op. cit., p. 38.

2/ In 1979, profit rates on total assets reportedly averaged 24.2 percent in

Chinese industry and 47.1 percent in Shanghai alone (Ibid., p. 61).
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purposes, 20 percent for bonuses and awards, and 10 percent for reserves in

the 417 firms that participated in the decentralization experiment in 1980.

The introduction of the profit retention and bonus schemes led to the

expansion of industrial production while the increased practice of negotiated

sales contributed to the satisfaction of the users' needs. In 1980, the 417

firms applying these schemes in Sichuan province experienced production

increases one-half larger than the other firms of the province.

Profits also increased more rapidly in the former group of firms than in

the latter. However, profits on the firm level do not necessarily conform to

the national interest, because of the existence of price distortions. This is

of particular importance in China where prices were set at the time of the

introduction of particular products and seldom changed afterwards. Prices

were not raised in response of increases in costs, so as to avoid inflation;

1/
-- nor were prices reduced in cases when productivity increased, in order to

provide revenue for the state budget.

Thus, some firms changed their product composition, with little

consideration given to their saleability. They could do so, even though

inventories accumulated, since profits are measured on the basis of production

value rather than sales. There were further cases when the firm raised prices

by replacing existing products with new ones that had a higher price.

1/ A case in point is silk brocade where a collective enterprise in Sichuan
could not increase its price despite the rise in the price of silk paid to
farmers, leading to a decline in profit margins.
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Finally, there were instances of lowering product quality.__

These adverse consequences may be limited if profits are based on actual

sales rather than on production value. Also, as suggested above, inventory

accumulation may be discouraged by raising interest rates on circulating

capital, a measure that has been successfully used in Hungary. At the same

time, in order to avoid distortions owing to interfirm differences in the cost

of circulating capital financed from budgetary appropriations and from bank

loans, the same interest rate should be applied to both. 2/

For the same reason, the treatment of funds provided directly from the

budget and in the form of loans for capital construction would need to be

equalized. Every firm should pay a charge for the use of its fixed capital,

over and above depreciation, equal to the rate of interest on investment

loans, which would also have to be raised from existing levels. In addition,

depreciation charges would need to be increased from their present low level

of 4-5 percent a year, in order to account for the obsolescence of equipment.

Under the described procedures, the cost of capital would enter into the

calculations of the firm, thus allowing differences in capital intensity among

firms and among industries to bear on the cost of production. At the same

time, in view of the high profits noted above, capital charges would not

1/ The official report on plan fulfilment in 1981 writes: "Owing to the
Wind pursuit by some enterprises of output value and speed in disregard of
quality of products and market demand, the output of some products that should

be limited under the plan also increased blindly, so that there is warehouse
overstocking... In addition, some enterprises sold shoddy goods for quality
gocds, decreased quantities at original prices or otherwise raised prices in
disguised forms." (op. cit., pp. 18, 21.)

2/ This is being done today on an experimental basis. Such exceptions aside,
however, firms do not pay interest on circulating capital provided from the
bucget. This is also generally the case for budgetary appropriations for

capital construction, except for the loans provided through the People's
Construction Bank of China in recent years.
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impose an undue burden on most industrial enterprises.

It would further be desirable to limit the present proliferation of

profit retention rates. While the purpose has been to differentiate among

firms having different production conditions, these cannot be measured even in

an approximate way. Nor is there a rationale for varying profit retention

rates, and income tax rates, according to the absolute size of profits when

there are interfirm differences in the capital stock.

A possible solution is to replace profit retention schemes by profit

taxes, with progressivity in the tax rates based on the rate of profit on

fixed and circulating capital. These rates would be applied to base level

profits, and lower taxes paid on subsequent increases in profits. In this

way, one could avoid the arbitrariness involved in setting different profit

retention rates for different industries, and for firms within each industry,

while appropriating the "rent" element in profits without affecting incentives

to improve operations.

It would further be desirable to modify the present system of bonuses.

While bonuses had been designed to reward work performance, they have often

become a supplement to wages provided without distinction to all workers in

the firm. Also, under the existing schemes, bonuses tend to be higher in

firms that earn higher profits. Correspondingly, bonuses have frequently

become divorced from individual performance while adding to inflationary

pressures as well as to income differentials. Average real wages in state-

owned enterprises increased by 5 percent between 1979 and 1981, while

industrial labor productivity stagnated. At the same time, in industrial

enterprises making losses as well as many nonindustrial enterprises bonuses

were not provided.
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In his report to the Fifth National People's Congress on November 30 and

December 1, 1981, Premier Zhao Ziyang demanded that "the present practice of

handing out bonuses indiscriminately should be strictly checked"

1/
-- , and subsequently called for limiting bonuses payable in 1982 to the 1981

level. Further steps would include integrating bonuses into an extended

piece-wage system; providing bonuses independently of profits; and including

bonus payments in production costs.

At the same time, on the example of Hungary, it would be desirable to

provide profit-based bonuses to management that directly contributes to the

profitability of the firm's operations. Hungary further rejected the Yugoslav

system of labor management on the grounds that it tends to be conservative,

both in discouraging new investments and in limiting increases in the firm's

labor force, and it reduces labor discipline.

It has been reported that in China "democratic election of factory

directors began last year on an experimental basis in a number of provinces,

autonomous regions and municipalities including Beijing. This is an effective

move towards democratic management, ensuring the exercise of democratic rights

by the workers." 2/ The experience of Yugoslavia and Hungary raises doubts

about the desirability of having workers elect managers, however. A more

appropriate alternative would seem to be to entrust the task of hiring - and

firing - managers to a board of supervisors, consisting of the

representatives of governmental authorities, the banks, management, labor, as

well as independent experts, when utilizing experienced cadres on the board of

supervisors would also permit making room for the young and the middle aged in

1/ Beijing Review, No. 51, December 21, 1981, p. 28.

2/ "Election of Directors," Beijing Review, No. 52, December 29, 1981, p. 6.
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government administration.

A related issue is to provide greater authority to managers to fire

undisciplined workers. This possibility has been officially admitted but it

involves a rather complicated process. This fact may explain that few workers

have been fired, and only for gross undiscipline, such as being absent without

leave for several months.

A more difficult question is the need to reduce the labor force of the

firm that encounters difficulties and, in extreme cases, closing down the firm

itself. Premier Zhao stated that "factories and enterprises that fail to meet

[established] requirements within a certain time limit must either suspend

operations pending consolidation or close down." 1/ In fact, a number of

plants have closed down; for example, the number of small iron plants run by

prefectures and counties has been cut from 466 to 276, representing a reversal

of the policy of "backyard iron furnaces" of some time ago. An extension of

this policy would involve closing down high-cost units of particular

enterprises.

The Pricing of Industrial Products

The described measures would contribute to improving the performance of

Chinese industry. Their effects would, however, be limited as long as prices

are not reformed. Establishing rational prices that reflect resource

scarcities, in turn, requires the decentralization of decision-making to the

firm level as well as effective competition. In this connection, comparisons

with Hungary may be of interest.

Its small market size limits the extent of domestic competition in

Hungary. By contrast, China has a number of producing units in practically

1/ Op. cit., p. 21.
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all industries, thereby providing possibilities for competition. There has in

fact been competition following reductions in plan targets for firms

manufacturing steel products and machinery as these firms have attempted to

increase the extent of capacity utilization.

In turn, given its large market size and relatively low level of

industrial development, it would not be appropriate for China to follow the

example of Hungary in adopting world market price relations for its domestic

sales, as a general principle. 1/ At the same time, continuing with the

separation of domestic and world market prices for China's exports and imports

would not permit exploiting its possibilities in international trade to best

advantage. In the following, recommendations will be made for a mixed system

of pricing, to be applied in conjunction with decentralized decision making

and profit incentives.

For manufactured exports, the appropriate goal is to equate prices paid

to domestic producers to the fob export price less domestic transportation

costs. In conjunction with an appropriate exchange rate policy, this would

contribute to the expansion of exports that are profitable from the point of

view of the national economy and encourage investment in such activities by

ploughing back profits.

Exceptions would need to be made, however, in cases when exports are

limited by foreign restrictions (e.g. textiles) or by the extent of foreign

demand (tungsten). In such instances, an export quota system may be employed

to avoid price-cutting through competition among Chinese exporters. At the

1/ In fact, the Hungarian price system is much more complicated than this
statement would indicate. Also, the adoption of world market price relations
necessitates import competition that would not be practicable under present
conditions in China. For a detailed discussion of the Hungarian experience,
the reader is referred to the papers by the author cited earlier.
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same time, it is doubtful that this would be the case for many of the 173

export commodities, for which unified export management was established in May

1982. Extending the export quota scheme to products that are not subject to

limitations abroad may have adverse effects by stifling initiative to seek out

new markets and to introduce new product varieties.

Rather, it would be desirable to increase the number of industries and

products where firms can establish direct market relations abroad. This would

permit firms to adjust to world market conditions and to seek out profitable

market outlets. With domestic prices linked to export prices, firms would

also have a direct interest in obtaining better prices abroad.

It would further be desirable to equate the domestic prices of imported

industrial materials to the cif import price plus tariffs and domestic

transportation and distribution costs, so as to induce firms to economize with

these products. In the case of materials subject to considerable price

fluctuations, however, a price compensation scheme may need to be employed.

Investment projects for the replacement of imported industrial materials

should also be evaluated at world market prices. As noted above, this is of

particular importance in cases where domestic production is undertaken by

utilizing borrowed funds. The importation of capital and that of products,

then, become alternatives and the choice between them will require careful

economic evaluation.

More generally, for industrial materials imports provide an alternative

to domestic production, and hence world market prices may appropriately serve

as a basis for domestic price formation. At the same time, the application of

this procedure is facilitated by the fact that the products in question are

homogeneous, so that differences in quality and in specifications do not

affect the price comparisons.
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Different conclusions apply to differentiated products that account for

the vast bulk of manufactured goods, in particular consumer goods, machinery

and equipment. For these products, the varieties manufactured in China

generally differ in quality and in specifications from those available in the

world market. As a practical matter, then, it would not be possible to

utilize world market prices in domestic pricing. At any rate, given its large

market and relatively low level of industrial development, it would seem

appropriate for China to have domestic prices reflect domestic scarcities

rather than world market price relationships for these products.

Two alternative procedures for setting the domestic producer prices of

differentiated products in the manufacturing sector have been suggested in

discussions among Chinese economists. One of these would entail the use of a

large input-output table to indicate the interindustry relationships of costs

and prices. The other alternative would involve extending the scope of

negotiated prices to eventually encompass all sales of differentiated

products.

While the first alternative may appear attractive in theory, it would

encounter practical difficulties because of the great variety of industrial

products manufactured in China and the importance of quality differences for

product prices. Thus, a central authority could not set appropriate prices

for all conceivable product specifications and there is the danger that firms

would lower quality in the pursuit of profits.

Nor would the central determination of prices by the use of an input-

output table ensure that demand and supply for individual products are

equated, which is a precondition for establishing rational, or scarcity,

prices. This purpose can be served by placing reliance on market

relationships that would also permit avoiding reductions in quality.
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Negotiated sales among industrial firms are expressions of market

relations in China. These relationships have assumed importance in heavy

industry, where reductions in plan targets have led firms to seek out market

outlets. In so doing, firms have changed their product composition to suit

the users' needs and genuine competition has emerged among suppliers. __

The scope of negotiated sales in heavy industry could be extended further

by reducing plan targets, with a view to their eventual elimination. In this

industry, competition could be relied upon to limit price increases, when the

first step to liberalize prices would entail enlarging the margins around the

prices determined centrally.

The described procedure could be applied in heavy industry because of the

existence of excess capacity. This is not generally the case in light

industry where, despite the increase of production by one-half between 1978

and 1981, there is unsatisfied demand for a number of products. In such

instances, production would need to be increased before negotiated prices

could come into general use.

The output of light industry could be increased, first of all, by raising

the extent of capacity utilization. While firms in Shanghai reportedly work

in three shifts, one-shift operations predominate in some other parts of

China. A case in point is a shirt factory in Beijing, which utilizes

expensive modern Japanese machinery in only one shift.

1/ In Chengtu, for example, a machinery-producing enterprise was given a plan

for 1980 that would have permitted utilizing only 28 percent of its capacity;
in finding new markets through negotiated sales, the extent of capacity

utilization was raised to 61 percent. Also, Shanghai machine-building
factories created new kinds of machinery for light industry and agriculture

and embarked on the production of durable consumer goods while a steel plant
developed 80 new products for use in light industry.
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In order to increase the extent of capacity utilization, incentives for

multi-shift operations would need to be provided. Increasing the cost of

capital to the firm, suggested above, would provide such incentives.

Furthermore, firms may be allowed to establish a double deduction for part of

the cost of overtime in calculating their profit tax.

Investment in light industry would also need to be increased. While the

share of light industry in manufacturing output rose from 42.7 percent in 1978

to 51.4 percent in 1981, with a commensurate decline in the share of heavy

industry, investment in light industry was only one-fourth of that in heavy

industry in 1981. Although this represents an increase compared to an

investment share of one-sixth in 1978, further increases are necessary for

light industry to fully meet demand by urban dwellers and, in particular, by

the rural population.

While the need for increasing the service orientation of heavy industry

vis-a-vis light industry and agriculture has been well recognized in China,

there is further need for establishing a dynamic equilibrium between light

industry and agriculture. This would take the form of expanding the

production of light industry to provide consumer goods for the rural

population who, in turn, would increase the output of food for the urban

dwellers.

In order to ensure that such an equilibrium is attained, appropriate

incentives would need to be provided. As far as light industry is concerned,

this would entail increasing the scope of negotiated sales pari passu with the

elimination of excess demand in regard to particular products. It would

further be necessary to ensure competition among producing units.

In this connection, reference may be made to recent tendencies for

concentration in Chinese industries. Although improvements in productivity
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could be achieved by reducing the number of the nearly 400,000 state-owned

enterprises in China, one should avoid excessive concentration that would

reduce competition. Also, while the transformation of certain ministries into

corporations will increase their flexibility, 1/ the enterprises within the

corporations should be encouraged to compete with each other.

Also, as noted above, industrial enterprises should be free to invest by

using their own funds as well as funds borrowed at appropriate interest

rates. At the same time, the central government would have to make investment

decisions in regard to basic industries and utilize economic project

evaluation in making these decisions.

Particular importance attaches to improving transportation facilities and

increasing the supply of energy. And while this will take time to accomplish,

the establishment of highly energy-intensive plants producing industrial

materials, which often have also considerable transportation requirements,

would need to be postponed further for the sake of providing for the energy

needs of consumer goods industries. 2/

Agriculture

Since 1979, a number of important measures have been taken in China to

reform agriculture. The measures in question include the introduction of the

"responsibility" system, with remuneration based on output; reductions in

1/ The first case is shipbuilding, to be followed by automobiles.

2/ In this connection, note may be taken of a statement made in an article in
the official Party daily. "There is an acute shortage of energy supplies such

as fuel, oil, and electric power, and communication and transportation
facilities are insufficient. However, many of the current projects under
construction consume a large quantity of energy resources and materials which
need to be transported from far away places." ("How Are We to Grasp this
Year's Economic Work Well," Renmin Ribao, March 9, 1981, p. 22 as quoted in
Foreign Broadcast Service, March 11, 1981, p. L12).
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compulsory procurement, with higher prices applying to above-procurement

sales; increases in absolute prices and changes in relative prices for

procurement; and the encouragement of sideline activities.

The responsibility system has replaced the earlier system, denoted in

popular parlance as "eating from the same big public pot," under which work

was apportioned by the leader of the production team and remuneration based on

hours worked; it now applies to over 90 percent of production teams. The

principal variants of the responsibility system include providing remuneration

on the basis of the production tasks performed in the framework of the

production team and the family responsibility system, bao gan dao hu, under

which each household retains everything it has produced on the land assigned

to it after paying taxes and contributing its share to the accumulation and

public welfare funds of the commune. In some instances, households have

organized themselves into "integrated units," made up of three to five

households, with specialization according to tasks within each unit.

Furthermore, the area available for household plots has been increased

from 7 percent to 15 percent of the total; under the Cultural Revolution,

household plots were not officially allowed. Finally, the draft of the

revised Constitution calls for separating local government administration from

commune management, with a view to avoiding the use of compulsory methods.

The family responsibility system has assumed increased importance,

covering 60 percent of the land area of the communes in Sichuan province, with

family groups accounting for another 7 percent. In the same province,

production on private plots, occupying 13.5 percent of the land area, and

sideline activities carried out by the family, reportedly accounted for 47

percent of agricultural income in 1981. A slightly lower proportion, 42

percent, applies to a sample of 18,529 peasant households throughout China,
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for which data were collected by the State Statistical Bureau; the

corresponding figure was 29 percent in 1978. 1/

The establishment of the responsibility system has been accompanied by

some easing of acreage limitations and reductions in procurement targets.

According to one estimate, private sales in rural areas nearly doubled between

1978 and 1980, reaching one-third of state purchases in that year. 2/ Prices

for such sales exceeded the procurement price of wheat, that was first

permitted to be sold in private markets in 1979, by 70 percent in 1981.

Approximately the same price applied to the so-called negotiated sales to the

state, accounting for one-sixth of procurement sales, while above-quota sales

to the state, in approximately the same volume, were made at a 50 percent

premium. Similar price differences were observed in regard to oilseeds, a 30

percent premium applied to above-quota sales of cotton, while the differences

were smaller for other crops.

Also, procurement prices were raised and relative prices adjusted for

some major crops, thereby reducing differences vis-a-vis world market

prices. Increases in the price of cotton have led to higher output and lower

imports, more than offsetting increased wheat imports. Nevertheless, the

effects of price changes on output have been limited by acreage controls and

by continued restrictions on the interprovincial marketing of grains. __

1/ In interpreting this figure, it should be noted that household plots are
characterized by intensive cultivation and the product can be freely sold at
negotiated prices without any tax obligation or payment to the commune.

2/ Nicholas R. Lardy, "China's Agricultural Pricing Policy," New Haven,
Conn., Yale Economic Growth Center, April 1982, mimeo, p. 24. - The data also
include sales of sideline products, to be considered below.

3/ Ibid., p. 48.
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In 1978, the ban on the ownership of small factories by production teams

was lifted and limitations on the time allocation of production teams to

sideline activities were also abolished. There resulted a considerable

expansion of sideline activities in producing simple farm implements, consumer

goods, as well as industrial materials. In 1981, such production rose by 9.3

percent compared to a 5.7 percent increase in agricultural output, accounting

for 27 percent of the increment in output.

Although the expansion of sideline activities raised fears that the

production of agricultural staples would be neglected, no action has been

taken to limit their expansion. And while emphasis has again been given to

the control of acreage, with the objective of avoiding further shifts from

grains to rapeseed and tobacco, the continued development of the

responsibility system has been repeatedly endorsed.

Acreage limitations and the continued maintenance of government

procurement, however, conflict with the peasants' interest to increase their

incomes by changing the product composition of output. This interest could be

harnessed to pursue national economic objectives by increasing reliance on

prices to guide production decisions while reducing the scope of acreage

limitations and government procurement.

In fact, under present-day conditions, the principal gains in

agricultural productivity are likely to come through increased specialization

within the commune, within individual provinces, and among provinces in

1/ Liu Hujia, the Minister of Agriculture, stressed the need to "further
improve the various forms of responsibility system in farm production with
remuneration based on output, since they are welcomed by the peasants. While

upholding the principle of collectivization, the system of responsibility in
production will not be changed for a long time to come." (Beijing Review, No.
47, November 23, 1981, p. 5).
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China. Increased specialization within the commune would permit limiting the

disadvantages of the cultivation of small land areas under the family

responsibility system. The extension of the contractual system, applied

experimentally in several provinces, would serve this objective as it

determines the obligations of the family towards the commune in money terms

rather than in kind.

Intra-provincial and, in particular, inter-provincial specialization

would further contribute to the better utilization of China's natural

resources. At the same time, for the time being, specialization among

individual provinces is constrained by the inadequacies of transportation

facilities.

Specialization in response to price incentives may, however, further

widen income inequalities in rural areas that have increased in recent

years. And while income disparities owing to differences in effort are

considered desirable, such disparities also result from differences in the

quality of land as it is often not possible to produce on poor land more than

the amount required under procurement. To eliminate this source of

inequality, and to simultaneously provide incentives to increase output, it

would be desirable to place increased reliance on land taxes while raising

agricultural prices.

Land taxes should be fixed in amount but vary according to the quality of

land, so as to absorb a considerable part of the rent element in agricultural

incomes. Although China has long had a land tax under the name of

agricultural tax, its importance has declined over time; it now accounts for

only 3 percent of the value of agricultural output in Sichuan provice, for

example. While the determination of the land tax encounters administrative

difficulties, basing it on past output levels is still preferable to the
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progressive taxation of agricultural incomes that would reduce income

differences at the expense of discouraging effort.

It would further be desirable to review the subsidization of foodstuffs

that benefits the recipients of rations in urban areas. These subsidies

reportedly increased fourfold between 1979 and 1981, reaching about 6 percent

of national income but benefiting only 13 percent of the population.

Finally, a review of agricultural prices would provide an opportunity to

align these prices more closely with world market prices. The domestic price

of wheat is higher than that of rice in China whereas the opposite is the case

in the world market. Also, despite recent changes, cotton is cheaper relative

to wheat in China than in the world market. Greater alignment with world

market price relations would permit exploiting China's advantages in

international trade in agricultural products. While the narrowness of the

world rice market and the sensitivity of wheat prices to increased demand in

world markets demand caution, steps taken in this direction would increase

agricultural - and national - income in China.

Collective and Individual Enterprises

Following earlier prohibitions, since 1978 individual enterprises can be

established in China, and newly-created collective and individual enterprises

may receive tax benefits and preferential credits. Provisions have further

been made for the establishment of new forms of enterprises. These new forms

include joint ventures between state-owned and collective enterprises, between

state-owned enterprises and individuals, and between collective enterprises

and individuals, as well as enterprises established using funds pooled by

individuals, with shareholders receiving part of the profits in the form of

dividends.
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The purpose of the new regulations has been to create employment and to

contribute to the satisfaction of the needs of the population. The results

have been quite impressive. In 1980, 810 thousand individuals started their

own businesses. In 1981, state-owned enterprises provided jobs for only 29

percent of the 6 million newly-employed urban workers while collective

enterprises accounted for 49 percent and individual enterprises for 5 percent

of the total, with the remaining 17 percent being temporary workers.

Collective and the individual enterprises have engaged in a variety of

activities, including tailoring, shoe-making, arts and crafts, the manufacture

of toys, rubber products, the selling of their own products, as well as

personal services, such as restaurants and hairdressers.

Further expansion of individual enterprises is expected following the

October 1981 Decision on Solving Urban Unemployment Problems by the Central

Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the State Council. Having

reviewed the rise of employment in collective and individual enterprises, the

Decision states:

"Nonetheless, a number of problems remain unsolved. This refers
mainly to the fact that some places put undue emphasis on arranging
jobs in already overstaffed state-owned enterprises and undertakings

which is detrimental to the improvement of management ... In the

future, emphasis should be placed on creatin jobs in the collective

and in individual sectors of the economy.

This purpose is to be served by permitting individuals to hire two

helpers and five apprentices. Furthermore, workers in collective and

individual enterprises have been given the same rights and privileges as

workers in state-owned enterprises. At the same time, collective and

1/ Beijing Review, No. 6 February 8, 1982, p. 22 - This means that the state
does not any more take responsibility to provide jobs to all those who enter
working age. In fact, it has not been able to discharge this responsibility

in recent years.
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individual enterprises bear sole responsibility for their profits and losses,

and they cannot expect that the authorities would help them out in case of

financial difficulties.

Given their profit-seeking character, collective and individual

enterprises create productive employment in adding to the supply of goods and

services. At the same time, these enterprises have considerable flexibility

to respond to changes in demand, thus easing shortages in individual

commodities. Through their activities, then, the collective and individual

enterprises reduce the scope for illicit actions, which tend to proliferate in

the absence of market relationships. 1/

The practical application of the October 1981 Decision will, however,

require avoiding interference on the part of state and local authorities,

which has limited the scope of individual enterprises in several cases where

they competed with state-owned units. 2/ The danger of interference on the

part of the authorities has been recognized in the Decision that took pains to

identify the rights and privileges of the cooperative and individual

enterprises.

"The ownership of property, regular business activities and incomes

of the collective enterprises and individual laborers should be
protected by the law and no department or unit is allowed without

authorization to interfere in their affairs, transfer their property
and resources or swallow them up. They are required to pay taxes and

other fees according to state law and the rules and regulations of
the various provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions No

1/ While in the Chinese press it has been alleged that the introduction of
7mrket activities is responsible for illicit actions, such actions would not

occur if market activities were given full scope.

2/ In Beijing, for example, there is still only one small private restaurant.
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department or unit is allowed to change them under any other
pretext." 1/

Potentially, collective and individual enterprises can also play an

important role in commerce by improving the distribution of goods. Under

recent regulations, no organizations, army units, schools, industrial or

mining enterprises are allowed to engage in commercial activities, except for

the sale of their own products. While these regulations aim at limiting the

proliferation of trading activities, provisions would need to be made for

providing alternative forms. This may be done by extending the licensing of

private traders outside country fairs and urban markets. Furthermore, it

would be desirable to remove existing limitations on the sale of goods

produced by others and on the transportation of goods for sale by collective

and private enterprises.

Conclusions

This paper has briefly reviewed the experience of centrally planned

economies with reforms and the relevance of their experience to China.

Attempts made at the decentralization of decision-making in China have further

been considered, and recommendations have been put forward for continued

reform efforts.

In the discussion, emphasis has been given to the interdependence of

decentralized decision making, the use of prices as signals for resource

allocation, incentives at the production level, and competition among

producing units. In manufacturing industry, recommendations have been made

for the increased decentralization of decision making to producing units and

the application of bonus schemes for management aimed at improving operations,

1/ Op. cit., pp. 22-23.
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together with the reform of the price system and an effort to ensure

competition, so that decisions taken by state enterprises conform to the

national interest.

As regards industrial prices, the application of a mixed system has been

proposed that would rely on world market prices in regard to exports, as well

as for industrial materials, and would extend the scope of negotiated prices

to the bulk of industry. Negotiated prices also provide the appropriate norm

for collective and individual enterprises that are called upon to play an

increased role in China in creating employment and in contributing to the

satisfaction of the needs of the population.

The easing of existing constraints on decision-making and the

rationalization of prices would also be desirable in agriculture, involving

reductions in differences between relative domestic and world market prices.

It would further be desirable to make increased use of land taxes that would

permit appropriating a greater part of the rent element in agricultural

incomes without adversely affecting effort.

As regards both industry and agriculture, increased reliance would need

to be placed on interest rates as a device for allocating investment funds and

for limiting credit demands for purposes of inventory holdings. Interest

rates, together with credit ceilings, should also be used to pursue an

appropriate monetary policy that would eventually necessitate establishing a

separate central bank. In conjunction with a balance-of-payments policy

pertaining to the inflow of foreign capital, tariffs, and subsidies, then, a

macroeconomic framework would be provided for the decentralization of decision

making in the productive sectors of the economy.

Objections may be raised, however, to the regional decentralization of

investment decisions as the local authorities are not profit-making units and
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do not have an overview of alternative investment possibilities.

Correspondingly, it would be desirable to partially recentralize state

revenues. These revenues could be used for increasing lending to productive

units as well as for investments in basic industries, in particular

infrastructure, where use needs to be made of economic project evaluation.

Investments in infrastructure are necessary for the expansion of

manufacturing industry as well as agriculture and for obtaining gains through

increased regional specialization. At the same time, the measures proposed

for industry and agriculture are interdependent, inasmuch as the two sectors

provide consumer goods as well as inputs for each other. Political and

administrative constraints will, however, affect the pace at which progress

can be made and there may be differences in this regard between the two

sectors.


